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Abstract 
An experimental and theoretical study of the particle 
trajectories in a gas turbine intake has been presented. A 
computer model was written to simulate a particle behaviour 
in flight in a theoretical flow which was assumed to 
inviscid, irrotational and incompressible. The model is also 
based on other assumptions which imposes several limitations 
on the accuracy of the predicted results. These limitations 
formed the objectives of the experimental investigation of 
the particle trajectories which was carried out in a 30.0 
degree section of an axisymmetric helicopter inertial 
separator. The separator section was fully instrumented with 
wall pressure tappings to determine the near-wall flow 
condition. The flowfield at the central (vertical) plane of 
the separator was also measured with a two spot laser 
anemometer. The dust particles used in the tests were the 
spherical ballotini and irregular quartz particles with 
diameter ranging f-rom 15.0 to 150.0 microns. These particles 
were seeded locally into the separator at three initial 
positions. The restitution ratios for the quartz particle 
were based on experimental data and the ballotini particle's 
ratios were based on a simple relation, which was derived by 
trial and error matching of predicted and experimental 
results. The particle trajectories, velocities and angles in 
the separator were measured at several stations using the 
laser anemometer. The measured results were compared with 
the predicted values from the model which has been modified 
to accept both the experimentally measured and inviscid 
flowfield. The particle shape factor was also included to 
account for the higher drag on the non-spherical particle. 
Further modification was also made to include the 
restitution ratios of the ballotini particle. Good agreement 
was found between measured and predicted particle trajecto- 
ries, velocities and angles for both the spherical and non- 
spherical particle. The trajectories of the large particles 
(>100. Oum) are ballistic' in nature which are governed by 
the inertia forces. The trajectories of the smaller particles 
are influenced by the both aerodynamic and inertia forces. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
modern gas turbine engines, especially helicopter 
engines, have to operate in hazardous environments such as 
the desert or an unprepared landing field where the 
atmosphere is heavily laden with dust particles. These dust 
particles, when ingested can seriously deteriorate engine 
performance by erosion. Helicopter engines, with a nominal 
rating of 1000 hours, have been known to reduce to 8 hours 
when flying unprotected in desert conditions. most of the 
ingested dust particles are found to be between 0 to 1000 
microns (um) in diameter. Small dust particles, less than 5 
microns, do not erode but tend to deposit on engine 
components hence reducing their performances. Larger 
particles, between 5 and 200 microns (usually known as 
dust), are the major cause of erosion damage in gas turbine 
engines of today. The advent of new and advanced compressor 
blades are more prone to erosion damage due to increases in 
tip speed, reduced blade thickne. ss and close running 
clearance. Particles greater than 200 microns, classified as 
foreign objects (FO), are large enough individually to cause 
damage to engine components. 
The problem of erosion by dust particles in gas turbine 
engines has long been recognised by aircraft manufacturers. 
Steps have been taken to eradicate this problem by 
introducing intake filters such barrier filters and vortex 
tube panel filters. Filters have both their advantages and 
rpitfalls' particularly relatively large pressure drops. 
Barrier filters, for example, require frequent cleaning and 
do have a tendency to dislodge dust particles due to engine 
vibration. Vortex tube panels, as shown in Figure 1, are 
efficient separator but they require large frontal area and 
installed volume. They are also highly dependent on their 
positioning on the airframe [Ref. 11, for example, rotor 
lb, 
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downwash effects can cause scavenge flow reversal. Vortex 
tube panel filters are still in service as an option for 
certain helicopter types. Inertial separators, on the other 
hand, offer the best compromise for engine protection due to 
their low weight, cost, convenient anti-icing capability 
while maintaining compactness. The modern inertial separator 
consists of a hub, shroud and a flow splitter as shown in 
Figure 2 and 3. The whole arrangement is similar to that of 
a bi-furcated duct where clean air enters the engine inlet 
and contaminated air enters the scavenge duct. 
There are two main types of inertial separators, they 
being; 
i) swirl type configuration (Figure 
This type of separator uses swirl vanes to introduce a 
centrifugal force field to the dust particles causing 
them to migiate to the outer wall or shroud, and into 
the scavenge duct. Application of this separator is 
found in the G. E. T700 helicopter engine. The main 
disadvantages of this system are the complication and 
necessity to de-swirl the flow before it enters the 
engine. The swirl vanes themselves can incur a pressure 
loss hence reducing compressor performance. The scavenge 
flow in this system is achieved by an auxiliary fan. 
vaneless type configuration (Figure 3) 
This type of separator is relatively simpler than the 
swirl type separator without the need for the swirl 
vanes which induces performance penalties. It has a 
characteristic shape, contoured to deflect dust 
particles into the scavenge duct. The hub has a 
'hump-shaped' wall and positioned in such a way as to 
deflect particles to the shroud wall and into the 
scavenge. Diagrammatic illustration of an ideal 
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operation of an inertial separator is shown in Figure 4. 
in this system, an ejector is used to achieve a scavenge 
flow of about 20 percent of the main engine flow, which 
is usually between 10 to 12 lb/s. 
It is known that very small dust particles, less than 5 
microns in diameter, tend to follow flow streamlines, 
whereas larger particles deviate from them due to their 
higher inertia. Such behaviour of the very small particles 
has found useful application in the field of laser 
anemometry techniques. They are used as seeding in high 
temperature flows where conventional liquid will vaporises. 
The ballistic, nature of the larger particles, greater than 
50 microns, is the main reason behind the development of 
inertial separators. The trajectories of the dust particles 
between 5 and 50 microns are influenced by both the 
, ballistic, and aerodynamic forces. 
The performance of an inertial separator is determined 
by its separation efficiency tested under standard 
conditions which would simulate a dusty environment. 
Standard man-made dusts such as IMIL-SPECI sand (between 0 
to 1000 microns) and AC coarse dust (between 0 to 200 
microns), are used by most engine manufacturers in a dust 
test facility. Diagrammatic illustration of a standard dust 
test facility is shown in Figure 5. The separation 
efficiency is defined as, 
mass of dust separated 
eff w mass of dust at inlet 
or, 
(as defined in U. S. A. ) 
Ce (1+s)w 
e Seff 
c=1-- 
(as defined in U. K. ) 
i We + WS 
-w 
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where 
Ce , dust concentration at the engine duct (compressor) 
Ci- dust concentration at the inlet 
We M weight of dust at the engine duct (compressor) 
Wr M weight of dust at the scavenge duct 
S- flow scavenge (bypass) ratio 
Typical quoted separation efficiencies for AC coarse dust 
are between 80-85 percent, for example, the G. E. T700 heli- 
copter engine was quoted at 85 percent [Ref. 2]. 
Optimising the design of an inertial separator by 
experimentation only can be a costly exercise without first 
having obtained some predictive results. Hence, most engine 
manufacturers have developed three-dimensional particle 
trajectory programs [Ref. 3, Ref. 4, Ref. 5, Ref. 6] as a design 
tool to assess the performance of any new separator. Most 
prediction models compute particles trajectories by solving 
the particle equations of motion in a pre-defined flowfield. 
The computation is continued after a particle impact with a 
wall by applying a set of empirical relations which relate 
particle rebound characteristics with the initial condition. 
These empirical relations, also known as restitution ratios, 
are applicable only for a particular combination of target 
and dust particle material. Using the prediction model, a 
graph of predicted separation efficiencies versus particle 
sizes, as shown in Figure 86, can be obtained for a range of 
particle sizes. The overall separation efficiency for, say, 
AC coarse dust, is then calculated by integrating under the 
predicted separation curve between 1 and 200 microns. 
Various prediction models are reported which appear to 
give reasonable agreement with experimental results. It is, 
however, necessary to validate these models as engine manu- 
facturers become increasingly dependent on them as a design 
tool. Vittal [Ref. 41 and Breitman [Ref. 5] relied only on 
measured separation efficiencies to validate their pre- 
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diction models. As a result, an over-prediction of the 
separation efficiencies was found in the model which was 
then rectified by applying an experimentally obtained 'shape 
factor I to the particle equations of motion. Application of 
this shape factor' was justified by the fact that non- 
spherical particles incur a higher drag than spherical 
particles which were initially assumed in the prediction 
models. 
In this thesis, a model capable of predicting particle 
trajectories and separation efficiencies is developed 
together with an experimental programme designed to 
investigate particle trajectories. This prediction model 
calculates particle trajectory in a three dimensional gas 
turbine separator which includes the influence of the radial 
and tangential variation in the flowfield as well as the 
shape of the geometry. This study also examines factors 
which influence the particle trajectories. The experimental 
results are compared with the predicted values. A range of 
narrow bandwidth dust sizes, between 15 and 150 microns, 
were introduced into the flow at pre-determined locations. 
Subsequently measurements were made by traversing a laser 
12-spots' anemometer at several stations giving an overall 
picture of their trajectories. The trajectory, velocity and 
angle at each station was then measured. Separation effi- 
ciency for each particle size is determined by taking 
the ratio of the amount of separated dust particles to the 
total amount of dust fed at the separator inlet. Comparisons 
were made between measured and predicted particle 
trajectories, absolute velocities and angles to reveal any 
discrepancies in the prediction model. 
This thesis has been organised into the following 
chapters; 
Chapter 2 presents the formulation and solution of the par- 
ticle equations of motion. It also presents the 
three-dimensional interpolation for the flow 
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velocities. It also discusses the limitations and 
assumptions made in the prediction model. 
Chapter 3 presents the initial cond 
diction model to simulate 
in a gas turbine separator. 
assumptions made earlier 
limitations as applied in 
separator. 
itions used in the pre- 
particle trajectories 
It also reviews the 
and identifies the 
this particular test 
Chapter 4 explains the experimental techniques employed in 
the measurement of the particle trajectories 
(absolute velocities and angles). Methods used in 
recording separation efficiencies are also 
presented. It also includes a detailed discussion 
of the experimental results. 
Chapter 5 presents the experimental results and the compari- 
sons made with predicted values calculated from the 
particle trajectory computer model. A comprehen- 
sive discussion of the results is also included. 
Chapter 6 draws conclusions based upon the experimental re- 
sults and comparisons made earlier ande recom- 
mends areas in the prediction model which could be 
improved to give a better prediction. 
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Chapter 2 
Particle Trajectory Prediction Model 
2.1 Introduction 
The particle equations of motion were derived in cylin- 
drical polar coordinates relative to the frame fixed in 
a gas turbine separator. In a gas-particle flow, the forces 
acting on a single, spherical particle are buoyancy, 
gravitational, kinematic and drag forces. For a particle with 
density of about 3 orders of magnitude (as was in the 
present studies), most of these forces are small compared 
to the drag force [Rudinger, Ref. 31, Hinze, Ref. 32]. Hence the 
drag force is considered as the only force of interaction 
between the particle and gas flow in the formulation of the 
particle equations of motion. These equations are then 
solved numerically using a Kutta-Felhberg method in a 
pre-defined flowfield. The inviscid, irrotational, incompre- 
ssible flowfield was computed on a finite element mesh 
discretized in a gas turbine separator. The component flow 
velocities needed in the particle equations of motion were 
interpolated in this finite element mesh. An interpolation 
technique based on a finite element polynomial function was 
used to calculate the component flow velocities in each 
element or sub-domain. The particle trajectory computation 
after an impaction with a solid wall was continued by 
applying a set of empirical relations, known as the 
restitution ratios, which relate the particle rebound 
characteristics to their initial conditions. A description 
of the computational tasks and assumptions made in the 
prediction model is also presented. 
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2.2 Formulation of the Particle Equations of Motion 
The behaviour of the flow around a spherical particle 
over different flow regimes has been well documented and 
studied by many researchers such as Massey [Ref. 7], Lunnon 
[Ref. 81, Winny [Ref. 91, Stokes [Ref. 101 and many others. The 
complexity of the problem associated with flow resistance 
makes it difficult to derive a simple equation which relates 
this resistance with the different flow regimes occurring 
around a sphere. However, by ignoring the inertia forces and 
for no body forces, the Navier-Stokes equations for a 
spherical particle in a steady, slow moving incompressible 
gas flow can be reduced to; 
GRAD P-p72 (V (2-1) 
which yields the following expression for the drag force; 
where 
3 R/i 
9Dp1 V94: 01 
(2-2) 
v TO = 
(V 
g- vp) 
Detail analysis of this formulation is found in Appendix 
A-1. The drag equation (2-2) is, however, valid for only 
small Reynold Number flows. For higher Reynold number flows, 
a correction factor is included in the drag equation. This 
factor, estimated from experimental results, has a different 
form depending on the flow regimes. Hence the drag equation 
(2-2) becomes; 
D- 3nu 
9Dp 
(V 
9-vp 
)g(Re) (2-3) 
where 
g(Re)- CD Re/24 
-9- 
and CD is the drag coefficient for a spherical particle. 
2.2.1 Drag Coefficient for Spherical Particle 
The complete omission of the inertia 
the so called 'Creeping Motion' or Stokes 
Brenner, Ref. 11). it also lead to a 
partial differential equation which w 
[Ref. 101 to solve for the motion of a 
moving flow, i. e. 
terms resulted in 
equation [Happel & 
simplified linear 
as used by Stokes 
sphere in a slow 
3 TI/i 
9Dp(v9-vp 
(2-4) 
Comparing equation (2-4) with (2-3) gives 
cDý 24/Re 0< Re < 0.1 (2-5) 
where 
: Re-(p 
9D PI(V 9vp 
M/p 
9 
Stokes equation is, however, valid for flow with 
Reynold number less than or equal to 0.1. Later Oseen 
[Ref. 12, Boothroyd, Ref. 131 took into account the inertia 
term and considered them only in that region of flow around 
the sphere where the velocity was approaching free stream 
value. The drag force equation on the sphere was found to 
be; 
2 
D- 311p 9Dp 
(V 
9-vp 
)[ 1+ 3(Re)/16 + O(Re H (2-6) 
Again, comparing this equation with (2-3) gives; 
24(l + 3(Re)/16) ]/Re 0.1 < Re < 1.0 (2-7) 
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This drag coefficient is valid for flow with Reynold 
number between 0.1 and 1.0. In higher Reynold number flow of 
up to 2000, Schlicthing [Ref. 141 found from experimental 
that the drag coefficient was; 
CDw 21.9416 Re-0.718 + 0.3240 1.0 < Re < 2000 (2-8) 
For Reynold number flow greater than 2000, for the 
practical interest of the present analysis, the drag 
coefficient is given as; 
Dm0.4 Re > 2000 (2-9) 
Theoretical investigation by Morsi and Alexander 
[Ref. 15] found an expression for the drag coefficient which 
closely approximates the standard experimental drag-Reynold 
number relationship for spherical particle. This expression 
is valid for Stokes flow (Re <0.1) as well as Reynold number 
flow of up to 5000O. The full drag coefficient from Morsi and 
Alexander, Chuen-Yen Chow, and Clift et al for a spherical 
particle in different flow regimes is found in Table I. 
Preliminary comparisons in the predicted results calculated 
using the drag data (from the above authors)show little dif- 
ference hence the drag coefficient from Chuen-Yen Chow [Ref. 
33]was chosen in the present study due to itts simpler form. 
However, the above drag data is not applicable for non- 
spherical particles. Duffy [Ref. 23] recognised this problem 
and sought to apply a shape factor to the particle equations 
of motion in order to give better agreement with test res- 
ults. Duffy stated that this shape factor takes into account 
the drag on non-spherical particles and was empirically 
derived based on test results. The shape factor was defined 
as; 
ý%41 
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True Volume of non-spherical particle 
ZM 
Equivalent Diameter of spherical particle 
In the present study, this shape factor had been inclu- 
ded in-the prediction model when simulating trajectories of 
non-spherical particles. Further discussion of the shape fac- 
tor can be found in Section 5.2. 
2.2.2 Final Form of the Particle Equations of motion 
The drag equation given by (2-3) can be written to 
give; 
2 JID pC (V - VPII(vg - VPII (2-10) 
_pgDg 
8 
since 
pD (V v 
Re - 
'9 P9p 
and, 9 
g(Re)- CD Re/24 
Assuming that drag force is the only force acting on a 
single particle, the component drag force, as shown by the 
force diagram in Figure 6, can be resolved in a cylindrical 
polar coordinate system. Applying the 'Right Hand Rule, and 
resolving the forces in the axes direction gives; 
prp-mprpepDR 
r+ 2m prp9p 
(2-11) 
-12- 
mpzpDz 
where 
DRR+D00+DzK 
Detail derivation of equation (2-11) is found in Appendix 
A-2. Resolving equation (2-10) into its components and 
substituting into equation (2-11) gives the final form of 
the particle equations of motion as follow; 
e2 ip = G(V rg - arp +rpp 
(2-12) 
at 
rp ep m G(VE)g -r parp 2; pep (2-13) at 
zp- G(V zg - 
azp 
at 
where 
m 4nr 
3 
P5P 'P 
and, 
3p C (V _VP 
Gm:: -CL: 
D 
4ppDp 
(2-14) 
The centrifugal and coriolis acceleration terms are 
represented by the last terms on' the right hand side of 
(2-12) and (2-13) respectively. The force of interaction 
between the two phases, G, per unit mass of particle, is 
dependent on the relative velocity between the particle and 
gas flow as well as particle size and shape. The drag 
coefficient, C D' is dependent on the Reynold number which 
is 
ý*N 
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also based on the relative velocity between the particle and 
gas flow. 
The particle equations of motion (2-12) to (2-14) can 
then be solved numerically to give the particle trajectory, 
velocity and trajectory angle. The particle trajectory after 
an impact with a solid wall depends on an important 
parameter called the restitution ratio, without which the 
particle rebound velocity and angle needed for continued 
computation cannot be obtained. 
2.2.3 Particle Restitution Ratios 
The continued computation of the particle trajectory 
after an impact with a solid wall is made possible using a 
set of empirical relations known as restitution ratios. 
These restitution relations provide the particle rebound 
characteristics as a function of its impact conditions. The 
reflection of a particle from a solid wall is, to some 
extent, a random process due to the irregular shape of the 
particle. Extensive experimental measurement were carried 
out by Tabakoff (Ref. 16, Ref. 171 and Grant (Ref. 181 using 
high speed photography. High speed movies were also used to 
record the impact phenomenon as it allowed a large amount of 
data to be collected at the same time under the same flow 
condition. 
since rebound characteristics of particles are often 
irregular they are best described in a statistical sense 
requiring an extensive and lengthy analysis. More recently, 
laser velocimetry has become more common [Ref. 20, Ref. 211 
due to its accuracy and ability to handle large amount of 
statistical data. Empirical relations were obtained by curve 
fitting experimental data as shown in Figure 8.1 to B. B. The 
difficulties in forming accurate empirical relations is 
mainly due to the broad distribution in the measured 
reflected angles and velocities, as shown in Figure 8.1 to 
-14- 
8.4. Most prediction models [Ref. 3,4,5], depend on these 
experimentally determined restitution ratios to compute 
particle trajectory after an impaction with a solid wall. 
Figure 8.1 to 8.4 shows that inaccuracies might easily 
have occurred in the curve-fitting routines due to the broad 
distribution in the rebound characteristics of the dust 
particles. Furthermore, this experimental data was recorded 
for a limited range of particle sizes, particle approach 
velocities and angles of attack. For example, the vast 
majority of the work by Tabakoff [Ref. 16,171 was car- 
ried out using mainly 200 microns dust particles whereas 
the range of interest lies between 10 to 250 microns. 
Breitman (Ref. 51 found that test results revealed a 
discrepancy with analysis based on the restitution ratios 
from Tabakoff's data for large particles where bounce is the 
dominant mechanism. More recently, Armstrong [Ref. 221 
discovered that the restitution ratios obtained by impacting 
a solid target 
La long tunnel [Tabakoff, Ref. 161 reflect 
both the flowfield effect as well as the impingement 
phenomena which is hard to distinguish. As a result, the 
particles reflected from a stationary target were curved 
rather than straight, which would not show up clearly in 
double flash photographic technique. This technique was used 
in the early attempts to measure the restitution ratios 
which are still in use today. The difficulties in modelling 
the rebound characteristic accurately are reflected in the 
over- or underprediction of the separating efficiencies 
[Ref. 31, by as much as 10 percent in some cases. 
In the present thesis, the rebound characteristics used 
in the trajectory prediction model are based on Tabakoff's 
work. They are applicable to non-spherical particles, speci- 
fically quartz, impacting various target materials (2024 
aluminium alloy, titanium alloy and stainless steel). 
These are reviewed in Table II. The restitution ratios 
for the spherical ballotini particle were obtained by trial 
and error matching the prediction with the measured results. 
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2.3 Methods of Solution 
2.3.1 Solution of the Particle Equations of motion usin 
Kutta-Felhberg Fifth Order Method 
The particle equations of motion were derived earlier 
in Section 2.2, they being; 
;2 
rp = G(V rg - Lr +r atp pp 
*' 
= G(VE)g -rr)- 2i (2-15) p 
Op 
P. 
L 
atp pp 
zp = G(V zg - 
azp 
at 
where 
! f! 35D 
I(Vg - Vp)l 
4p 
pDp 
2220.5 l(v 
9-v PH - 
I(Vrg - Vrp) + Ng -v ep) + (v zg -Vzp) 
I 
Ledermann [Ref. 241 gives the Kutta-Felhberg Fifth order 
method in the form of ; 
66 
Yl = yo +hEc kfk + O(h (2-16) k=l 
and, 
A8A7 
yj = yo +hEckfk+ O(h (2-17) 
kWl 
where h is the step size used in the numerical method and 
coefficient ck' ck are the weighting coefficients which can 
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be found in Table III. The function fk is given as; 
fk m f( x0+ ak h, yo +h Eß kx f 10 xmi 
The coefficients 'O'kl OkX are also found in Table III. 
The estimation of the leading truncation error term at every 
step in the Kutta-Felhberg technique involved calculating 
two approximations of the solution at the next point yl. The 
difference between the two values gives the leading term in 
the local truncation error as; 
6AAA 
hZ Hck - Ck)fk + h( c7f7 + c8f8)3 
k-1 
and in simpler form; 
5h (f 1+f6-f7-f 8)1/66 (2-19) 
Equations (2-15) can be reduced to the first order differen- 
tial form as follow; 
av 
rp 
.v 
!. r, p 
' Vrpf - G(V rg - Vrp 
I+ 2p 
at at r 
av op 
. 
2V 
rp 
V Op 
r 
Lep 
. vep? - G(V eg -V ep )- (2-20) p at at rp 
av 
rp 
. 
LZP 
.v zP1 
G (V 
zg -v zp) at at 
Hence, six functions can be obtained, they being; 
vnv% 2 
V rpt F4- G(V rg - Vrp) r 
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F2mV 
ept 
F5- G(V eg -v Op) - 
2V rp v Op 
r p 
F3=V zpol 
F6= G(Vzg - Vzp) 
Equation(2-21) has the general form; 
(2-21) 
FýFi (r PI 
Vrpl Vep , Vzp) j-1,6 (2-22) 
where Fi is time independent, hence in form of equation 
(2-16) to (2-18) gives; 
66 
Yn+li m Yni +hE ck H jk + O(h (2-23) kMl 
A8A7 
Yn+li ý Yni +hEckH jk + O(h 
(2-24) 
k=l 
and 
k 
Hjk " Fj(yi +hE OkXHjX k-2,8 (2-25) 
Xmi 
and the first term k-1 
ji -j (yi) iw1,4 
where 
yl -r pf Y2 m 
V 
rpt Y3 =V GpI Y4 =V zp 
Hence the local error gives; 
Eiw 15h(H ji +H j6 -H j7 - Hj8)1/66 j-1,6 
(2-26) 
IN- 
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By defining an upper and lower limit to control the 
local truncation error, the iterative step size can be 
adjusted to give acceptable accuracy. The main advantage of 
this numerical method is the ability to optimise 
computational speed, by adjusting the computational error, 
when simulating a large amount of ingested dust particles. 
Detail analysis of the solution of the particle equations of 
motion using the Kutta-Felhberg method can be found in 
Appendix A-3. 
2.3.2 Flowfield Computation in a 3-D Gas Turbine Se2arator 
A typical gas turbine separator, as illustrated in 
Figure 3, has a highly contoured hub and shroud wall 
surfaces which need to be accurately modelled with some form 
of grid-fitting or mesh generating routines. It must be 
versatile enough to handle a complex region such as the flow 
splitter which is commonplace in inertial separators. In the 
swirl type inertial separator, the swirl and de-swirl vane 
blades would also need to be accurately represented. The 
main reason for this is that reflected particle trajectories 
depend on the accurate modelling of wall surfaces. Several 
techniques do exist which could cope with such strict 
requirements, for example, body-fitted coordinate or finite 
element methods. Meshes generated for such methods also have 
the advantage of being able to be used with many existing 
flowfield computation methods. shieh [Ref. 251 and vittal 
[Ref. 41 used an inviscid, irrotational flow model 
constructed with the stream function formulation for an 
arbitrary coordinate system. The governing equations for an 
axisymmetric flow were transformed to an arbitrary 
curvilinear coordinate and applied to a body-fitted 
coordinate system. Breitman [Ref. 5) et. al., however, computes 
-11 
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inviscid flowfield using a finite element through flow 
program. 
In the present thesis, an inviscid, irrotational and 
incompressible flow computational technique was used to 
calculate the flowfield in a finite element mesh. A vaneless 
inertial gas turbine separator was discretized using a 
finite element mesh generator to give a mesh of elements or 
sub-domain (Figure 9). The mesh was used to calculate the 
flowfield using a heat transfer program by treating the 
nodal temperature as a potential function value. Since the 
heat transfer program was based on the same assumptions as 
an inviscid, irrotational, incompressible flow, by means of 
a heat/flow analogy, the flowfield can be computed in a 
finite element mesh (both the heat transfer program and mesh 
generator were developed in-house by Rolls-Royce). The 
analogy described by Mann (Ref. 261 was as follows; 
Heat flow AH - hAAT 
Volume flow AV -v9A 
By analogy, 
AH - 6V 
Hence, 
MAT - 
Therefore, 
hAT (2-27) 
0 
The inflow and Outflow velocities of the separator can 
be used as a first approximation in applying the equation 
(2-27) to the finite element mesh. Hence, 
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Inlet inflow velocity 
Engine outflow velocity 
Scavenge outflow velocity 
Viniet ' mi /(pA I) 
Eng mm E/( pA E) 
Vscav ý ms /(pA s) 
The boundary conditions required are as follows; 
i) assume an initial temperature Ti at all the node points 
in the finite element mesh 
ii) assume an initial temperature at those nodes which form 
the inflow and outflow boundary planes such that 
(T 
plane -T i) 
is numerically large 
iii) the heat transfer coefficients at the inflow and 
outflow boundary are derived (as a first approximation) 
as follow; 
h1 - v1/(AT1) 
= ml/[pA, (TI - 
mE /[pA E 
(T 
E- 
Ms /[pA s (T s-T Ol 
An iterative technique is employed to achieve the 
required inlet and outlet mass flow of the separator. Using 
the analogy, the nodal temperatures can be treated as nodal 
potential function values. A contour plot of the computed 
flowfield, based on the potential function, is shown in 
Figure 10. 
-21- 
I 
2.3.3 Three Dimensional Interpolation for Flow Velocities 
using Finite Element Method 
In Section 2.3.2, finite elements were used as the 
sub-domain in the computation of the flowfield which was 
based on the heat/flow analogy. The computed result was a 
set of potential function values at a set of node points. 
The component flow velocities, needed in the solution of the 
particle equations of motion, are computed from the finite 
element grid. Each element or sub-domain consists of a set 
of potential functions from which the flow velocity can be 
interpolated. The interpolation method is based in the 
classical variational method or Galerkin-weighted residual 
methods. The general interpolation function given* by Chung 
[Ref. 27, Connors, Ref. 28, Livesley, Ref. 291 over each 
element or sub-domain has the form, 
ao + alx + a2x 
2+a3x3+.... (2-28) 
where U is any variable value. 
In general, the interpolation function are polynomials 
of various degrees but they may alternatively be given by 
the product of polynomials with trigonometric or exponential 
functions. Equation (2-28) represent a polynomial expansion 
approximated over a one dimensional element with a nodal 
value U. In a three dimensional element with 20 nodes 
(Figure 11), which was used in the present work, a higher 
order interpolation function with quadratic and some cubic 
variation in any variable nodal values is needed. They have 
the form; 
uma, + a2sl + a3 s 2+ a 4s 3+ a, s 12+a6 S2 
2+ 
a7 S3 
2 
+ a8 s1 S2+ a9s1s 3+ alos2s 3+ allsi 
2s2+ 
a12 si 
2S3 
- -1-1 
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+a 13 s22s1+a 14S2 
2s3+ 
a15 s32s1+ al6S3 
2 S2 
+a 17 s1s2s3+a 18 s1s2s3+a 19 s2s1s3 
+a 20S3 
2s1s2 (2-29) 
where U is any nodal function value in an element or 
sub-domain and S 11 S2' S3 are local coordinate. 
The basic idea of the finite element technique lies in 
its ability to transform an element mesh or sub-domain 
created in the global coordinate axis system [Figure 9,111 
into a unit cubic element [Figure 121 in a local coordinate 
axis system with the origin at the centroid of the element. 
In a three dimensional cubic element [Figure 11,121, the 
local coordinates can be defined as ý, n, C which 
correspond to Sl, S 21 S3 respectively in equation (2-29). 
The polynomial equation (2-29) can also be expressed as 
follow; 
20 
U-E NjUi (2-30) 
imi 
where Ni(&, n, Q is the shape function. This shape function 
[Connor and Brenner, Ref. 281 has a unit value at node i, and 
zero at all other nodes. It can be written in a different 
form depending on the location of the local origin and the 
arrangement of the node points. The shape functions for the 
20 nodes element (Figure 11) used in the present work has 
the form; 
at corner nodes (Figure 
where 1-1,3,5,7,13,15,17,19 
l+Tlin) (1+ýju ( ti &+r1irl+ýjC-2 ) 1/8 (2-31) 
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at midside nodes where 1- 2,6,18,14 
2 )(l+lnjlj)(l+Cjý)1/4 (2-32) 
at midside nodes where i- 9,10,11,12 
2 )(l+riirl)(l+&i &)1/4 (2-33) 
at midside nodes where 1- 4,8,16,20 
(2-34) 
where ýij ni, ýi has a value of 1,0 or -1 (TABLE IV) w. r. t. 
the local coordinate axes system. The complete expansion of 
the shape functions (2-31) to (2-34) is found in Appendix 
A-4. 
The independent coefficients a1 to a20 in equation 
(2-29) represent translation and rotation type terms that 
can be related to equation (2-30) as follow; 
equation (2-29) can be rewritten in matrix form to gives; 
Ul I1 &11 Ill I cl ... 0 ..... 009 cl 
2 &1111' ll , 
u2 l'&2"'2'C2******--C2 2 &2 r12 a2 
............................. ... 
-U20- 
1, & 20'n2OIC20-**ý20 
2 &201120 
-- a 20- 
(2-35) 
or, 
[uli - [c)[ali i-1,20 (2-36) 
The matrix [U], [C] are known function values from the 
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nodes in an element and matrix [a) 
coefficients which is obtained as follow; 
[ali - [cl-liulj (2-37) 
The required function variable Up at any position 
NE 
p Irl p IC p)w. r. 
t. the local coordinate system can be 
interpolated by substituting equation (2-37) into equation 
(2-29) as follow; 
up p in p It P**'**'**'*** 
Ap2tpIp I"al 
a2 
a201 
or, 
up m [C p 
]tali 
are independent 
i-1,20 (2-38) 
substituting equation (2-37) into equation (2-38) gives, 
up m [C p 
ilci- 1 [Uli im1,20 (2-39) 
Substituting the local coordinate of the position 
P(E 
p 01 P IC P) 
into equations (2-31) to (2-34) produced the 
same result, hence 
20 
Up - ý. Ni(&P, tip, ýp)Ui 
11 
(2-40) 
Equation (2-39) or (2-40) is the interpolated value for 
the variable UP at the local coordinate &p1 11 pIC PO 
Similar 
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expression can be written by replacing the function variable 
U with the potential nodal value or the global coordinate 
values x, y and z as follows; 
20 20 20 20 
f- EN i ti, x- EN i xi, Y- EN iyi, Z- IN iZ1 (2-41) iml iml iml i-1 
In -engineering applications, it is often that the 
derivatives of a variable function value with respect to the 
cartesian reference coordinate are of interest. In the 
present analysis, component flow velocities were obtained by 
taking the derivative of the potential function. Since the 
flow was assumed to be inviscid, irrotational and 
incompressible, the component flow velocities [Kuethe & 
Chow, Ref. 301 can be expressed as follow; 
a .1afa0 
-=U, -mV, -=W (2-42) 
ox By az 
The interpolation for component velocities could 
easily be obtained if only the potential values can be 
expressed as a function of the global cartesian coordinates. 
Since this is very difficult, they could only be obtained by 
applying the Jacobian matrix of transformation. 
Since the potential values, 0, can be expressed in the 
form given by equation (2-42), applying the Chain rule, 
their derivatives can be written as; 
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a0 ax at ay 80 az 
a ax a ay a az 8 
at at ax at ay at az 
at) ax an ay al dz an 
at at ax at ay at az 
ac ax ac ay ac dz aC 
or in matrix form 
ax ay az at 
a ax 
ax ay az at 
a rl a 11 ana VI ay 
at ax ay az at 
aýJ L az 
(2-43) 
(2-44) 
Hence the component flow velocities can be obtained by 
matrix inversion and applying equation (2-42) as follows; 
ax a 
a 
By a rl 
ata0 
az jL 
(2-45) 
where matrix [J] is the Jacobian matrix of transformation 
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given by; 
IiI- 
ax By 9z 
a 
ax ay az 
a rl a a 
ax ay az 
a 
Detail mathematical derivation of the Jacobian matrix can 
be found in Appendix A-5. 
The two matrices on the right hand side of equation 
(2-45) are obtained by substituting the local coordinate of 
the point where interpolation is required. The interpolation 
point is the computed particle trajectory from the particle 
equations of motion which was derived in the global 
coordinate axes system. This has to be transformed into the 
local coordinates in order to calculate the Jacobian and 
potential derivative matrices (equation (2-45)). The explicit 
expression for the local coordinate of a point &pI VI P, 
zp in 
term of the global coordinate x, y, z is not easily 
obtained, hence an iterative approach was used, as described 
below; 
The polynomial equation (2-41) can be rewritten as 
follow in tensor notations; 
20 
ENix ij- 
i-1 
where 
1,3 (2-46) 
xi px i2 m yi' x 13 OR zi 
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and, 
x1mX, x2 m Y, X3m 
Since equation (2-46) is non-linear in nature, the 
Newton-Raphson iterative method was employed to transform a 
point from global to the local coordinate. Detailed analysis 
of the method is found in Appendix A-6. Having obtained the 
local coordinate, the component flow velocities can then be 
calculated. 
2.4 Analysis of the Particle Trajectory Prediction Program 
The computation of the particle trajectory consist of 
the numerical integration of the particle equations of 
motion using the Kutta-Felhberg method. The component flow 
velocities are obtained by interpolation using the Finite 
Element technique. The main tasks involved in the 
computation of particle trajectory are; 
a) the location of the element or sub-domain which contains 
the particle. A particle's position in cartesian or polar 
coordinate has to transformed into the local coordinate 
w. r. t. the local axes of the element which contained the 
particle. If the particle is on or within the selected 
element or sub-domain, then the absolute component value 
of it's local coordinate must be less or equal to unity. 
If it is greater than unity, the adjoining element or 
sub-domain in that axes direction (Figure 12)is then used 
to calculate for the new particle's local coordinate 
w. r. t. this new element's local axes system. Hence, the 
local coordinates of a particle can be treated as a 
vector quantity with the origin at the centroid of an 
element. 
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b) computation of the independent coefficients given by 
equation (2-37) of the interpolation function using the 
nodal values of the element or sub-domain. The nodal 
values in each element are potential function 0, global 
coordinates x, y, z, and they varied with different 
element or sub-domain. The coefficients are needed in 
order to calculate the Jacobian matrix of transformation 
and the derivatives of the potential function in equation 
(2-45). 
c) interpolating for the component flow velocities in an 
element. Having obtained the element which contains the 
particle, nodal potential function values is then used to 
interpolate for flow velocities using the method 
described in Section 2.3.3. 
d) numerical integration of the particle equations of motion 
(2-12) to (2-14) using the Kutta-felhberg method 
described in Section 2.3.1. The interpolated component 
flow velocities are used to compute the particle 
trajectory in a stepwise manner. The main advantage of 
this numerical method is the ability to control the step 
size in order to optimise computational speed whilst only 
incurring acceptable inaccuracies. 
e) the particle's position in the local coordinates computed 
from (a), above, is checked for possible interaction with 
the element which formed the part of the solid wall. The 
finite elements which were discretised in a gas turbine 
intake are divided into two types of element, they are 
either; 
i) boundary element, which has one or more 'faces' (each 
element has 6 'faces') representing a solid wall eg. 
the shroud, hub and splitter surfaces, 
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or, 
ii) ordinary element, which do not form part of a solid 
wall. 
Sometimes, when the particle is close to a wall, near 
collision is possible, therefore the computation of the 
particle trajectory is carried to just outside the wall 
surface to ensure an impaction with the wall. This 
approach reduced the possibility of the particle just 
glancing past the wall surface with no wall interaction. 
If the absolute value of one or more of it's coordinates, 
in the direction of the 'face' which formed a solid wall, 
is about 1.0 (within computational error), an impact with 
the wall is assumed (a value greater than 1.0 means that 
the particle is outside the solid wall, Figure 12). 
Having assured a particle-wall interaction, the iteration 
is brought back one step and repeated again but with a 
reduced step size until the particle just impacts the 
wall. Hence, the unit vector normal at the point of 
impact is computed which enable the particle's rebound 
velocity and angle to be calculated (using the 
restitution ratios). 
in summary, the particle trajectory positions computed 
from the particle equations of motion (d) are in cylindrical 
coordinates. The finite element which contains the particle 
has to be located before the flow velocities can be 
interpolated. This involved transforming the particle's 
position in cylindrical coordinates into a new set of local 
coordinates (a), with respect to the new axis system defined 
in the element or sub-domain which contains the particle. If 
there is no particle interaction with a solid surface, as 
described in (e), the nodal potential values from this new 
element are then used to compute the new component flow 
velocities (c). on an impaction, described as (e) above, the 
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rebound characteristic equations are then applied to 
calculate the rebound velocity and direction. The rebound 
equations (Table II) have the form; 
v PT2/VPT1 mc1+C 2131 +c 301 
2+c 
401 
3 
v PN2"VPN1 - K, +K 201 +K 3012 +K 401 
3 
v PN1 ý -Vpl* N 
v PT1 - -Vpl* T 
similarly 
v PN2 ý -VP2* N 
v PT2 ý -VP2 T 
where is the impact angle in radians. T, N are the local 
unit vector normal and tangent to the wall surface at the 
point of impact respectively. The direction of the tangent 
vector is the same as the particle's tangential velocity 
component. The computation of the unit normal to the wall 
surface is described in Appendix A-7. 
2.5 Limitation and Assumptions of the Prediction model 
The formulation of the particle equations of motion in 
Section 2.2 was based on several assumptions which are 
reviewed below; 
a) the drag force being the only force of interaction between 
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the particle and gas flow. Other forces such as buoyancy, 
kinematics and gravitational forces are considered to be 
small compared to the drag force if the particle density 
is about 3 orders of magnitude greater than the gas 
density [Rudinger, Ref. 31, Hinze, Ref. 321. The drag is a 
result of the relative velocity between the particle and 
gas flow. The gravitational force has to be taken into 
account for particle greater than 1000 microns. 
b) the interaction of individual particle with the wakes of 
other particles is negligible if the average spacing 
between particle is about 50 or more diameters [Rudinger, 
Ref. 311. In effect, the particle concentration must be 
low. In standard dust ingestion test on a gas turbine 
intake, dust concentration is usually about 0.213 g/m3 
(6.0 mg/ft3) to simulate normal operating condition. How- 
ever, concentration of 0.706 g/m 
3 (20.0 mg/ft 
3) have been 
tested to siiulate a severe condition for example, a dust 
cloud. 
c) the effect of the particle on the flowfield must be negl- 
igible i. e. low dust concentration. 
d) the solid particles are spheres of uniform diameter and 
physical properties. In a realistic application, the par- 
ticles are irregularly shaped. However the assumption of 
sphericity of particles simplified the derivation of 
the particle equations of motion. Furthermore, the drag 
coefficient for different flow regimes is obtained from 
the standard drag curve for spherical particle. Vittal 
[Ref. 41 and Breitman [Ref. 51 applied a factor to the 
particle equations of motion, to take into account of the 
drag on an irregular shaped, non-spherical particle. This 
is discussed further in Chapter 5. 
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There are also other uncertainties such as the particle 
restitution ratios which can only be described in a 
statistical sense based on a large amount experimental data. 
Inaccuracies may have been incurred in assessing the 
particle rebound characteristics recorded using the 
photographic technique as was discovered by Armstong 
(Ref. 22]. The effects of the particle size, particle 
approach velocity and boundary layer effects on the 
restitution ratios have not been thoroughly investigated. 
most of earlier works were based on a particle size of 200 
microns impacting the solid wall at three or four angle of 
attacks which does not provide the complete rebound 
characteristic for a broad range of particle impact angles. 
It was found that the restitution ratios are not invariant 
to the magnitude of the particle approach velocity. 
The computation of the flowfield was based on an 
inviscid, irrotational and incompressible method. To a 
certain extent, the main core flow can be predicted quite 
accurately except in regions of separated flow, vortex or 
stagnation point, which commonly occur in separator. Their 
effects on the particles trajectories are largely felt by 
the small rather than large particles due to their higher 
inertia. Again, this is discussed further in Chapter 4. 
In summary, the assumptions made in the prediction 
model imposes limitations on the accuracy in the computation 
of the particle trajectory. However, given these 
limitations, the majority of the particle trajectories can 
be predicted quite accurately (especially for larger 
particles) as shown in later chapters. 
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Chapter 3 
Practical Application Of the Prediction Model In A Gas 
Turbine Separator 
3.1 Introduction 
The particle equations of motion (2-12) to (2-14) have 
been used to calculate particle trajectories in a 
three-dimensional inertial gas turbine separator. In Section 
3.2, a vaneless axisymmetric separator has been discretized 
using finite element. The flowfield in the separator has 
been calculated using a heat transfer program (Section 
2.3.2). This program provides the temperature values at the 
element node points which are treated as nodal potential 
function values (the flow is assumed be inviscid, 
irrotational and incompressible). The particle initial 
conditions have been discussed in detail in Section 3.3. 
These initial conditions are used in the computation of the 
particle trajectories. The computational errors in the 
prediction model, which represent the conditions for 
terminating the computation, are discussed in Section 3.3.1. 
In Section 3.3.2, sample calculations of the trajectories 
for two extreme particle sizes, and the effects on the 
particle behaviour are discussed. The particle shapes were 
assumed to be non-spherical and spherical, which represents 
the irregular quartz and ballotini glass beads respectively 
(they were the dust used in the experimental studies in 
Chapter 4). In the prediction model, the only difference 
between the two particle shapes was their restitution 
ratios. The predicted results and limitations of the 
prediction model as applied in the separator are also 
discussed in Section 3.4. 
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3.2 Analysis of the Flowfield In A Gas Turbine Separator 
A vaneless, inertial gas turbine separator is used as a 
computational model in which to compute particle trajecto- 
ries using the particle equations of motion. Ideally, the 
particle trajectory simulations would be calculated in a 
three-dimensional axisymmetric separator. However, in reality, 
this is impractical due to the enormous amount of computer 
storage and expensive computational time required. Since the 
flow in an axisymmetric separator does not vary at all in 
the circumferential direction, the flowfield can be treated 
as a two-dimensional flow. In the present analysis, a 45 deg- 
ree section of a three-dimensional axisymmetric separator 
(provided by Rolls-Royce) is used as the flowfield computa- 
tional model to calculate particle trajectories. In the ex- 
perimental study of the particle trajectories (Chapter 4), a 
30 (instead of the 45) degree section had been used. It was 
noted that the predicted velocities (and mass flow rates) 
were high but it was difficult to arrange for repeat predic- 
tions where the boundary conditions were better matched. The 
20 nodes finite element arrangement (Figure 11,12) has been 
used to discretize the separator to give a three-dimensional 
mesh from which the flowfield can be calculated (Section 2.3. 
3). An illustration of the computational grid of the separa- 
tor is shown in Figure 9. 
it can be seen from Figure 4, that the hub and shroud 
wall surfaces are highly contoured, designed to deflect in- 
gested dust particles into the scavenge duct. A finer mesh 
is required to accurately model these areas. However, since 
the heat transfer program can only be solved with a limited 
number of node points, some areas have to be modelled with a 
coarser mesh (for example the upstream section of the shroud 
wall surface, Figure 9). The effect of this coarse mesh on 
the particle trajectory calculations will be discussed in 
Section 3.4. Since the computational flow model is treated 
as a two-dimensional case, the side planes are treated as 
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solid walls. The three-dimensional separator has three 
distinct regions i. e. an inlet, scavenge and engine duct. 
This kind of separator is similar to the asymmetric inertial 
separator found in certain helicopter types, for example the 
A129 Mongoose attack helicopter. 
By using the heat flow analogy (Section 2.3.2), 
potential function values are computed at the node points in 
the computational mesh. The flow velocities in the particle 
equations of motion can then be interpolated from the 
elemental nodes using the interpolation technique described 
in Section 2.3.3. A contour plot of the calculated nodal 
potential function is shown in Figure 10. From this figure, 
several areas of the separator with high or low flow 
velocities can be identified by the density of the contour 
lines. High velocity flows are found at the following areas; 
i) at the shroud upstream of the 'hump' of the hub, 
ii) at the peak of the lhumpr of the hub, 
iii) at the underside of the splitter. 
Conversely, areas of low velocity flow are; 
i) at the shroud downstream of the 'hump, of the hub, 
ii) at the stagnation region on the upperside of the 
splitter, 
iii) at the base of the 'hump? of the hub. 
Figure 13 shows the interpolated flow vectors at the node 
points calculated at a particular section of the separator 
model. The method of calculating these flow vectors has been 
described in Section 2.3.3 (i. e. simply by substituting 
known nodal potential functions and coordinate values into 
the matrices given in equation (2-45)). 
Since the flowfield is assumed to be inviscid, 
irrotational and incompressible (Section 2.3.2), flow 
separation cannot be predicted at the region of adverse 
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velocity gradient. For example, in a flow visualisation test 
using wool tufts, flow separation was found at a region 
downstream of the peak of the 'hump, of the hub and yet the 
computed velocity is unable to simulate the process. The 
accuracy of this predicted flowfield will be compared in 
greater detail with measured values in Chapter 4. 
The flow velocities required in the particle equations 
of motion can either be interpolated from the nodal 
potential functions or, from a mesh of interpolated nodal 
flow velocities. The advantage of using a mesh of 
interpolated nodal flow velocities is the improvement in the 
particle trajectory computation speed due to the reduced 
computational requirements. This is especially useful when 
simulating particle trajectories in severe conditions where 
large numbers of nodal points are involved. 
In the present analysis, the nodal velocities, instead 
of the nodal potential function values, are used to 
calculate flow velocities. 
3.3 Initial Conditions as_Applied in the Gas Turbine 
Separator 
The particle equations of motion can be solved in a 
pre-defi. ned flowfield by applying initial conditions for 
different particle sizes and shapes. The particle 
trajectories in an experimental test can be simulated by 
applying similar initial conditions (for example, the 
restitution ratios and the initial particle conditions). In 
a standard dust test, man-made dusts are frequently used to 
assess the separation performance of a separator. These dust 
particles range from 0 to 1000 microns in diameter which are 
normally defined in terms of the maximum particle size and 
percentage of particles (by mass) below that particular 
size. AC coarse dust sizes usually range from 0 to 200 
microns and, MIL-SPEC sand ranges from 0 to 1000 microns in 
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diameter. occasionally narrow bandwidth dust between 10-20, 
40-60,100-150 and 700-1000 microns are also used to 
investigate different separator design. 
In the present analysis, narrow bandwidth dust, similar 
to that used in the experimental work (Chapter 4), are used 
to compute particle trajectories in the separator. The 
particles are assumed to have uniform density and properties 
which includes both spherical and non-spherical particles. 
The range of dust sizes of interest in the present studies 
are between 15 and 150 microns in diameter. It is known from 
earlier works [Ref. 16,17,181 that the trajectories of the 
large particles (>200 um) are influenced mainly by the 
particle's rebound characteristics where bounce is the 
predominant mechanism and the trajectories of the very small 
particles (<5 um) are affected mainly by the aerodynamic 
drag force. Hence, the present choice of particle sizes are 
chosen to reflect the influence of both the particle rebound 
characteristic ; nd the aerodynamic drag force. The narrow 
bandwidth spherical dust used in the experimental 
investigation are also employed in the present simulation of 
the particle trajectories later in Chapter 5. The spherical 
dust sizes are; 
i) 15 +3 microns 
11) 38-53 microns 
111) 53-65 microns 
iv) 91-107 microns 
v) 145-162 microns 
The non-spherical dust sizes are; 
i) 15 +3 microns 
ii) 30.0 microns 
111) 60.0 microns 
iv) 100.0 microns 
v) 150.0 microns 
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Figure 14 shows a graph of the particles size distribution 
for both the spherical (Ballotini) and non-spherical 
(Quartz) particles. The upper and lower limits of the 
particle sizes are used to compute the particle trajectories 
so that the effect of the aerodynamic drag and rebound 
characteristics can be studied. 
The particles initial radial location (in the 
cylindrical polar axes system) are defined at the inlet 
plane of the computational model, they being; 
1) 105.50 mm 
11) 128.67 mm 
111) 151.80 mm 
These particle initial locations represent the position at 
20,50 and 80 percent of the inlet annular height which was 
chosen for two main reasons, they are; 
a) the predicted results from the three locations need to 
be verified with experimental measurements. Since it is 
impractical to investigate all the different particle 
locations experimentally, only three positions were 
chosen. These locations were chosen after some pre- 
liminary investigation of the flowfield (Chapter 4). 
Particle initial location M, above, was chosen to in- 
vestigate the effect of a vortex (discovered at the base 
of the 'hump' on the hub) on the particle trajectories 
(Chapter 4). The distance between the wall and the 
near-wall initial locations are spaced so that the 
particle will not interact with the walls of the inlet 
duct before the particle first impact with the hub. 
b) the predicted particle trajectories, from the three loca- 
tions, can be extrapolated to a wider distribution of 
initial particle locations without the need for further 
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computation. Since the particle trajectories in the 
present studies are affected only by the aerodynamic drag 
force and particle rebound characteristics, other factors 
such as the effect of the swirl vanes, which are not 
found in the present separator, can be ignored. However, 
if either the drag force or the bounce mechanism is 
predominant, particle trajectories for other initial 
locations are much more difficult to extrapolate without 
computation. The very small particles (<5 um) for 
example, can be entrained in a separation bubble or a 
vortex where the drag force is the predominant factor. 
Since the flowfield is assumed to be two-dimensional in 
nature, the circumferential initial particle location can be 
at any position of model. The axial initial location, 
however, had to be 'just inside, the model so that initial 
flow velocities can be interpolated in the mesh. 
The particle trajectories after an impact with a solid 
wall are calculated from the restitution ratios (particle 
rebound characteristic) which are applicable to a particular 
combination of particle and target material. The restitution 
ratios for the irregular, non-spherical particles repre- 
senting the quartz particle were obtained from experimental 
work by Tabakoff (Ref. 16,17). However, there are no such 
data for spherical particle (in this case, Ballotini glass 
beads), therefore a simple expression for the restitution 
ratios was employed, which had the form; 
v PT2"IVPT1 -K1 
v PN2"ý'VPM -K2 
where VPT1 and VPN1 are the tangential and normal particle 
component velocities respectively and, vice versdfor VPT2 
and VPN2' The constants K,,, K2 can be determined by 
comparing measured with predicted particle trajectories 
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calculated using a guessed values for the constants until 
good agreement is found. Preliminary investigations give the 
two values as 0.8 and 0.78 respectively. Particle 
restitution ratios for non-spherical (quartz) can be found 
in TABLE II. 
The drag coefficients, in the particle equations of 
motion, for spherical particles are based on the standard 
drag curve given in TABLE I. Since there are no available 
data for the irregular, non-spherical particles, the drag 
coefficients for spherical particles are used instead. The 
effect of applying these incorrect drag coefficients for 
non-spherical particles will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
3.3.1 Conditions for the Termination of the Trajectory 
Computation 
In the computation of the particle trajectory, several 
conditions had to be imposed in the solution in order to 
avoid severe computational errors. The main cause of 
computation errors are; 
a) convergence to the incorrect roots during the solution of 
the non-linear equations (using Newton-Raphson method) 
due to the incorrect initial guessed values (Appendix 
A-6) or, there may not be any convergence at all due to 
severe element distortion. 
b) the local truncation error in the Kutta - Felhberg method 
may be too large even though the time step used has been 
reduced to aX very small value. This may be caused by 
condition (a) or, inaccurate interpolated flow velocity. 
c) either condition (a) or (b) may lead to a failure to sat- 
isfy the particle-wall interaction condition. 
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In an event of the above failures, computation of the 
particle trajectory for that particular initial particle 
conditions is terminated and an error message is printed 
out. An inaccurate computed flow velocity near the wall can 
also lead to computation problems especially for the very 
small particles of less than 5 microns. An interpolated flow 
velocity across a solid wall (which is physically impossible 
in the present studies), due to either computational error 
or an inaccurate flowfield, may be small. However, this flow 
may cause the very small particles to 'cross' the solid 
wall thereby leading to 'multiple' impacts invoking the 
continuous computation of unit vector normal to the wall. 
This in itself would not cause a serious computational error 
but the computational time (for that particular particle) 
would increase. This effect can be eradicated by assuming 
the near-wall potential derivative (which gives the flow 
velocity) to be zero. Some of the above computational prob- 
lems impose a limitation on the prediction model which will 
be discussed in Section 3.4. 
3.3.2 Analysis of the Predicted Results 
All the initial conditions mentioned in Section 3.3 are 
used to compute particle trajectories to be used as a 
comparison with experimental results. In order to study the 
particle trajectory prediction model, the following initial 
conditions were used; 
i) Particle initial location : rp = 0.12867 m; ep = 87.0 
deg ; zp = 0.052 m, 
ii) particle initial velocity Vp = o. o m/s, 
iii) particle sizes : Dp m 15.0 um, ; 150.0 um, 
iv) particle material : Quartz (non-spherical) ; Ballotini 
(spherical), 
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v) particle density : 2650.0 kg/m3 (quartz); 2950.0 kg/m3 
(ballotini), 
vi) restitution ratios : Quartz-Al (non-spherical derived 
from Ref. 16 and 17); Ballotini (K 1-0.8, K2-0.78) 
In order to study the effects of the aerodynamic drag 
force and the particle rebound characteristics, two extreme 
particle sizes, 15 and 150 microns, were used. The drag 
coefficients for both spherical and non-spherical particles 
were obtained from the standard drag curve for spherical 
spheres derived by Chuen-Yen Chow [Ref. 33] as shown in TABLE 
I. The results of the predicted particle trajectories, 
velocities and angles are plotted against the interpolated 
flow velocities and angles in Figure 15 (a) and (b) for the 
15 and 150 microns spherical particle (ballotini) res- 
pectively and in Figure 16 for the non-spherical (quartz) 
particle. 
Since the only differing factor in the predicted 
results between spherical and non-spherical particles is the 
restitution ratiost the effects on the particles tra- 
jectories can be grouped into two parts, they being; 
i) The Effect of Aerodynamic Drag on the Particles Traject- 
ories. 
Figure 15 shows the predicted particles trajectories, 
absolute particles velocities and angles, interpolated 
absolute flow velocities and angles for 15 microns (Fig. 
15(a)) and 150 microns (Fig. 15(b)). These figures will 
be used to discuss the effect of the aerodynamic drag on 
the small particles (15 um) and large particles (150 
um). At the initial position, both particle sizes had 
the same interpolated flow velocities and initial 
particle velocities. The drag force which is related to 
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the drag coefficient, is dependent on the relative 
velocity between the particle and flow, and the particle 
diameter. Hence, the small particles with a smaller 
Reynolds number, has a greater initial drag force acting 
on them. The result is a greater initial rate of 
increase in the particles velocities as shown in Figure 
15. The small particles attained the flow velocity of 
about 80 m/s after travelling a distance of about 85 mm 
downstream of the inlet. over the same distance, the 
large particles has only attained 28 m/s. The small 
particles achieved a maximum velocity of about 93 m/s 
while the large particles only manage about 42 m/s. The 
predicted particles trajectories of the small particles 
seem to be influenced mainly by the drag force whereas 
the large particles are mainly 'ballistic' in nature. 
The small particles can quickly adapt' to the changes 
in the flow velocities and angles while the large 
particles sý`em to be relatively unaffected. in general, 
the small particles's velocities and angles 'lag' be- 
hind the flowfield while the large particles maintained 
its trajectories by having a greater momentum due to it's 
inertia. 
ii) The Effect of the Particle Rebound Characteristics on 
the Particle Trajectories 
The predicted results for non-spherical particles in 
Figure 16 differ from the result for spherical particles 
Figure 15 only with respect to the particle rebound 
characteristics. While the. restitution ratios for the 
spherical particles are based on a simple expression 
(Section 3.3), the non-spherical particles employed the 
restitution ratios obtained for quartz particles im- 
pacting aluminium wall surface. The predicted particle 
trajectories, velocities and angles, before the first 
impact position, for both spherical and non-spherical 
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particles, were similar. After the first impact, the 
small particles still displayed similar trajectories, 
velocities and angles except that the non-spherical 
particle has a smaller rebound angle. The larger 
particles, which are influenced mainly by the rebound 
characteristics, however, reflect at dissimilar impact 
positions, velocities and angles after the first impact 
position, for spherical and non-spherical particles. The 
non-spherical particles for both particle sizes suffered 
a greater loss in momentum during an impaction with a 
solid wall. In general, the trajectories of the larger 
particles are affected mainly by the particle rebound 
characteristics and, the smaller particles are mainly 
affected by the aerodynamic drag forces. 
As the drag coefficients for non-spherical particles, 
and restitution ratios for spherical particles are in some 
doubt, the predicted trajectories (velocities and angles) 
have to be verified by experimental measurement. Other fac- 
tors such as the viscosity of the flowfield can also affect 
the simulation of particle trajectories. 
3.4 Limitations of the Prediction Model as Applied in the 
Gas Turbine Separator 
Several limitations of the prediction model have 
already been mentioned in Section 3.3.2. In general, they 
can be grouped under the following effects; 
a) the effect of viscosity on the particle trajectory. 
It has been known that the present computational model is 
based on an inviscid, irrotational and incompressible 
flowfield calculated from a heat transfer program 
(section 2.3.2). The predicted flowfield needs to be 
verified by experimental measurement (Chapter 4) because 
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of the effect of viscosity. Since the aerodynamic drag 
force is dependent on the relative velocity between the 
particle and flow, an inviscid flowfield might not 
predict the correct particle trajectories especially for 
the small particles. The effect on the larger particles 
is less likely to be affected, due to their greater 
inertia. Hence, their trajectories depend more on the 
restitution ratios than the aerodynamic drag force. 
Preliminary test carried on an experimental rig (based on 
the shape of the computational model) revealed the 
presence of a vortex at the base of the 'hump, in the 
upstream section, a separation 'bubble, just behind the 
peak of the 'hump' and, a transient flow separation at 
the shroud wall just after the peak of the 'hump' (as 
shown in PLATE 7 to 12). These observations found in the 
actual flowfield reveal the limitation of the present 
prediction model. 
b) the effect of the drag coefficient on the particle traj- 
ectory. 
Since there is no drag coefficient data for the 
non-spherical particles, the data from the standard drag 
curves were used throughout the analysis. Again, their 
effect on the predicted trajectories, velocities and 
angles can only be investigated experimentally. In 
general, their effect is largely felt by the smaller 
particles due to the greater aerodynamic drag force. An 
incorrectly predicted particle velocity, as a result of 
an incorrect aerodynamic drag force, can affect the 
calculation of the mass erosion parameter [Ref. 16,17, 
181 which is a function of the particle impact and 
rebound velocities. 
c) the effect of the restitution ratios on the particle tra- 
jectory. 
In the present studies, the rebound characteristics for 
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the non-spherical particles has been obtained from 
experimental data (Section 2.2.3), but for spherical 
particles, a simple expression has to be used assuming 
that the particles have uniform density and other 
properties. This expression has to be verified by 
comparing measured particles trajectories with the 
prediction for various particle sizes. Since the rebound 
characteristics (restitution ratios) for quartz particle 
were obtained under limited conditions (Section 2.2.3), 
the predicted trajectories, velocities and angles will 
also need to be investigated experimentally. 
d) the effect of the geometric modelling of the separator on 
the particle trajectory. 
The flowfield computational model in the present 
separator consists of a mesh of finite elements and node 
points from which the potential function or temperature 
values can be calculated using the heat transfer program 
(Section 2.3.2,3.2). Since this program can only handle 
a limited number of elements, some areas of the separator 
had to represented by a coarser mesh than desirable. This 
coarse mesh may consists of severely distorted elements 
for example, in Figure 15, the elements near the splitter 
lip have disproportionate sides. These distorted elements 
can affect the following calculations; 
i) the rate of convergence in the Newton-Raphson method. 
This method is used to transform a point in global 
coordinate into the local coordinate w. r. t. the axes in 
a particular element or sub-domain (Appendix A-6). Since 
the transformation involved solving a set of non-linear 
equations, the rate of convergence depend on the degree 
of element distortion. The iterative method usually 
converged to a solution after 3 iterations, however, it 
would takes twice as long to converge in a severely 
distorted element. Sometimes it will not converge at all 
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due to a poorly initial guessed values coupled with a 
severely distorted element. The overall effect is an 
increase in the number of iterations required for 
convergence, hence, an decrease in the overall 
computational speed. 
ii) the accuracy in the computed unit vector normal to a wall 
at the point of impact on which the particle rebound 
velocity and angle are calculated (Section 2.4). The 
computation of the component tangential rebound velocity 
also depend on this vector normal (Appendix A-7). The 
accuracy in the calculation of the unit vector normal 
depends on the type of element used in modelling the 
areas prone to particle impacts for example, the 'hump' 
of the hub as shown in rigure 15 and 16. rrom these 
figures, the wall of the hub at the impact areas is 
represented by relatively coarse elements. Since the 
particle trajectories of the larger particles are 
influenced mainly by the rebound characteristics, an 
incorrect representation of this wall surface would lead 
to an inaccurate particle rebound velocity and angle. 
This in turn, could affect the computation of the 
overall separation efficiency of a separator, for 
particle sizes whose trajectories are predominantly 
fballistic' in nature. The effect of an incorrect unit 
normal on the particles trajectories which are 
influenced mainly by aerodynamic drag force is 
relatively small. The reason for this is that 
immediately after an impaction, the rebound particle is 
affected by the aerodynamic drag force. The accuracy in 
modelling the wall surfaces will be studied by comparing 
predicted trajectories with experimental measurement 
later in Chapter 4. 
The computational model will be used throughout the 
present studies and their effect on the particle 
trajectories will be investigated in Chapter 4. 
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e) the effect of inter-element continuity on the particle 
trajectory. 
The interpolation function (2-29) used in the 
interpolation for the flow velocity (Section 2.3.3) and 
the computation of the unit vector normal in a finite 
element, lacks inter-element continuity at the elemental 
node points. The result is a discontinuities in the 
interpolated flow velocity and vector normal at the node 
points shared by two or more adjacent elements. In 
general, this discontinuity in the interpolated flow 
velocity is usually small, however, coupled with a 
distorted element, the error can be significant. An 
example of this discontinuity in the predicted flow 
velocity can be seen in Figure 15 and 16, in the region 
where distorted elements exists (i. e. at the scavenge 
duct 300 mm from the inlet section). Although the effect 
of this discý`ntinuity on the trajectory of the particles 
above 10 microns is small, this is not so for much 
smaller particles. Inter-elemental discontinuity in the 
computation of the unit vector normal can also occur 
at nodes shared by two or more adjacent elements. The 
result is the vector normal calculated using one element 
at a common node (shared with an adjacent element) will 
be different to that calculated from that adjacent 
element. The inter-elemental discontinuity is due to the 
interpolation function being of first order continuity 
[Connors, Ref. 281, hence only inter-element continuity 
of the nodal function itself exist and no continuity 
exist in its' derivatives. In the present case, the nodal 
functions are the nodal global coordinate x, y, z and, 
the potential function value, t, and their derivatives 
are the vector normal to the wall and interpolated flow 
velocity respectively. The inter-elemental continuity can 
be obtained by using second order continuity 
interpolation function. However, this requires additional 
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nodal values such as V xt 
VyfVz 
interpolation of the flow velocity and, 
as 8z/ax, az/By in the computation of 
normal. As these additional terms cann 
using the present flow model, 
discontinuity will exists. 
or Vxy in the 
derivatives such 
the unit vector 
ot be calculated 
inter-elemental 
The effects of (a) to (e) on the prediction of the 
particle trajectory are the present limitations which exist 
in the prediction model for the gas turbine separator. The 
effects (a) to M on the particles trajectories, 
velocities and angles will be studied experimentally in 
Chapter 4. Effect (d) would be reflected in the prediction 
of the particle rebound velocity (and angle), hence its 
effect was included into the experimental study of (c). 
Effect (e) is relatively small and can be ignored in the 
present studies. 
In summary, the particle trajectory prediction model had 
been applied to a gas turbine separator which had an 
inviscid, incompressible and irrotational flowfield. The 
limitations of the model were studied experimentally (later 
in Chapter 4) for a range of particle sizes seeded at three 
initial height positions. Sample analysis of the predicted 
results for the 15.0 and 150.0 um particle had shown the 
effect of the aerodynamic drag and inertia forces (which are 
related to the above limitations) on their trajectories. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Experimental Investigation of the Particle Trajectories in 
A Gas Turbine Separator 
4.1 Introduction 
Particle trajectory prediction models have been used to 
assess a separator's performance by predicting it's 
separation efficiency for a range for particle sizes. As a 
result, a curve can be obtained which relates the separation 
efficiency with the particle sizes. Therefore the overall 
separation efficiency for a particular dust type can be 
calculated. For example, the overall separation efficiency 
for the AC Coarse dust (0 to 200 um) can be obtained by 
integrating for the area under the curve (Figure 86), for 
the particle size between 0 and 200 um in diameter. Although 
these models can predict separation efficiency with some 
degree of success for the larger particles, most of them 
fail in their prediction for the smaller particles. The 
reason appears to be due to the limitations of the 
prediction model which has been discussed in detail in 
Section 3.4. These limitations can only be studied 
experimentally in a confined area, under pre-defined initial 
conditions. The usual method of assessing the separation 
efficiency of a separator was by feeding a known amount of 
dust, in the form of a cloud, at the separator inlet section 
(Figure 5) and, weighing the amount of dust separated in the 
scavenge section. The ratio of the separated dust to the 
total amount of dust fed at the inlet is the separation 
efficiency of the separator. Hence the measured separation 
efficiency for a particular dust size is compared with the 
result from the prediction model. This method of assessing a 
separator's performance lacks all the information involved 
in the behaviour of a particle in flight such as it's 
velocity or trajectory angle. Furthermore, the particle's 
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initial conditions such as the initial particle and flow 
velocity, which are vital to the successful prediction of 
the particle trajectories, cannot be obtained with the usual 
method of approach. During a particle's flight, it's 
velocity and angle cannot be recorded due to the 
inaccessibility of a conventional separator. In order to 
fully investigate the behaviour of a particle in flight and 
make detail comparison with the prediction model, the 
particle trajectory paths, velocities and angles have to be 
recorded. The only way of making such detailed observations 
is by studying and recording the particle's flight in a 
'cut-away' section of an actual separator. The initial 
conditions can be controlled by feeding the dust particle at 
known positions where measurement of the particle and flow 
velocity can be made. Using the same initial conditions, the 
predicted particle trajectory, velocities and angles can 
then be compared with experimental measurements so that the 
limitations in the prediction model can be studied in 
greater detail. The comparisons for the different particle 
sizes can be made at several positions in the separator. 
Limitations of Prediction Model (Review) 
The limitations of the particle trajectory model have been 
discussed in detail earlier in Chapter 3. These limitations 
can summarized as follows; 
a) the assumption of an inviscid, irrotational and incompre- 
ssible flowfield 
b) the use of the drag coefficient which is applicable for 
spherical particle only 
C) the use of restitution ratios for non-spherical particles 
which were derived under limited conditions and, the 
assumption of a simple expression for spherical particles 
d) the used of a coarse mesh to represent areas prone to 
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particle impacts 
The effect of these limitations on the prediction model 
has to be fully investigated experimentally for a range of 
particle sizes and shapes. The particle trajectories of the 
small particles are affected mainly by the aerodynamic drag 
force, the application of the drag coefficient (derived for 
spherical particle only) for non-spherical particles give an 
incorrect results which include particle trajectories, 
velocities and angles. The prediction can also fail to give 
an accurate result if the modelling of the flowfield is 
incorrect. For example, the inviscid assumption used in the 
present studies cannot predict areas with separated flow or 
a vortex re-circulation. The flow velocities (from an 
inviscid flowfield) interpolated at these areas and hence 
the calculation of the Reynold number and drag coefficient 
was incorrect. The effect is felt largely by the small 
rather than the larger particle due to the greater influence 
of the flowfield on their trajectories. The larger 
particles, due to their inertia, depend on the accuracy of 
the rebound characteristics and the representation of the 
wall surfaces. These matters have been discussed in Section 
2.2.3 where the restitution ratios (rebound characteristics) 
were obtained experimentally using mainly 200 um quartz 
particles, at only a few angle of attacks and approach 
velocities (no restitution ratios are found for ballotini 
particle). The inadequate experimental data used in the 
formulation of the restitution ratios could affect the 
particle rebound velocities, angles and trajectories. 
Furthermore, there are no experimental data on the effect of 
the boundary layer, flow separation or a vortex 
re-circulation on the particle trajectories. These flows 
phenomena are fairly common in the modern inertial sepa- 
rator which usually have highly contoured hub and shroud 
shapes, designed to deflect particles into the scavenge 
sections. Hence the flow has to negotiate the severe bend 
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and curvatures of the separator which could result in an 
area with adverse pressure gradient, and could lead to flow 
separation. The pressure loss, as a result of a separated 
flow, will incur a penalty in the engine performance. Since 
inertial separator do have these highly contoured hub and 
shroud surfaces, it was inevitable that these flow 
phenomena may occur. It is, therefore important to investi- 
gate these effects on the prediction of the particle tra- 
jectories. 
4.2 objectives 
The objective of the present studies is to investigate 
the effects of the above limitations in the prediction model 
on the particle trajectories. The method of approach is to 
make comparison between measured and predicted results under 
the following conditions; 
a) to investigate the difference between predicted and actual 
velocity of the flowfield on the particle trajectories, 
(velocities and angles) and to compare with predicted 
results. Since individual particle measurement was not 
possible with the equipment available, the particle mean 
trajectory positions, instead, were determined from the 
particle concentration curves, measured at several 
locations, in the separator. The particle concentration 
curves were obtained by traversing a Laser Anemometer 
across the particle's path and recording the intensity of 
the scattered light from the particles. Hence, local 
measurement of the particle velocities and, angles can be 
made at these mean positions. The measured initial 
conditions can be used as an input for the prediction 
model so that local comparison of the velocities and 
angles at several stations in the separator can be made. 
The prediction will be carried out in the inviscid and 
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measured flowfield so that the comparisons with 
experimental data can be studied. 
b) to investigate the effect of the drag coefficient on the 
particle trajectories, velocities and angles, and to 
compare with predicted result. The drag coefficient, used 
in the prediction model, for both the spherical and 
non-spherical particles is obtained from the standard 
drag curve derived for spherical 'Particles. Hence, the 
measured particle velocities and angles using the 
spherical and non-spherical particles were compared with 
the prediction. The particle's absolute velocities and 
angles were measured with the Laser Anemometer at the 
mean trajectory positions (from (a)). The prediction was 
carried out in both inviscid and measured flowfield. 
c) to investigate the effects of the restitution ratios on 
the particle trajectories (velocities and angles) and to 
compare with predicted results. The restitution ratios 
for the non-spherical particles were obtained from the 
experimental data by Tabakoff [Ref. 16,17], but for 
spherical particles, a simple expression (Section 3.3) 
was used. The accuracy of this expression and the 
restitution ratios (for non-spherical particles) was 
investigated by comparing the predicted trajectories and 
angles with measured results, using spherical and 
non-spherical particles, at the mean trajectory positions 
determined from (a). 
The comparisons will be used to investigate the 
deficiency in the prediction model due to the limitations so 
that modification can be made to improve the model's 
accuracy in future predictions. 
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4.3 Particle Materials, Sizes, Shapes and Concentrations 
The man-made dusts such as AC coarse and MIL-SPEC dusts 
used in standard dust tests are irregular and non-spherical 
in shape. AC coarse dust consists of particle ranging from 0 
to 200 ýim while MIL-SPEC sand ranges from 0 to 1000 P M. The 
dust used in the present studies, quartz and ballotini, are 
the narrow bandwidth dust which were graded to a particular 
size. The quartz and ballotini had similar properties to the 
AC coarse and MIL-SPEC dust. Analysis of particle sizes of 
the quartz (non-spherical) dust with a spectrum analyser 
gave their median diameter (i. e. 50 % below a particular 
size) as follows; 
1) 30 microns 
ii) 57 microns 
iii) 102 microns 
iv) 150 microns 
The median diameter for the ballotini (spherical) particles 
had the following sizes; 
1) 68 microns 
11) 105 microns 
iii) 145 microns 
Note that no independent analysis of the 30.0 um ballotini 
particles sizes were untaken and the only data available 
was that provided by the manufacturers. 
The particle equations of motions were derived assuming 
that the particle is spherical and the drag coefficient is 
applicable for spherical particles only. Hence the spherical 
dust would be used as a test case for comparing with 
predicted results. In order to study the effect of the 
aerodynamic drag force on the particle trajectories, very 
small diameter dust particles, screened to 15 microns (+ 3.0 
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um) for both ballotini and quartz were also used. The 
assumptions made in the derivation of the particle equations 
of motions (Section 2.5) had to be satisfied in the 
experimentation as well. They are; 
a) the dust concentration has to be low enough so as not to 
affect flowfield. In standard dust tests, the dust 
concentration is usually about 0.213 g/m3 (6.0 mg/ft3 ). 
Sometimes, dust concentration of 0.706 g/m 
3 (20.0 mg/ft 
3) 
had been used to simulate severe conditions. In the 
present studies, the dust feedrate and concentration had 
3 been calibrated to be below 1.0 g/m This dust 
concentration is based on solid particle seeding 
concentration used in the Laser Anemometry technique 
which will be discussed further in Section 4.4.2. 
b) the particle density has to be about 3 orders of magni- 
tude greater than the flow density so that only the drag 
force needs to be considered. The quartz and ballotini 
dust used in the present studies are 2650.0 and 2950.0 
kg/m 3 respectively thereby satisfying this condition. 
The laser anemometer, which has been used extensively 
throughout this investigation, depends on the scattered 
lights from the dust particles. Hence the dust particles has 
to be fairly reflective and uniformly sized. The ballotini 
and quartz dust has a refractive index of 1.60 and 1.46 res- 
pectively. The consistency of the dust sizes quoted by the 
supplier is that 90.0 percent of the particles to be within 
the quoted size. The dust used in the tests had been kept 
constantly dried in an oven set at 40.0 degrees Centigrade. 
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4.4 Experimental Set-U 
The experiment set-up is shown schematically in Figure 
17 and PLATE 1. It consists of an inertial separator, laser 
anemometer and data acquisition systems, and a dust particle 
feeder assembly. The inertial separator is a 30 degree sec- 
tion of an actual axisymmetric gas turbine separator as 
shown in Figure 18 and 19. The separator consists of a high- 
ly contoured hub, shroud and splitter sections. They had been 
accurately machined (programming resolution is . 001 mm) from 
Aluminium. alloy using a numerically controlled machine 
(Hurco CNC). The three separate sections were then bolted on 
to a pair of end plates which has an annular inlet and two 
outlet holes which made up the air inlet, scavenge and engine 
flow outlets. Two 6.0 mm, thick, toughened clear glass formed 
the side walls of the separator, allowing full optical access 
to the laser anemometer. The glass plates were sealed 'flush' 
against the three sections using an 10-ring' seal which runs 
parallel to the wall edges. The glass plates, which had to 
be cleaned before each test, were removable by undoing 6 
bolts for each plate. The removable glass plate also allowed 
easy access to the hub, shroud and splitter surfaces which 
need to be polished after each test using quartz particles. 
Since the quartz dust is very erosive in nature, due to their 
angular shapes, the wall surfaces (which were made of 
aluminium alloy) becomes roughened after each test. The 
ballotini dust particles, however, do not cause any damages 
to the wall surfaces due to their spherical shapes. 
The inlet section of the front end-plate has a 
lbellmouthl flare to guide the air into the separator. The 
annular scavenge and engine outlets were connected to two 
circular pipes via a pair of transition pipes. These pipes 
lead into a vacuum tank where the airflow is provided by a 
suction fan. The vacuum tank has a removable top section to 
allow access to the two pipe ends and a dust filter layer. 
In the dust ingestion test (later in Section 4.7), the dust 
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collected in two collector bags which are attached to the 
pipe ends can only be serviced regularly by removing 
the top section of the tank. The filter layer, which 
consists of two layers of fiberglass spun material, is 
sandwiched between two sets of wire mesh to prevent dust 
particles exhausting into the atmosphere. A pair of rubber 
ring seals are placed on the top and bottom of the wire 
mesh to prevent any dust getting through at the edges of the 
filter layer. The fiberglass material (Owens-Corning FMO04) 
has a quoted separation efficiency of 85.0 percent for 
particle diameter greater than 0.5 microns. This filter 
layer had to be replaced regularly to avoid excessive 
pressure loss due to dust accumulations. 
The suction fan can provide a maximum mass flow of 
about 1.70 lb/s, of which only 1.25 lb/s of air is required. 
However, there are other pressure losses that need to be 
considered, such as losses from the transition pipes and 
pressure loss across the filter layer. The required mass 
flows in the engine and scavenge pipes are 1.0416 and 0.2083 
lb/s respectively in order to simulate a mass flow of 12.5 
lb/s in actual engine flow with a 20.0 percent bypass 
(scavenge) ratio. The mass flows in the engine and scavenge 
pipes had to be adjusted daily to take into account of the 
everyday changes in the atmospheric conditions (Section 
4.4.3). A pair of throttle valves in the pipes were used to 
maintain the required flow condition. A total pressure probe 
and three wall static pressure tappings were used to record 
the mass flow in each pipe. They were positioned at about 
18 pipe diameters [B. S. 1042, Ref. 391 from the transition 
section in order to avoid the turbulent flows from the 
separator. The total and averaged static pressures were 
connected to a micromanometer via a scanivalve. 
The hub, shroud and splitter walls had been fully 
instrumented with wall static pressure tappings which are 
connected to the micromanometer via a scanivalve. The 
tappings had been spaced so that areas with critical flows 
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such as the splitter region, has a higher density of static 
tappings. 
4.4.1 Laser Anemometry (L2F) and Instrumentation 
The non-intrusive measuring technique used for defining 
the absolute flow velocities and angles of a moving fluid is 
called Laser Anemometry (or L2F). This technique was used to 
measure the flowfield in the separator (Section 4.5), 
particle concentration, particle velocities and angles. The 
principle behind Laser Anemometry (Figure 20) is based on 
the detection of light pulses scattered by particles as they 
passed through the probe volume. The probe volume consists 
of two intense zones of light formed by two focused laser 
beams (Figure 21) at a known distance apart. The particle 
velocity, in the plane normal to the optical axis, is 
determined from the time of the particle's flight across the 
two spots. Hence, the measured particle transit time is 
translated into the velocity by the relation; 
U-S/t 
where S is the distance between the two spots and t is the 
particle transit time. 
Since the basic principle of this technique is the 
detection of light scattering by the particles, different 
particle sizes can be used depending on the type of 
measurement required. In the measurement of a flowfield, 
sub-microns particle size of about 0.5 um in diameter are 
used due to their ability to follow the streamlines of the 
flow. However, in the present studies of the particle 
trajectories, the same principle was applied to measure the 
particle velocities and angles with sizes between 15.0 and 
150.0 um in diameter (Section 4.6). 
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The scattered light from the two spots is detected by 
two photomultiplier tubes (PMT) representing the start and 
stop pulses. Random light such as flare from the background 
is conditioned by a process of amplification (light from 
particle) and discrimination (random light) [Mohsen, Ref. 34] 
so that only light scattered by the particles are fed into a 
correlator (Figure 22). Each pulse train from each 
photomultiplier tube is fed into two channels in the 
correlator i. e. Channel A and B. The data stored in the 
correlator produces a probability histogram of time 
measurements. The highest probability that a particle 
travelling along the line of flow will be irradiated by both 
laser beam occur at the mean flow direction. The peak of the 
distribution curve (Figure 23) indicates the mean velocity 
whereas the maximum width of the curve near the baseline 
indicates the maximum velocity fluctuation. As the spots are 
rotated about the axis of the anemometer, the signal 
intensity changýs as shown in Figure 24. The method of 
computing for the flow velocity is based on Ross's technique 
[Ref. 351. Since the detail of the velocity deduction 
technique is beyond the scope of the present studies, the 
method of analysis can be summarised as follows; 
Ks2 (1/T-(U/s)cos((%-Oto)) 2 
G(T, ct) -- exp 
122 
T3 (a/U) (U/s) 
I 
where 
U- mean velocity 
cxo - mean flow angle 
a/U - turbulence intensity 
The area under the correlogram (Figure 23) at angle a is 
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given by; 
P(cc) - exp 
I 2 
cr 
(4-1) 
Applying this equation for different angles iz, yield the 
distribution curve in Figure 23. The correlogram at the 
angle closest to the mean flow angle a0l, is used to fit 
equation (4-1) yielding the mean velocity U, and turbulent 
intensity a/U. 
The laser instrumentation consists of two photo- 
multiplier tubes (PMT), a 35 mW Helium-Neon laser (Spectra 
Physics) and other optics. The whole assembly including the 
laser and photomultiplier tubes can rotate about it's 
optical axis, normal to the direction of the flow. The whole 
assembly is mounted on a milling bed with movement in the X, 
Y and Z axis, and, rotation is remotely controlled (PLATE 
2). The transmitting lens has a focal length of 50 cm and 
spot separation is 450 um. The threshold level set in the 
amplifier and discriminator available with the PMT are 
suitable only for a high signal to noise ratio and not much 
background flare. Therefore an external LeCroy amplifier 
(X100) and discriminator (+ 200 X 16 uV maximum threshold) 
is added to each of the channels (from PMT) to overcome the 
situation of low signal to noise ratio. The threshold can be 
adjusted to give the best signal to noise ratio. 
The signals are fed into a 50 nanoseconds correlator 
(K7023, Malvern) which is used on a cross correlator mode 
(Mayo, Ref. 361. During data collection, the quality and 
state of the histogram can be monitored on an oscilloscope 
(Gould) which is connected to the correlator store (PLATE 
3). If the quality of the histogram is acceptable, the data 
is transferred to an online minicomputer (Amstrad pc1512) 
for analysis. 
The accuracy of the results obtained by laser 
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anemometry depend on the 
sizes and particle dynamics. 
for the absolute flow an 
uncertainty of less than 
estimation has been repor 
present equipment. 
4.4.2 Dust Feeder Assembl 
equipment, seeding density and 
A repeatability of ±1 degree 
gle has been claimed, and an 
±1 percent for the mean flow 
ted [Mohsen, Ref. 34] for the 
The dust feeder assembly consists of a dust feeder 
nozzle and dust hopper (PLATE 4). Two method of feeding dust 
into the nozzle (which will be discussed later) were used 
depending on the particle diameters. A pressurised, 
fluidised bed (Figure 25) was employed for the 15.0 um dust 
and, a laboratory burette was used for other dust sizes. All 
measurements were carried out inside the separator with the 
dust feeder nozzle exit plane at 50.0 mm downstream of the 
inlet. As a resultv the nozzle had to satisfy the following 
requirements; 
i) it had to deliver a steady flowrate and concentration 
of dust particles. This is necessary in order to 
obtained accurate measurement of the mean particle 
trajectories, velocities and angles using the laser 
anemometry technique. The particles must be produced at 
a rate sufficient for an acceptable signal rate in the 
measuring volume. In the measurement of the particles 
velocities and angles, the rate of delivery must be 
stable over a short time [Melling, Ref. 37] for example, 
1 minute. 
ii) the dust concentration must satisfy the assumptions 
made in the formulation of the particle equations of 
motions (section 2.5). The assumptions are that the 
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concentration must be low so that particle-particle 
interaction and their effect on the flowfield can be 
ignored. 
iii) the nozzle must not cause too much disturbance to the 
flowfield. The nozzle end was placed at some distance 
downstream of the separator to coincide with the inlet 
plane of the flowfield computational model (Section 
3.2). Since the computational model can only employ a 
limited number of finite elements, it cannot model the 
flow in the full length of the separator. As a result, 
the computation starts at 51.73 mm downstream of the 
actual separator inlet section and ends at 332.0 mm, 
just behind the leading edge of the splitter lip. 
Therefore the nozzle exit was placed at 50.0 mm 
downstream rather than at the inlet plane in order to 
reduce the inevitable spread, in the dust distribution 
exhausting from the nozzle end. The spread, is due to 
the orientation of the particles inside the nozzle and, 
the particle interaction with the wakes caused by the 
nozzle. 
If the nozzle end was placed at the inlet position, 
a broad distribution in the dust particles would be 
obtained at the first measurement position of 51.73 
mm. As a result, some particles would collide with the 
parallel walls (hub and shroud) of the inlet section 
before the originally intended hub surface target. The 
additional particle rebound trajectories would add to 
an already difficulty problem of determining the mean 
particle trajectory positions. Therefore, accurate 
measurements of the particles trajectories, velocities 
and angles is impossible due to the increase in the 
number of particles trajectories and rebound 
situations. The dust feeder nozzle had to be versatile 
enough so that measurements at the different particle 
initial positions can be carried out without causing 
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stoppages. Since there are 3 different nozzle radial 
heights (initial particle positions) and 12 traverse 
positions (discussed later in Section 4.6), it is 
important to keep the 'turnaround' time as low as 
possible. The nozzle diameter must also be large enough 
so as to avoid blockages due to the accumulation of the 
dust in the nozzle, especially for the 15.0 um dust 
which tends to agglomerate. 
Since all the measurements of the particles 
trajectories, velocities and angles depend on the 
performance of the nozzle, the above requirements had to be 
satisfied. The dust feeder nozzle (PLATE 4) used in the 
present studies was based on the flow injector principle, 
with an L-shaped bend so that one end can be inserted into 
the flow (at 50.0 mm) and the other end acts as an inlet for 
dust feeding. The nozzle end (inside the flowfield) tube is 
2.0 mm in diameter. It is welded to a 5.0 mm diameter tube 
which makes up the stem of the dust feeder nozzle. The whole 
assembly was clamped at several positions, which allowed 
only vertical movements, and placed on a fixed metal-based 
table. Pre-marked positions on the stem of the nozzle, which 
represent the different nozzle heights, enable quick 
changes of the nozzle height for different initial particle 
positions. 
The two methods of feeding dust particles are the 
fluidised bed and 10 ml burette depending on the particles 
sizes. Since the quartz and ballotini dust between 30 and 
150 um behaves like fluid, a laboratory 10 ml burette (PLATE 
4) was found to be most suitable form of feeding dust into 
the nozzle under the gravitational effect only. TABLE V 
shows the results of the dust feedrate and concentration 
obtained for the burette. In general, a consistency of ±7.0 
percent and concentration of less than 0.6 g/m3 was achieved 
in the calibration tests (Section 4.4.3). This method of 
feeding dust particles was, however, unsuitable for the 15 
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um, dust due their agglomeration properties. instead, a 
pressurised fluidised bed (PLATE 5), designed for solid 
particles seeding of 0.5 um, was used. The fluidised bed has 
quoted consistency of +10.0 percent. Since the fluidised bed 
is pressurised, the particle velocities at the nozzle end 
were more difficult to control but generally they tend to 
be higher when fed under gravitational effect. However, 
earlier in Section 3.3.2, the trajectories of the 15.0 um 
particles were found to be influenced mainly by the flow- 
field, hence, they would quickly adapt to the flow even 
with a higher initial exit velocities. These consistency 
and concentration of the dust particles are necessary in 
the laser anemometry measurements. Since solid particle 
seedings used in the measurement of flow velocities are 
generated either by atomisation or fluidisation methods 
[A. Melling, Ref. 37, Durst et al, Ref. 38), they have to 
satisfy the above conditions M and (ii). The 'Puldoulit A' 
fluidised bed [A. Mellings, Ref. 37] has an output in the 
concentration of less 1.0 g/m 
3, 
while the Rotating Brush 
Generator [Ref. 381'can delivered between 20 mg/hr and 4.0 
kg/hr of dust particles. The Cyclone Aerosol Generator 
[Ref. 371 claimed an accuracy of 6.0 percent of the mean 
concentration. Since all these methods of solid particles 
seeding are applicable for particles less than 1.0 um and, 
they satisfied conditions (i) and (ii), the above 
consistency and concentration was used as a guideline in 
the present studies where the particles were between 15 and 
150 um in diameter. Therefore, it can be argued that 
consistency and concentration obtained in the calibration of 
the nozzle (TABLE V) also automatically satisfied condition 
M and (ii). 
In summary, the dust feeder nozzle could delivered 
solid particles with a consistency in the feedrate of less 
3 
than +10.0 percent and concentration of less than 0.6 9/m 
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4.4.3 Calibration Tests 
Calibration tests were carried out for the following; 
a) mass flowrate in the scavenge and engine pipes 
b) dust flowrate and concentration 
a) The mass flowrate in a pipe was obtained by a single hole 
total probe and 3 static pressure tappings in the pipe 
wall. For calculation purpose, B. S. 1042 (Ref. 391 recom- 
mends that the pipe should be sub-divided into a set of 
annular concentric passageways and a number of diametral 
traverses made with station points. These station points 
divide the passageway into two rings of equal 
cross-sectional area as shown in Figure 26. The traverses 
were made at a position 18 pipe diameters downstream of 
the transition ducts where the flow is regular and 
uniform. Instead of traversing 10 stations in each pipe, 
a total of 2f equally spaced stations were measured from 
which the 10 readings were taken. The calculated mass 
flows and discharge coefficients are shown in TABLE VI. 
The discharge coefficient is defined as the ratio of the 
actual to the theoretical mass flow. Figure 27 shows 
the measured total pressure traverse across the engine 
and scavenge pipe for different throttle settings. The 
calculated discharge coefficient for the engine and 
scavenge pipe flow is 0.89 and 0.86 respectively. Having 
obtained the discharge coefficients, the total probes 
were placed at the centre of the pipes which remains 
unchanged throughout the tests. Subsequent mass flow 
calculation will take into account of the discharge 
coefficients and to adjust for the daily change in 
the atmospheric condition using the non-dimensionalised 
form as follows; 
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Mactual m 
Mmeasured ýr(T/288.0) 
(P/760.0) 
where T and P is the atmospheric temperature (deg. 
Kelvin), and pressure (mmHg) respectively. All the tests 
were carried at the design engine flow condition of 
1.0416 lb/s (equivalent to 12.5 lb/s in actual engine) 
and a scavenge flow of 0.2083 lb/s giving a bypass ratio 
of 20.0 percent. 
b) the dust flowrate is defined as the amount of dust parti- 
cles per second. The method of determining this mass 
flowrate is as follows; 
i) an amount of dried dust is weighed and recorded and, 
transferred into the 10.0 ml burette 
ii) at design flow condition, the dust particles was fed 
into the dust feeder nozzle which was placed at the 
axial position of 50.0 mm. downstream of the inlet 
iii) the start and end time was recorded as the dust was 
seeded into the flow 
Since the dust particles properties (eg. density, 
diameter) were known, the particle flowrate for a 
particular size can then be calculated. The above 
procedure is repeated for all the particle sizes at the 3 
radial heights (i. e. 105.5,128.67,151.8 mm). TABLE V 
shows the measured dust flowrate for different particle 
sizes and shapes. 
The dust concentration can be defined as the amount of 
dust per unit volume of air. Since the total mass flow 
was 1.25 lb/s, the volume, the dust concentration (g/m 
3) 
can then be calculated by dividing the dust flowrate by 
the total mass flow of air per second. 
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4.5 Aerodynamic Performance Tests 
The computational flowfield (Section 3.2) is based on 
an inviscid, irrotational and incompressible flow. The 
results from the potential function contour plot (Figure 10) 
and the flow vectors (Figure 13) shows the areas with 
adverse velocities gradient. Flow separations could have 
occurred at these areas in the actual flowfield in the 
separator. Therefore, aerodynamic measurements were taken 
in the separator so that comparisons could be made with 
the predicted flowfield. The performance of the separator 
was assessed with three methods, they were; 
i) Flow Visualisation Using Wool TUftS. 
The wall static pressure tappings in the hub, shroud 
and splitter were used as station for the wool tufts. 
Figure 28 illustrates the positions of the wall static 
tappings at the mid-section of the separator. Wool 
tufts about 6 mm long were fixed to pieces of wires and 
inserted into these static holes. The wire extend about 
2 mm from the wall surfaces into the flow as shown in 
PLATE 7. When the design flow condition had been 
reached, the behaviour of the wool tufts were 
photographed using a 35 mm camera. PLATE 7 to 12 show 
the near-wall flow pattern photographed at the 
mid-section of the separator. The near-wall flow 
patterns can then be drawn from these photographic 
evidences as shown in Figure 29. 
Wall Pressure Distribution Using Wall Static Tappings. 
When the flow visualisation recording had been 
completed, the wool tufts were removed to be used for 
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pressure measurements. The static tappings were 
connected to a micromanometer via a scanivalve for 
pressures measurements less than 3000.0 mm of water. A 
mercury filled U-tube manometer was also used to record 
the static pressure at the critical flow areas where 
limit of the micromanometer had been exceeded. Figure 
30a shows the wall pressure distribution along the hub, 
shroud and splitter surfaces. The near wall velocities 
were calculated from the pressure distribution assuming 
isentropic conditions; 
p0 
p statim c 
where M is the flow Mach number and T is the ratio of 
specific heats. Figure 30b show the near wall velocity 
distribution calculated from the pressure distribution 
using the above equation. 
Measurement of the Flowfield Using Laser Anemometry 
(L2F). 
The laser anemometer (Section 4.4.1) was used to 
measure the flow's absolute velocities and angles at 
the mid-section of the separator. The separator has two 
clear glass plates acting as side walls, allowing full 
optical access to the Laser Anemometer (L2F) as shown 
in PLATE 6. The traverse stations were obtained by 
taking the element's node points from a mid-section of 
the computational finite element mesh (Section 3.2) as 
shown in Figure 31. The first set of traverse stations 
starts at 51.73 mm. (to coincide with the inlet plane of 
the computational model) and the last was at 332.23 mm 
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(just behind the leading edge of the splitter lip) 
giving a total of 461 traverse stations. However, not 
all traverse stations could be used as measurement 
point due to obstruction caused by the annular shape of 
the separator as shown in Figure 31. 
Liquid seeding (PROPYLENE GLYCOL) particles of 0.5 
um were generated with an atomiser [A. Melling, Ref. 371 
and introduced into the flow through a half inch bore 
tube. The tube was placed at about 15.0 cm from the 
bellmouth of the separator so as not to cause 
disturbance in the airstream entering the separator. 
occasionally, the tube had to be manoeuvred so that 
sufficient liquid seedings entered the measurement 
points. Movement of the measuring probe volume was 
achieved by the X, Y and Z movement of the milling bed 
on which the laser assembly was mounted (Section 
4.4.1). At each measurement point (station), a minimum 
of 3 angle settings were needed to provide sufficient 
information for flow analysis. The data accumulation 
and analysis was carried out interactively where the 
correlogram obtained from each angle setting was 
transferred directly to the minicomputer. obstruction 
due the annular shape of the separator may optically 
prevent measurement near the shroud and underside of 
the splitter surfaces (Figure 31), however, there are 
other areas where no measurement can be made due to the 
excessive optical noise which 'clouded' the scattered 
light. Areas such as flow separation, boundary layers 
or background flare reflected by solid wall surfaces 
could all result in poor signal to noise ratio 
condition. The effect was experienced by obtaining 
correlograms which were not sensitive to the 
orientation of the laser beams. The flow velocities at 
these areas were assumed to have a small value for 
computational reasons (which will be explained later in 
the section). Figure 32 show the measured flow vectors 
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at the mid-section of the separator obtained from the 
laser anemometry technique. The velocities at the 
shroud and underside of the splitter surfaces (where 
there were no measurements) were taken to be equal to 
the measured velocities at the nearest adjacent 
traverse station. The reason for doing so was that the 
computation of the very small particle's trajectories 
(which were influenced mainly by the flowfield)may fail 
as a result of the interpolated velocity of zero at 
certain areas. 
In summary for this section, the results from the 
measured flowfield will be discussed in the following 
section. The predicted flowfield will also be compared with 
experimental data. 
4.5.1 Analysis of the Aerodynamic Measurement Results 
The different techniques of assessing the aerodynamics 
performance were carried out earlier in the above section 
where three different sets of results were recorded. The 
results from the flow visualisation techniques which present 
the near-wall flow behaviour are shown in PLATE 7 to 12. The 
photographic evidences produced some interesting near-wall 
flow behaviours, they were; 
i) low velocities flows at the shroud wall (orientation of 
the wool tufts), just downstream of the peak of the 
thump' as shown in PLATE 7, 
ii) a stable vortex re-circulation at the base of the 1humpt 
of the hub as shown in PLATE 8, 
iii) a flow separation at the hub wall just downstream of the 
peak of the 'hump' as shown in PLATE 9, 
iv) a flow separation at the shroud wall just downstream of 
the leading edge of the splitter as shown in PLATE 10 
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to 12, 
v) flow reversal region at the leading edge of the splitter 
lip as shown in PLATE 10 to 12. 
These photographs (PLATE 7 to 12) show the deficiency in the 
computational model (Section 3.2) to predict an accurate 
flowfield based on the inviscid, irrotational and 
incompressible assumptions. It did, however, show that the 
areas with low velocities coincided with the separated flows 
discovered in the separator. The areas of high velocities 
flows were difficult to identify from the photographic 
results alone. Hence, detailed measurements using wall 
static tappings had revealed the near-wall pressure 
distribution as shown in Figure 30a. Figure 30b shows the 
near-wall velocities calculated from the pressure 
distributions on the hub, shroud and splitter surfaces. The 
following results were found; 
a) Along the Hub Surface 
There was a gradual increase in the pressure ratio from 
the first tapping position (38.0 mm) to the vortex region 
(between 165.0 and 180.0 mm, from PLATE 8) at the base of 
the 'hump' of the hub surface. The calculated velocities 
show a gradual decrease from 78.0 m/s at the first 
tapping position (38.0 mm) to 48.0 m/s at the vortex 
region, over a distance of about 140.0 mm. This was 
followed by a sharp decrease in the pressure ratio from 
the vortex region to the peak of the 'hump' of the hub. 
over this distance of just 63.0 mm, the flow had accel- 
erated from 48.0 m/s at vortex region to 147.0 m/s at the 
peak of 'hump' (at 241.0 mm downstream of the inlet 
section). This sudden acceleration in the flow was caused 
firstly, by the severe 'bending, of the flow due to the 
hub shape, secondly, by the decreasing flow volume passage 
and, thirdly, by the blockage effect of the vortex region 
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(Figure 29). At the peak of the 'hump,, the flow volume 
passage increases, leading to an expansion in the flow. 
This sudden expansion coupled with a high mass flow 
turning into the engine core flow resulted in an adverse 
pressure gradient forming behind the 'hump, of the hub. As 
a result, a separation 'bubble' (PLATE 7,9) was formed on 
the hub surface, just downstream of the peak of the 'hump' 
(between 254.0 and 284.0 mm) where the flow velocity had 
reduced to 96.0 m/s. This separation bubble' as shown in 
Figure 29, reduces the flow passage into the engine core 
flow where 80 percent (1.0416 lb/s) of the total mass 
flow passes through. The effect of this blockage would be 
to cause high velocities in between this constriction 
followed by expansion in the flow due to an increase of 
the flow passage after the separation 'bubble,. The flow 
velocity was reduced to 87.0 m/s (at 284.0 mm) and, at the 
last tapping station (533.0 mm), the velocity was 108.0 
M/S. 
b) Along the Shroud Surface 
The flow velocity measured at the first static tapping 
position (38.0 mm) along the shroud surface was the same 
as the hub surfacer i. e. 78.0 m/s, which suggests a 
uniform flow at the inlet. However, at the first 'bend' 
(114.0 mm), on the shroud surface, there was a sharp 
decrease in the measured pressure ratio where the flow 
velocity was calculated to be 129.0 m/s. Although this was 
followed by sharp increase in the pressure ratio, just 
after the bend', there was no flow separation which must 
be due to the blockage caused by the vortex region. The 
flow velocity calculated at just behind this 'bend' was 
96.0 m/s. The gradually increasing pressure ratios caused 
a further gradual decrease in the flow velocity to 48.0 
m/s near the scavenge's exit plane at 533.0 mm. The low 
velocity flow in the scavenge was due to the low mass flow 
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of 0.2083 lb/s, in a relatively large flow passage, when 
compared to the mass flow of 1.0416 lb/s in the engine 
core flow. A separation in the flow was also found on the 
shroud surface (Figure 29) behind the leading edge of the 
splitter lip, which was moving between tapping 11 (at 
316.0 mm) and tapping 13 (at 368.0 mm), as shown in PLATE 
10 to 12. 
c) On the Splitter Lip 
Perhaps the areas with the greatest change in the pressure 
ratios (hence, velocities) can be found near the leading 
edge of the splitter lip. The measured pressure ratio 
(Figure 30a) had dropped sharply from the upperside, at 
tapping 7, to the underside of the splitter, at tapping 5 
(Figure 29). Photographic evidence taken near this region 
(PLATE 10 to 12) shows a reversal in the flow from the 
upperside to the underside of the splitter. The calculated 
flow velocities (Figure 30b) at tappings 7 and 5 were 54.0 
m/s and 198.0 m/s respectively, showing a sharp increase 
in the flow velocity on the underside of the splitter. 
This high velocity flow areas was due to the high mass 
flow of 1.0416 lb/s (as compared to 0.2083 lb/s in the 
scavenge section) into a relatively small flow passage 
between the splitter lip and the hub wall. Although the 
flow passage is geometrically small, it was the separation 
'bubble, at the hub surface (Figure 29) which caused 
further restriction in the flow but, without which flow 
separation would have occurred on the underside of the 
splitter. As the flow passed through this constriction 
into a larger area, it began to diffuse and the calculated 
velocity was 108.0 m/s, which matches the hub wall 
velocity, suggesting a uniform velocity at the engine exit 
plane. 
on the upperside of the splitter lip, a stagnation 
region had formed between tapping 7 and tapping 8 (Figure 
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30) as shown in PLATE 10 to 12. The flow velocities on the 
upperside of the splitter were generally low due to the 
low mass flow and a relatively large flow passage. The 
flow velocities in this area had remained fairly constant 
at 48.0 m/s which matches the calculated shroud wall 
velocity near the exit plane, again suggesting a uniform 
flow. 
The experimental results from wall static tappings and 
photographs, show good agreement in the near-wall flow 
patterns at the hub, shroud and splitter surfaces. However, 
the detailed measurement of the flowfield with the laser 
anemometer had produced a better overall flow pattern at the 
mid-section of the separator as shown in Figure 32. In this 
figure, three distinct areas where no measurement could be 
made (as explained in Section 4.5) could be identified and 
corroborated with photographic results; 
i) the vortex region (PLATE 8) at the base of the 'hump, 
of the hub, 
ii) the flow separation 'bubble' (PLATE 9) behind the peak 
of the 'hump', 
iii) stagnation region (PLATE 10 to 12) near the leading 
edge, on the upperside of the splitter lip. 
The flow vectors (Figure 32) show a directional and 
uniform flow between the parallel walls of the inlet 
section. The average measured inlet velocity was 77.0 m/s 
(at 51.73 mm). While the flow on the shroudside had gained 
momentum towards the first 'bend' position (110.0 m/s), the 
flow on the hubside had slowed down towards the vortex 
region (50.0 M/S). As the flow negotiated the first 'bend' 
between the shroud and hub walls, the flow passage began to 
decrease toward the peak of the 'hump,, causing an overall 
increase in the flow velocities. The flow on the hubside 
shows a greater rate of increase in the velocity magnitudes 
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from the vortex region (50.0 m/s) to the peak of the hub 
(142.0 m/s). On the shroudside, the flow shows a decrease in 
the velocity magnitude from the first 'bend' position (110.0 
m/s) to the position of the peak (68.7 m/s). At the peak of 
the 'hump,, the flow vectors on the hubside indicates a high 
velocity flow area with a changing flow directions toward 
the engine section. The flow on the shroudside, however, had 
not gained momentum and the flow directions continued 
towards the scavenge section. As the hubside flow negotiates 
the peak of the 'hump,, it continued to maintain a high 
velocity with a severe change in the flow direction. 
Figure 32 shows clearly the blockages and restriction caused 
by the separation 'bubble' on the hub surfaces. The flow 
vectors at this constriction show high measured velocities. 
The reduction in the flow passage into the engine section 
also resulted in the high velocities on the underside of 
the splitter lip but without which flow separation would 
have occurred. Photographic result (PLATE 11) did not show 
any flow separation on the underside of the splitter. Down- 
stream of the separation 'bubble, the flow passage in- 
creases. While the flow on the splitterside maintained 
a high velocities, the flow on the hubside shows a decrease 
in the measured velocity magnitudes. The mass flow on the 
engine section was 1.0416 lb/s (80 % of the total inlet 
mass flow) and the mass flow on the scavenge was 0.2083 lb/s. 
The velocity vectors between the shroud and the splitter 
indicates a low velocity flow areas which was due to the 
low mass flow and a relatively large flow passage. A stag- 
nation region and flow reversal had formed on the upper- 
side of the splitter lip. 
The experimental results obtained from the 3 different 
techniques had shown good agreement and critical areas had 
been identified in the separator flowfield. A further 
comparison was made between the measured flowfield (L2F and 
wall static tappings) and the predicted flowfield (inviscid) 
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at the mid-section of the separator. The comparisons were 
made at the traverse stations in the computational mesh 
described earlier in Section 3.2. The predicted flow 
vectors, shown in Figure 13, were superimposed with the 
measured flow vectors (Figure 32) to give the result in 
Figure 33. The near-wall velocities calculated from the wall 
static pressures were also compared with the predicted 
velocities at the hub, shroud and splitter as shown in 
Figure 34. 
Figures 34 show that the overall predicted flow veloci- 
ties were higher than the measured velocities. In fact, the 
average predicted inlet velocity at 51.73 mm was 95.0 m/s 
whereas the average measured velocity (L2F) was only 77.0m/s 
which gave an error of 23.3 percent. This error was due to the 
incorrect boundary conditions used as described in Section 
3.2. This difference in the velocity magnitudes was also 
found in Figure 34 where the comparison was made at the wall 
surfaces. Hence, a re-comparison with the measured flowfield 
was made with a 'scaled' predicted flowfield. The scale fac- 
tor was based on the ratio of the average measured inlet ve- 
locity to the average predicted inlet velocity. The re-com- 
parison can be found in the following figures; 
a) Figure 35 shows the re-comparison in the flow vectors, 
b) Figure 36 shows the velocities contours in the predicted 
and measured flowfield, 
C) Figure 37 shows the re-comparison in the near-wall veloc- 
ities on the hub, shroud and splitter surface, 
d) Figure 38 shows the re-comparison in the wall pressure 
distribution 
Figure 35 to 38 show good agreement exists between the 
, scaled, predicted and measured flowfield except at the 
areas with critical flows. The re-comparison of the flow 
vectors in Figure 35 show almost identical results in terms 
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of the velocity magnitudes and directions. Main areas of 
difference-were; 
i) vortex region on the hub 
ii) separation 'bubble' on the hub 
iii) stagnation region on the splitter lip 
The measured flow velocities at the restricted flow passage 
between the hub and splitter was expectably higher than 
predicted values. The velocity contour plots shown in Figure 
36 also exhibit good agreement in terms of the high and low 
velocities areas. A detail comparison was made between the 
measured wall velocities and pressure (from the laser 
techniques and wall static tappings) and the predicted 
results were shown in Figure 37 and 38. 
In Figure 37, along the hub surface, the predicted 
near-wall velocities show good agreement with the measured 
results from Che inlet section until about the position 
(126.0 mm) just upstream of the vortex region. The pre- 
diction deviates from measured result at the vortex region. 
However, downstream of this region (at 191.0 mm), the 
predicted velocities show good agreement with the measured 
velocities until the position (253.0 mm) where the 
separation 'bubble' region (254.0 to 284.0 mm) begins. 
Beyond this region, the predicted flow velocities were lower 
than the measured values. 
Along the shroud surface, the predicted velocities 
were slightly lower than the measured velocities from the 
inlet to the position at about 165.0 mm, downstream of the 
first bend, on the shroud wall. The prediction begins to 
deviate from the measured velocities beyond this position of 
165.0 mm position. 
Perhaps, the greatest discrepancies in the comparison 
of the velocities and pressure ratio were in the splitter 
region. The measured near-wall velocities on the underside of 
the splitter are much higher than the predicted velocities 
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which was due to the blockage caused by the separation 
'bubble'. On the upperside of the splitter, the predicted 
velocities were, again, much lower than the measured values. 
The failure of the prediction could be due to the separation 
'bubble' and the insufficient number of finite elements 
(Figure 15) used at this critical flow area. 
In Figure 37 and 38, the measured results from the wall 
static tappings were also compared with those obtained with 
the laser anemometer (L2F). In general, good agreement in 
the measured results exists between laser anemometry and 
wall static pressure tappings. since laser anemometry 
provides no data at areas with disturbed flows such as the 
vortex or separation regions, they were taken from the 
measured results of the nearest adjacent traverse stations. 
As a result, the comparison at these regions along the hub 
surface shows a slight difference in the measured velocities 
as shown in Figure 37. Along the shroud and the underside of 
the splitter wall, again, since the near-wall velocities 
cannot be obtained with the laser technique (due to wall 
curvature obstructions), the value from the nearest traverse 
station was taken. Hence, slight discrepancy was found 
mostly at the areas with high radius of curvatures. The area 
with the greatest discrepancy was at the underside of the 
splitter where the measured velocities from the laser 
technique were lower than that calculated from the wall 
static tappings. 
In summary to this section, the following flow 
phenomena were found; 
i) vortex region between 165.0 and 180.0 mm at the hub 
surface, 
ii) separation bubble' between 254.0 and 284.0 mm at the 
hub surface, 
iii) moving flow separation between 316.0 and 368.0 mm on 
the shroud surface, 
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iv) high velocities flow region at the peak of the 'hump, 
on the hub surface, 
V) high reverse flow region at the leading edge of the 
splitter lip, 
vi) high velocities flow at the first bend, on the shroud 
surface. 
These flow phenomena would affect the measurement of the 
particle trajectories, velocities and angles in the next 
section. Hence, the traverse planes for these measurements 
would be placed so that their effects on the particle's 
behaviours could be investigated. 
4.6 Particle Trajectories measurement 
4.6.1 initial Measurement Conditions 
The objectives of the present investigation have been 
discussed in Section 4.2. In order to achieve these 
objectives, dust particles were seeded into the flowfield of 
the separator at pre-defined locations. Subsequently, their 
trajectories, velocities and angles were measured with the 
laser anemometer. Later in Section 4.6.2, the method of 
measuring the particle trajectories at several traverse 
planes will be described. The method of measuring the 
particle velocities and angles at the mean particle 
trajectory using the same laser technique will be described 
in section 4.6.3. 
All the measurements were carried out on the 
mid-section of the separator at design flow condition (i. e. 
1.0416 and 0.2083 lb/s in the engine and scavenge section 
respectively). The dust feeder nozzle end was placed at 50.0 
mm downstream of the separator inlet and the heights were at 
105.5 mm (20.0 %), 128.67 mm, (50.0 %) and 151.8 mm (80.0 %) 
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as shown in Figure 39. The first measurement plane was at 
51.73 mm downstream on the inlet section which coincided 
with the inlet plane of the computational model (Section 
4.4.2) and, the last plane was at 308.73 mm, just upstream 
of the leading edge of the splitter lip. Figure 39 and 40 
shows all the traverse planes used, their axial positions 
were; 
1) Z1 51.73 mm 
2) Z2m 81.73 mm 
3) Z3- 124.23 mm 
4) Z4- 151.23 mm 
5) Z5- 170.23 mm 
6) Z6- 190.98 mm 
7) Z7m 208.98 mm 
8) Z8- 224.98 mm 
9) Z9- 243.98 mm 
10) Z lo 268.23 mm 
11) Züi m 285.73 mm 
12) z12 m 308.73 mm 
These positions were chosen as a result of the analysis of 
the aerodynamic measurements found on the separator earlier 
in Section 4.5.1. Traverse plane 3 and 9 corresponded to the 
areas with high velocity flow at the shroud and hub surfaces 
respectively. Traverse plane 12 corresponds to the areas 
with low velocity flow at the shroud wall and high velocity 
flow reversal at the leading edge of the splitter lip. 
Traverse plane"5 lies in the region of vortex re-circulation 
at the base of the 'hump' of the hub. Traverse plane 10 and 
11 lies in the separation bubble' at the hub surface. The 
particle trajectory measurements at these planes were used 
to investigate the effect of the restitution ratios, drag 
coefficient and viscosity on the particles behaviour. All 
the traverse planes were used to determine the particle 
trajectories, velocities and angles. 
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The dust particle materials (Section 4.3) used were 
quartz (non-spherical) and ballotini (spherical) with 
densities of 2650.0 and 2950.0 kg/m 
3 
respectively. The 
particle sizes (Section 4.3) for both quartz and ballotini 
were between 15.0 and 150.0 um in diameter. Some of the 
initial conditions had been discussed earlier in Section 
3.3. In the present analysis, all the quartz and ballotini 
particles sizes were seeded at the mid-height location of 
128.67 mm. The 15.0,30.0 and 100.0 um dust (quartz and 
ballotini) were seeded at the upper height of 151.8 mm and 
lower height of 105.5 mm. The dust feeder nozzle had been 
calibrated to output a dust concentration of less than 1.0 
g/m 
3 
and a consistency in the feedrate of less than + 10.0 
percent. The two methods of delivering the dust particles 
were; 
1) a 10 ml laboratory burette was used for 
between 30.0 and 150.0 um which were 
tational effect, 
2) a pressurised fluidised bed 
15.0 um where the initial 
difficult to control. 
particle size 
fed under gravi- 
was used for particles of 
particle velocities were 
These were the initial measurement conditions used in the 
following test. 
4.6.2 Particles Concentration Measurements 
In this section, the main task is the determination of 
the mean particle trajectory positions for the quartz and 
ballotini dust particle between 15.0 and 150.0 um, at the 
three nozzle heights. The mean particle trajectory positions 
at the 12 traverse planes would give an overall picture of 
the particle's flight paths at the mid-section of the 
separator. The mean position is determined from the particle 
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concentration curve measured with the laser anemometer. 
Since the basic principle of the laser anemometry (Section 
4.4.1) is the detection of scattered lights from the 
particles, the strength of the reflected signal 
(proportional to the number of particles passing through the 
2 beams) would provide the information on the dust 
concentration at the measuring volume. Hence, at each 
traverse plane, there were a number of traverse points (or 
stations) equally spaced at 3.175 mm apart. This spacing 
(equivalent to 1 revolution on the vertical spindle of the 
milling bed) was found to be sufficiently accurate bearing 
in mind of the inevitable spread, in the particle 
distribution normal to it's trajectory paths and the large 
number of traverse points involved. Furthermore, in the 
measurement of the particle rebound trajectories, a reduced 
spacing would not necessary give better resolution due to an 
even broader particle distribution. 
Figure 39 shows the traverse points for each particle 
size at three nozzle heights. At each measurement point, 
the reading from Channel A (corresponding to the number of 
particles passing through the measuring volume) of the 
correlator was recorded after a period of sampling time. The 
number of readings and length of sampling time required 
depended on the quality of the readings from the correlator. 
For example, 3 to 5 readings, each lasting 3 to 5 seconds at 
each point were usually sufficient when an acceptable 
consistency in the readings had been obtained. Since the 
dust nozzle (section 4.4.2) can output a fairly consistent 
amount of dust particles, the traverse points which lie in 
the trajectory paths (before the first impact areas) usually 
have a consistent number of particles passes through them. 
However, in certain areas (where multiple particles 
impaction with the wall exist), a consistency in the 
readings can be difficult to obtain. Thereforel a greater 
number of readings, each lasting a longer period of time, were 
needed. Hence, at these areas, usually 3 to 12 readings, 
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each lasting 5 to 8 seconds at each point were needed. In 
the test, the last three traverse planes, plane 10,11 and 
12, were found to be the most difficult measurement areas 
due to the large number of particles impacting the shroud 
wall at different angles of attack and reflected off with 
different rebound angles. 
Before the particle concentration measurements were 
taken the noise from the background flare (light reflected 
from the glass plates or surrounding optical sources) was 
determined at all the points, in each plane, without any 
dust particles. The same measurement were made with dust 
particles and the signal(scattered light from the particles) 
was recorded. Hence, the particle concentration, at a par- 
ticular point, was calculated by subtracting the background 
noise from the reflected signal (Channel A) by the particles. 
The first impact area occurred at the hub surface and 
all subsequent impacts occurred at the shroud surface, where 
measurements cl6se the wall could not be obtained due to the 
obstruction of the annular separator. The procedure for the 
particle concentration measurements were as follows; 
1) Align the laser anemometer and set the datum point to be 
on the surface of the hub at the first traverse plane 
position (51.73 mm), at the mid-section of the separator# 
2) record the corrected engine and scavenge mass flow at de- 
sign flow condition, 
3) set the nozzle at the appropriate height and axial posit- 
ition (50.0 mm), 
4) before releasing dust into the nozzle, the noise from the 
background flare was recorded for all the traverse points 
at the first plane, 
5) start sampling at the first point as the dust was releas- 
ed into the flow. The readings were recorded from Channel 
A and repeated at least 3 times depending on the quality 
of the signal. This was repeated until the last point 
(nearest to the wall edge) on the first plane was 
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reached, 
6) the measuring volume was moved to the next traverse plane 
and step (4) to (5) were repeated until the last traverse 
plane. 
7) The whole procedure was repeated at the next nozzle height 
position. 
The particle concentration at each traverse point was 
obtained by subtracting the averaged background noise from 
the averaged particle's reflected signal. The combined 
particle concentrations at all the points gave the distri- 
bution curve at each traverse plane. Hence, the combined 
particle concentration distributed curves from all the 
traverse planes would give an overall picture of the 
particle trajectories. The above procedure was repeated for 
both quartz and ballotini dust for the different particle 
sizes. The results are shown in Figure 41 to 54 which will 
be discussed later in Section 4.8. 
4.6.3 Particle Velocities and Angles measurement 
The dust particle concentration measurement (from 
Section 4-6.2) gave an overall picture of the particle 
trajectories for different initial conditions. The mean 
particle trajectory positions could then be obtained from 
these distribution curves. Hence, the absolute particle 
velocities and angles could be measured at these mean 
positions using the laser anemometry. The same principle of 
the laser anemometry as applied in the measurement of the 
flow velocities and angles in Section 4.5 was used to 
measure the velocities and angles of the particles. The only 
difference in this case was that the particles were 
comparatively larger i. e. greater than 15.0 um, instead of 
the 0.5 um used for measuring flow velocities. 
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The main task in this section was the measurement of 
the particle velocities and angles at the mean particle 
trajectory positions. The mean particle trajectory position 
at each traverse plane was taken to be the point with the 
highest calculated particle concentration from each 
distribution curve. Therefore, there are 12 mean particle 
trajectory positions for each particle size seeded at each 
initial nozzle height. At each mean position, the particle's 
absolute velocities and angles were measured using the laser 
anemometer. Two measurements were made at each position to 
ensure repeatability in both the velocities and angles. The 
repeatability for ballotini (spherical) particles were 
between 0.4 and 3.4 percent. For-the quartz (non-spherical) 
particles, the repeatability were between 0.4 and 5.8 
percent. However, such repeatability cannot be obtained for 
certain dust sizes or mean position for these reasons; 
i) excessive noise due to background flare [Mohsen, Ref. 341 
from the wall surfaces. Some mean positions might be too 
close to the curvature of the wall edge especially at 
the shroud wall, 
ii) the poor quality of the correlogram caused by scattered 
light from the particles at different angles of approach 
to the measuring volume. The randomness of the particle 
rebound angles at the shroud wall, especially for the 
larger particles, makes analysis difficult. 
The effect of M and (ii), above, was a poor signal to 
noise ratio which could be conditioned and amplified to 
obtain a better signal for analysis. The procedure for the 
measurement of the particle's absolute velocities and angles 
were as follows; 
1) Align the laser So that the measuring volume is at the 
mid-section of the separator, 
2) set the flow at design condition, 
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3) set the nozzle to the appropriate height and axial posit- 
ition, 
4) released the dried dust into the flow, 
5) move the measuring volume to the mean trajectory position 
6) adjust the sampling time and orientate the 2 beams until 
a good quality correlogram (observed from the oscillo- 
scope) is obtained, 
7) transfer the correlogram from the correlator to the on- 
line minicomputer and repeat with different angle 
setting, 
8) when 3 or 4 readings had been obtained, analysis was car- 
ried out to calculate the particle velocity and angle, 
9) particle velocity and angle measurements were repeated 
twice to ensure repeatability, 
10)step (5) to (9) were repeated at all the mean positions 
for each particle size. 
Figure 41 to 54 show the measured particle's absolute 
velocities and angles for the quartz and ballotini dust with 
sizes between 15.0 and 150.0 um. 
4.7 DUSt Ingestion Tests 
The usual method of assessing a separator's performance 
is by measuring it's separation efficiency under certain 
test conditions which are applicable for a particular 
particle size distribution. The standard dust used is the AC 
Coarse (0 to 200 um) and MIL-SPEC (0 to 1000 um) sand. The 
usual method of determining the separation efficiency is by 
feeding a known amount of dust, in the form of a dust cloud, 
at the separator's inlet. The amount of dust entering the 
engine and scavenge section were collected by some form of 
filter layer. Hence, the separation efficiency of the 
separator is defined as the ratio of the amount of dust 
separated to the total amount of dust seeded into the flow. 
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In the present studies, the separation efficiency of 
the separator was measured for a particular dust size, at 
design flow condition. The dust particles were seeded at 
the three nozzle height positions which had been defined in 
the earlier section. A known equal amount of dust was 
seeded into the inlet section at each nozzle height. The 
dust particles were then collected with a pair of collector 
bags placed on the pipes ends in the vacuum tank. The top 
section of the vacuum tank is removable to allow access to 
these bags (Figure 17). The canvas bags were dried for an 
hour in an oven (set at 40.0 degree Centigrade) before and 
after each test so that moisture could be evaporated. And, 
at the end of each test, the engine and scavenge pipes were 
thoroughly cleaned with a pressurised air along their 
lengths to ensure no dust had accumulated in the pipes. The 
procedure for measuring the separation efficiency for a 
particular dust size was as follows; 
1) dry and weigh three equal amount of dust, 
2) dry and weigh the two canvas collector bags. Each bag 
was placed over the pipe end in the vacuum tank, 
3) set the flow at the design condition, 
4) set the nozzle to the appropriate height and axial posit- 
ion, 
5) release the dust into the flow and, record dust flowrate 
and concentration, 
6) step 4 and 5 was repeated for an equal amount dust parti- 
cles at the next nozzle height, 
7) the test was stopped when all the dust was seeded into 
the flow at the three nozzle heights, 
8) the engine and scavenge pipes were cleaned with high pre- 
ssure jet of air before the two collector bags were 
removed and left to dry for an hour, 
9) the canvas bag and the dust were weighed and recorded 
The separation efficiency for the different particle sizes 
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was calculated (from the Chapter 1) based on both the U. S. A. 
and U. K. definition. The results are shown in TABLE VII. A 
discussion of the results will be included later in Chapter 
S. 
4.8 Analysis of the Experimental Results 
The experimental results from the aerodynamic 
measurements on the separator had revealed some interesting 
flow phenomenons which could not be predicted using the 
inviscid model. These flow phenomena (Figure 29) had been 
discussed in detail earlier in Section 4.5.1, they were; 
i) vortex at the base of the 'hump, on the hub between 
165.0 and 180.0 mm, 
ii) separation 'bubble, behind the peak of the 'hump' bet- 
ween 254.0 and 284.0 mm, 
iii) a moving flow separation on the shroud wall, between 
316.0 and 368.0 mm, 
iv) a stagnation region and flow reversal on the upperside 
of leading edge of the splitter lip. 
The areas with high velocity flows (Figure 40) were; 
i) at the first 'bend' on the sh 
measured flow velocity was 129.0 
ii) at the peak of the 'hump' on the 
flow velocity was 147.0 m/s, 
iii) near the leading edge, on the 
where the measured flow velocity 
roud surface where the 
M/St 
hub where the measured 
underside the splitter 
was 198.0 m/s. 
Although the inviscid flowfield model (Section 3.2) 
predicted a higher than measured overall velocities, it did, 
however, give reasonable agreement with experimental results 
(Section 4.5.1). The areas with high velocity flows had been 
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predicted and, the areas with low velocity correspond to the 
above flow phenomena. 
The results for the particle concentration, particle 
velocities and angles measurements were discussed in the 
context of the measured flowfield. Later in Chapter 5, the 
particle trajectories results will be compared with the 
measured results. Figure 39 and 40 show the arrangement of 
the traverse planes for the measurement of the particle 
concentration distribution. The first and last traverse 
planes were at 51.73 and 308.73 mm. respectively. The mean 
particle trajectory position was then determined from each 
distribution curve for the measurement of the particle's 
velocity and angle. Three different dust feeder nozzle 
heights of 105.5 (20.0%), 128.67 (50.0%) and 151.8 (80.0%) 
were used for these measurement. Particles with sizes of 
15.0,30.0 and 100.0 um were seeded at the extreme nozzle 
heights i. e. at 105.5 and 151.8 mm. However, all the 
particle sizes , were used at the mid-height position of 
128.67 mm. The nozzle end was placed at 50.0 mm downstream 
of the inlet of the separator. The results from the particle 
trajectories measurements (Section 4.6) have been arranged 
to present the results for ballotini, particles before the 
quartz particles. For each particle material, the results 
have been arranged as follows; 
i) at nozzle height of 151.8 mm, the particle concentration 
plots have been arranged according to the particle sizes; 
a) 15.0 um 
b) 3 0.0 um 
c) 100.0 um 
These are followed by the measured particle's absolute 
velocities angles at the mean trajectory positions. 
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ii) at nozzle mid-height of 128.67 mm, particle concentration 
plots, followed by particle's absolute velocities and 
angles plots, have been arranged according the following 
particle sizes; 
a) 15.0 um 
b) 30.0 um 
c) 50.0 um 
d) 100.0 um 
e) 150.0 um 
iii) at nozzle height of 105.5 mm, the arrangement is the 
same to that as (i) above. 
4.8.1 Experimental Discussion for Ballotini (Spherical) 
On V-4- 4 ^'1 -ý 
The measured particle trajectories, velocities and 
angles for the ballotini particles are shown in rigure 41 to 
47. The results have been arranged according to the nozzle 
heights as follows; 
Figure 
at the 
Figure 
at the 
Figure 
at the 
41 to 42 were 
nozzle height 
43 to 45 were 
nozzle height 
46 to 47 were 
nozzle height 
the results for particles seeded 
of 151.8 mm (80.0%), 
the results for particles seeded 
of 128.67 mm (50.0%), 
the results, for particles seeded 
of 105.5 mm (20.0%) 
The measured particle concentration plots in Figure 41 show 
three sets of distribution curves for the 15.0,30.0 and 
100.0 um particles respectively. In this figure, several 
points were noted; 
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i) all the particle sizes had the primary (or first impac- 
tion) with the hub surface 
ii) the bulk of all particles of each size was collected in 
the scavenge, 
iii) the 100.0 um particles had the widest distribution cur- 
ves along the trajectory paths. on impaction, they also 
had broad reflected distribution, 
iv) the 15.0 um particles seem to have a significant amount 
of dust entering the engine section. 
The results for the 100.0 um particle show some dust 
entering the engine flow probably due to the particles 
reflected from the shroud wall. However, the majority of the 
dust particles had migrated into the scavenge flow section. 
The measured particle concentration at traverse plane 8, for 
the 15.0 um particle (Figure 41a) shows a broad distribution 
in the reflected particle trajectories from the hub surface. 
As a result, a significant amount of dust was entrained into 
the region with high velocity flows (Figure 40) at the peak 
of the 'hump' of the hub. In the analysis of the 15.0 um 
particle's trajectories, in Section 3.3.2, it was found that 
their trajectories were mainly influenced by the flowfield. 
Consequently, the reflected dust on the hubside (at traverse 
plane 8) was given an extra momentum by the high velocity 
flows whereas the dust on the shroudside was affected by a 
relatively low velocity flows. As a result, the particle 
concentration curves at traverse plane 9 and 10 show a twin 
'peak? profiles. Beyond traverse plane 12 (308.73 mm), some 
dust particles might have interacted with the moving 
separated flow on the shroud wall (between 316.0 and 368.0 
mm) or reflected into the flow reversal region on the 
splitter lip and, consequently, drawn into the engine core 
flow. This possibility was supported by earlier explanation 
which shows that their trajectories were influenced mainly 
by the aerodynamic drag force of the flow. Hence, the 
trajectories of the smaller particle tends to follow the 
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flowfield. However, as the particle size increases, the 
influence of the aerodynamic drag force decreases as the 
inertia force becomes dominant. This shift in role from the 
drag to inertia force effect could be observed by the 
increase in the particle rebound angles at traverse plane 6 
to 8 as the particle size increases from 15.0 um (Figure 
41a) to 100.0 um (Figure 41c). As the particle size 
increased from 15.0 to 30.0 um, the rebound angle, typified 
by the broad distributed curve shifted from plane 8 to 7 as 
shown in Figure 41a and 41b. For the 100.0 um particles, the 
rebound angles, typified by the broad distribution curve, 
shifted from plane 7 for the 30.0 um to plane 6 for the 
100.0 um particle. At plane 6, the reflected particle 
trajectories of the 100.0 um were superimposed with the main 
particle trajectories to give a characteristic 'peak' and 
, flat, distribution curve. The broad distributed curve at 
plane 8 for the 15.0 um particle has becomes a well defined 
curve for the 100.0 um particle at the same plane. 
The 30.0 um particle (Figure 41b) shows that subsequent 
impacts occurred at the shroud surfaces from traverse plane 
6 onwards which was well upstream of the peak of the hub. 
The measured distribution curves between plane 8 and 12 
exhibit sharp peaks which are biased towards the shroud 
wall. 
As for the 100.0 um (Figure 41c), the main second 
impact region occurred at the shroud wall between plane 5 
and 6 which, again, was well upstream of the peak of the 
hub. The particle concentration curves have well defined 
peaks from plane 7 to 12 which show that the main reflected 
particle trajectories were away from the shroud wall in 
contrast to the 30.0 um particle. Since their trajectories 
are 'ballistic' in nature, some particles on impact with the 
shroud wall may be deflected towards the hubside of the sep- 
arator. This was observed by the small number of particles 
recorded between planes 10 and 12 towards the hubside. 
The mean particle positions (determined from the peaks 
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in each particle concentration curve), particle's absolute 
velocities and angles are shown in Figure 42. The results 
for all the particles sizes were plotted on the same axes 
for comparison purposes, In this figure, the following 
points were noted; 
i) the 15.0 um particle has the highest overall velocities 
and angles except at the last traverse position. They 
also have the highest initial velocities, 
ii) the mean trajectory positions for all particle sizes are 
similar before the first impacts with the hub wall 
The high initial velocity for the 15.0 um dust is due to the 
high energy imparted by the pressurised, fluidised bed and 
not as a result of the flow velocity in the vicinity. The 
initial particle velocities for the 15.0,30.0 and 100.0 um 
particles is 76.0,20.0,15.0 m/s respectively. The 30.0 and 
100.0 um particles were fed under gravitational effect, 
hence the lower initial velocities. 
The effect of the aerodynamic drag on the 15.0 um 
particles can be seen by the curved trajectory of the mean 
positions and steady rate of change in the particles angles. 
The measured particle velocities show a high measured 
particle velocity at position 8, at the peak of the 'hump' 
of the hub which was followed by a decrease at positions 9 
to 12, where the flow velocities is comparatively lower. The 
negative measured particle angle at the last traverse 
position (12) shows a downward trend (from the horizontal) 
in the particle trajectory direction. At mean position 7, 
the high measured particle velocity and angle could be a 
result of the main trajectories or the reflected 
trajectories. These will be compared with predicted 
trajectories later in Chapter 5. At mean position 6, just 
before the initial impact with the hub, the high measured 
trajectory angle meant the angle of attack with the hub 
was low. 
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The measured particle velocities for the 30.0 um dust 
initially show a steady increase (position 1 to 6) before 
impaction with the hub surface. The particle impacted the 
hub between traverse plane 6 and 7. At mean position 7, the 
high velocity and angle were from the main particle 
trajectories as shown in Figure 41b. The measured rebound 
particle angles (between position 8 and 10) show a 
(positive) upward direction in the particle trajectories and 
a decrease in the velocities which means, either the 
measured particle angles are the result of the particle 
reflected from the hub surface, or the particle reflected 
from the secondary impacts with the shroud wall. And at 
mean position 11 and 12, the particle trajectory angles were 
in the (negative) downward direction which suggests that 
their positions might be in the path of the reflected 
particle trajectories. At mean position 6, the particle had 
impacted the wall with an angle of attack higher than the 
15.0 um particle since the trajectory angle was lower. The 
mean trajectory positions, velocities and angles will be 
compared with predicted results and will discussed later in 
Chapter 5. 
As in the 30.0 um particle, the 100.0 um particle shows 
a steady increase and decrease in it's velocities before and 
after impacting the hub. However, contrary to the 30.0'um 
dust, the position of impacts are much more clearly defined 
as shown in Figure 41c. The first main impact region is on 
the hub surface between plane 6 and 7, and the second main 
impact region is on the shroud surface between plane 5 and 
6. Hence, the measured particle velocities and angles between 
mean position 8 and 12 (Figure 42 and 41c) are a result of 
the secondary impacts with the shroud surface. The measured 
particle angles after an impaction with the shroud surface 
(between 8 and 12) were in the upward (positive) direction. 
At mean position 6, the particle had the lowest trajectory 
angle, hence a high angle of attack with the hub. Again, the 
measured trajectories, velocities and angles will be 
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compared with predicted results in Chapter 5. 
The measured particle concentration curves for the 
ballotini particles between 15.0 and 150.0 um, seeded at the 
mid-height nozzle position of 128.67 mm are shown in Figure 
43 and 44. In these figures, the following points were 
noted; 
i) all the particle sizes have the initial impact region 
on the hub wall, 
ii) the bulk of all particles of each size was collected 
in the scavenge, 
iii) large particles have a broader distributed particle 
concentration along their trajectory path 
The measured particle concentration curves for the 15.0 
um dust (Figure 43a) show a low rebound angles, typified by 
the bias in the distributed curve at traverse plane 6, 
toward the hub surface. The subsequent impacts region on the 
shroud surface occurred between traverse plane 7 and 12. The 
bias in the distributed curves between plane 10 and 12 
towards the shroud wall, show that the reflected particle 
trajectories (from the shroud surface) were close to the 
wall where there are no measurements (due to obstruction of 
the wall edge). A small amount of dust (less than that 
seeded at the upper nozzle height position) can be seen 
entering the engine flow from the flow reversal region. 
As the particle sizes increases to 30.0 um (Figure 
43b), the rebound angle also increases as observed in the 
particle concentration curve at plane 7. The broad 
distribution curve at plane 7 for the 15.0 um particle 
(Figure 43a) had become the curve with a bias towards the 
shroudside for the 30.0 um particle. 
These changes can also be seen in Figure 43c when the 
particle size increases further to 50.0 um. In this figuref 
a heavy concentration of particles had reflected off the hub 
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surface towards the shroud surface typified by the flat, 
portion of the distributed curve at plane 5. At plane 6, a 
small 'peak, had formed on the shroudside of the 
distribution curve. This 'peak', at plane 6, became well de- 
fined as the particle sizes increase further to 100.0 and 
150.0 um as shown in Figure 44d and 44e respectively. The 
increase in the rebound angle as particle size increase 
can be observed in the distribution curve at plane 5. The 
'flat' portion of the distributed curve, toward the 
shroudside, for the 50.0 um (Figure 43c) and 100.0 um 
(Figure 43d) had developed into a 'peak' for the 150.0 um 
particles. In fact, the particle concentration at plane 5 
had three distinct shapes, firstly, there was a sharp 'peak' 
depicting the main particle trajectories before impact with 
the hub, secondly, there was a middle 'flat' portion 
depicting the reflected particle trajectories after an 
impact with the hub wall (toward the shroudside), and 
finally, a 'peak' on the shroudside of the curve depicting 
reflected particles from the shroud wall. The high rebound 
angles of the 150.0 um particles can also be observed in the 
distributed curve at plane 4 towards the shroudside. A shift 
in the reflected particle trajectories, away from the shroud 
wall, can be observed in the particle concentration curves 
between plane 7 and 12 from 15.0 to 150.0 um in diameters. 
The 30.0 um particle' second impact region on the shroud 
occurred between plane 5 and 6 while the particles between 
50.0 and 150.0 um have second impact region between plane 4 
and 5. These second impact region were well upstream of the 
peak of the hub. 
The mean particle trajectory positions, particle 
velocities and angles, for all the particle sizes are shown 
in Figure 45. In this figure, the mean particle trajectory 
positions for all the particle sizes have similar positions 
(mean position 1 to 6) before an impaction with the hub 
surface. The mean positions 7 to 12 show the shift in the 
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reflected particle trajectories away from the shroud wall as 
the particle sizes increases from 15.0 to 150.0 um. 
The measured particles velocities for all particle 
sizes except the 15.0 um, exhibit similar trend. The 15.0 um 
particles has a different form of velocity and angle curves 
because, firstly, their trajectories are governed mainly by 
the aerodynamic drag force and, secondly, the secondary 
impact regions (between plane 7 and 12) are different to 
that of the larger particle (between plane 4 to 6). The 
measured trajectory angles at the last two position, were in 
the downward (negative) direction which was most probably 
due to the reflected particles from the shroud wall. 
For the particles between 30.0 and 150.0 um, there was 
a steady increase in their velocities before the first 
impacts with the hub surface and after further impaction 
with the shroud surface. The measured particles angles for 
particle between 30.0 and 150.0 um have comparatively 
'shallow, reflected trajectory angles as compared to those 
measured for the 15.0 um particles. At mean position 5, all 
the particles had a low angle of approach to the hub wall, 
hence a high angle of attack with the hub wall. 
The initial particle velocities for the 15.0,30.0, 
50.0,100.0, and 150.0 um are 75.0,19.0,14.0,11.0 and 
10.0 m/s respectively. A comparison with the predicted 
particle trajectories, velocities and angles will be 
discussed later in Chapter 5. 
Perhaps the most interesting results can be found in 
the particles trajectories for the particle seeded at the 
lower nozzle height position of 105.5 mm as shown in Figure 
46, where traverse plane 5 lies in the vortex re-circulation 
region. The three different particles sizes 15.0 30.0 and 
100.0 um seeded at this nozzle height, gave three different 
forms of distributed curves. 
The centrifuging effect of the vortex forced the 
trajectories of the 15.0 um particles (Figure 46a) towards 
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the hub wall typified by the bias toward the hubside in the 
measured concentration curves at traverse plane 6 to 8. At 
traverse plane 8, near the peak of the 'hump' of the. hub, 
the particles were given extra momentum by the high velocity 
flow. Hence, the well defined distributed curves at traverse 
plane 9 to 11. The main impact region occurred at the hub 
and the second impact region on the shroud wall occurred 
at between plane 10 and 12. At plane 12, a significant 
number of particles had entered into the engine flow via the 
reverse flow region. 
The centrifuging effect on the 30.0 um particles 
(Figure 46b), however, had a different form to the 15.0 um 
particles. Contrary to the 15.0 um particles, the 
trajectories of the 30.0 um particles were dispersed by the 
vortex as shown by the broad distributed curves at plane 5 
to 7. The curves show a bias toward the hubside at traverse 
plane 5 and a bias toward the shroudside from traverse plane 
6 to 9. Hence, a high proportion of the dust had collisions 
with the shroud wall, between plane 6 to 9, with high angles 
of attack (with subsequent impact at between plane 9 and 
12). Therefore, some dust particles could have been 
reflected into the engine core flow, as shown by the 
distribution curves at plane 10, on the hubside. At plane 
12, a significant number of particle had also entered the 
engine flow which could be due to reflected particle and/or 
the reverse flow effect. 
In the case of the 100.0 um particles, the concentra- 
tion curves (Figure 46c) are different to those obtained 
for the 15.0 or 30.0 um dust. The high rebound angles from 
the hub wall, typified by distributed curves at plane 4 and 5 
show the little effect of the vortex re-circulation had 
on the rebound trajectories. The second impact on the shroud 
wall occurred at between plane 3 and 4 and subsequent impact 
region seem to occur at between plane 7 and 12. The particle 
concentration curve at plane 6 show a strong bias toward the 
shroud surface (as opposed to that for the 15.0 or 30.0 um) 
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which was due to the rebound particles from the shroud wall. 
A significant number of dust particles had also migrated 
into the engine core flow probably due to the reflected 
particles from the shroud wall. 
The measured particle velocities and angles at the mean 
particle trajectory positions are shown in Figure 47. Since 
the particles were seeded into an areas of decreasing flow 
velocity (section 4.5.1), the 15.0 um particles, being 
mainly influenced by the aerodynamic drag force, show a 
decrease in the measured velocities from 84.0 m/s (position 
1) to 66.0 m/s (position 5) just before an impaction with 
the hub surface. 
The 30.0 and 100.0 um particle, however, due to the 
inertia, show increasing particle velocities from 20.0 m/s 
and 12.0 m/s (position 1) to 47.0 m/s and 30.0 m/s (position 
5) respectively. The mean particle trajectory positions for 
all the particles sizes exhibited similar trajectories 
behaviour before the initial impact with the hub surface. 
The low trajectory angle at mean position 5 meant a high 
angle of attack with the hub wall for all particle sizes. 
The subsequent trajectory positions after impaction were 
different for the three particle sizes. The 15.0 um particle 
reflected mean trajectory positions show a bias toward the 
hub side while the 30.0 um particle were bias toward the 
shroud side. The 100.0 um particle had a different second 
impact region, hence, a different reflected trajectory 
positions. 
The particle trajectory angles for the 15.0 and 30.0 um 
particle (or rebound angles) after the impaction with the 
hub surface, at traverse position 6, was measured to be 60.0 
degrees. The particle velocities at that position were 50.0 
m/s for both 15.0 and 30.0 um dust. The velocity of the 15.0 
um particles continued to increase to a maximum at mean 
position 9, at the high flow velocity areas, while it's 
trajectory angle is decreasing. After position 9, the 
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particle velocity begun to decrease rapidly with a 
decreasing particle angle. The behaviour of the 15.0 um 
particle after the impaction with the hub surface (from 
position 6 onward), was due to the particle's tendency to 
follow the flowfield. Hence, between mean position 9 and 12, 
the particle seemed to follow the 'turning' flowfield but 
, lag, behind the flow streamlines due it's relatively small 
inertia. 
The 30.0 um particles, after the initial impact with 
the hub, also show an increasing velocity at high 
trajectory angles until the mean position 9 (close to the 
shroud wall), where a sharp drop in velocity and angle was 
recorded probably due to an impaction with the shroud wall. 
The continued drop in the trajectory angles and fairly 
constant velocities from mean position 9 to 12 suggested 
that the particles measured at these positions had undergone 
an earlier impaction with the shroud wall probably before 
plane 9. 
The 100.0 um particles, after the impaction with the 
shroud wall, between plane 3 and 4 (Figure 46c), continued 
in their trajectories with increasing velocities and de- 
creasing trajectory angles until the last mean position 
where there was a drop in both velocity and angle. The 
downward (negative) direction of the particle trajectory 
suggested that an earlier impaction had taken place. The par- 
ticles trajectories, velocities and angles will be com- 
pared with the prediction later in Chapter 5. 
in summary, the following were found in the 
trajectories of the ballotini particles; 
i) the influence of the aerodynamic drag force on the par- 
icle trajectories increases as the particle sizes 
decreases. The smallest particles (15.0 um) have the 
highest overall velocities and angles, and their 
trajectories are much more affected by the flowfield, 
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ii) the influence of the inertia force on the particle tra- 
jectories increases as the particle size increases. 
The position of the particle's secondary and subsequent 
impact locations depends on the particle size and on the 
influence of the drag force, 
iii) the vortex re-circulation affects (seen at the base of 
the hub, PLATE 8) mainly the trajectories of the 15.0 
and 30.0 um particles while having very little effect 
on the 100.0 um particles. 
iv) the vortex re-circulation at the base of the hub seem 
to be the main cause for the high proportion of dust 
entering the engine flow engine. 
4.8.2 Experimental Discussion for Quartz (Non-Spherical) 
Particles 
The measured particle trajectories, velocities and 
angles are shown in Figure 48 to 54. The results for the 
particles at the three nozzle heights were arranged as 
follows; 
Figure 
at the 
Figure 
at the 
Figure 
at the 
48 to 49 were 
nozzle height 
50 to 52 were 
nozzle height 
53 to 54 were 
nozzle height 
the results 
of 151.8 mm 
the results 
of 128.67 mi 
the results 
of 105.5 mm 
for particles seeded 
(80.0%), 
for particles seeded 
(50.0%), 
for particles seeded 
(20.0%) 
The properties of the quartz particles differ from the 
ballotini particles in their chemical compositions, shapes 
and density-The quartz particles are non-spherical in shape 
and have a density of 2650.0 kg/m3. The ballotini particle 
3 
have a greater density of 2950.0 kg/m . Hence, the effect of 
the drag force would be expected to be greater for quartz 
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particles due to the lower density (inertia) and irregular 
shape. The restitution ratios (Section 2.2.3) for the quartz 
are also different to the ballotini. 
The measured particle concentration for the 15.0,30.0 
and 100.0 um particles seeded at the upper position is shown 
in Figure 48. Several points were noted; 
i) all the particles have most of their dust in the scaven- 
ge flow section and a small amount of dust entering the 
engine core flow, 
ii) the larger particles have a wider spread, in the parti- 
cle concentration curves along their trajectory path. 
The particle concentration curves for the 15.0 um 
particle in Figure 48a shows that most of the dust did not 
have an initial collision with the hub surface, contrary to 
the (15 um) ballotini particle. Since there was no particle 
interaction with the hub surface, the distribution curves at 
all the traverse planes, except the last plane, have well 
defined curves. The particles have impaction with the shroud 
surface between plane 11 and 12. At traverse plane 8 and 9, 
no sign of an impact with the hub was evident (usually shown 
by the broad distribution at the planes), hence, all the dust 
was under the influence of the flow. At the last traverse 
plane, the effect of the moving flow separation on the shroud 
wall (between 316.0 and 368.0 mm) could have resulted in 
some dust entering the engine core flow via the reverse flow 
region. 
As the particle size was increases to 30.0 um, the iner- 
tia forces began to take effect on the particle trajectories. 
The measured particle concentration, shown in Figure 48b, 
show a collision with the hub surface between plane 6 and 7. 
As a result, at plane 8, the reflected particles came under 
the effect of two different flow velocities, the high flow 
velocity on the hubside and the relatively low velocity 
flow 
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on the shroudside. The measured particle concentration 
curves at plane 9 and 10 have twin peaks, one due to the 
effect of the high velocity flow on the hubside, and the 
other due to the inertia of the reflected particles. The 
30.0 um particles have a second impact region starting 
from between traverse planes 8 and 9. And subsequent impact 
on the shroud wall occurred at between plane 10 and 12. Some 
of the particles entering the engine flow section could be 
due to the reflection from the shroud wall, and some could 
be due to flowfield effect at the reverse flow region, on 
the upperside of the splitter lip. 
As the particle size was increased further to 100.0 um 
in Figure 48c, the inertia forces began to take effect. The 
broad distribution in the concentration curves at plane 7 
and 8 show the wide rebound angles of the larger particles. 
These particles have the second impact region starting from 
between traverse plane 7 and 8. And subsequent impact on the 
shroud wall occurred between planes 9 and 12. Again, some 
of the dust particles reflected from the shroud wall had 
entered the engine core flow. The small number of particles 
entering the engine flov section at plane 12, seem to be as 
a result of particles reflected from the shroud rather than 
due to flowfield effect. 
The measured particle absolute velocities and angles at 
the mean particle position are shown in Figure 49. In this 
figure, the mean trajectory of the 15.0 um particles seem to 
follow the flowfield, exhibiting curved trajectory paths with 
no particle interaction with the wall surfaces until about 
the last two planes. At the last two mean positions (11 and 
12), the particles have downward (negative) trajectories 
angles and low measured velocities suggesting that these 
positions might be particle rebound positions or part of the 
main curved trajectories., 
The 30.0 um particles, had an impaction with the hub 
surface between traverse planes 6 and 7. These particle had a 
high approach angle at mean position 6, just before the 
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impaction, hence, a low angle of attack with the hub 
surface. As a result, a small loss in rebound velocity was 
measured at mean position 8. The high velocity and angle 
measured at mean position 7 could be due to the reflected 
trajectories (from the hub) or part of the main trajectories 
which had not collided with the hub. The particle 
trajectories continued with an increasing velocity until the 
last two mean positions, 11 and 12, where the measured 
particle trajectories were in a downward (negative) 
direction. The decrease in measured particle velocities at 
these position show, again, that these might be the particle 
rebound positions. The similarity in the measured velocity 
profiles between the 15.0 and 30.0 um particles suggested 
that the aerodynamic drag force might have a significant 
effect on the trajectories of the 30.0 um particle. 
The 100.0 um particle impacted the hub surface with a 
high angle of attack (position 6 just before impact). This 
was followed by a sharp increase in the measured trajectory 
angle and a decrease in the rebound velocity at mean 
position 7. The particle continued to mean position 8 with 
an increase in the velocity and high trajectory angle. The 
low trajectory angles and the drop in the velocities from 
mean position 9 onwards suggested that these might be the 
rebound positions. In general, the 30.0 and 100.0 um particle 
collided with the shroud surface with a high angle of 
attack. The initial particle velocity for the 15.0,30.0 and 
100.0 um are 36.0,25.0 and 10.0 m/s respectively. The 
measured results will be compared with the prediction later 
in Chapter S. 
The measured particle concentration curves for the 
quartz particles between 15.0 and 150.0 um, seeded at the 
mid-height position of 128.67 mm, are shown in Figure 50 and 
51. in these figures, trends in the particle trajectories for 
particles between 30.0 and 150.0 um can be established, they 
are; 
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i) all the particles have the initial impact region with 
the hub between traverse plane 5 and 6, 
ii) most of the dust entered the scavenge flow section. 
The 15.0 um particles shown in Figure 50a, have the 
initial impact region at traverse plane 6. The measured 
rebound distribution curves show a bias towards the hubside 
at planes 7 and 8. At plane 8, the rebound particles are in 
the region with high flow velocities, hence the well defined 
curves at plane 9 to 11. The second impact region on the 
shroud wall is at traverse plane 12 near the region of 
moving flow separation. The particle interaction with these 
flows may have resulted in some dust entering the engine 
core flow via the reverse flow region. 
The particle rebound distribution curves for the 
particles between 30.0 and 150.0 um could be observed in the 
broad distribution at planes 7 and 8. The 30.0 um particle 
had a second impact region from traverse plane 8 onwards 
while for particles greater than 50.0 um, it was between 
planes 7 and 8. However, all the particle sizes had subsequent 
impact on the shroud wall until and beyond the last plane. 
Figure 52 shows the measured particle velocities and 
angles at the mean trajectory positions for particle between 
15.0 and 150.0 um. All the particle sizes have similar 
measured velocity and trajectory angle profiles. The 
trajectory angles for all the particle sizes, except the 
15.0 um particle, had a low approach angle to the hub wall, 
measured at mean position 5, hence a high angle of attack 
with the wall. 
The 15.0 um particles had an even lower angle of attack, 
measured at mean position 6, as they collided with the hub 
surface. As a result, the measured particle velocity at mean 
position 7 had shown only a relatively small loss in the 
momentum after the impaction. The particle had also gained 
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the highest velocity at mean position 9, in the areas with 
high flow velocity. The subsequent mean positions show 
decreasing particle velocities and trajectory angles. The 
negative trajectory angles at position 11 and 12 were 
probably due to the curved particle trajectories rather than 
the particle reflected from the second impact region which 
was at traverse plane 12. 
The 30.0 and 60.0 um particle had also gained a maximum 
velocity at mean position 9. At all the subsequent 
positions, there followed a decrease in the velocities with 
(negative angles) downward trajectory directions, which could 
be due to the reflected particles because of their greater 
inertia. 
. 
The 100.0 and 150.0 um particles, however, had an 
impaction with the shroud wall at between positions 8 and 9. 
The decrease in the measured particle velocities coupled 
with the low trajectory angles between position 9 and 12 
might be due to the rebound particles. The initial velocities 
for the 15.0,30.0,50.0,100.0 and 150.0 um particles were 
35.0,25.0,14.0,10.0 and 9.0 m/s respectively. 
The measured particle concentration for the quartz 
particles seeded at the nozzle height of 105.5 mm is shown 
in Figure 53. In this figure, the measured particle 
distribution curves for the 30.0 um particle were very 
similar in form to the 15.0 um particle. 
The 15.0 um particle concentration curves (Figure 53a) 
are similar to those obtained for the ballotini particles 
(Figure 46a) seeded at the same nozzle height. The particle 
trajectories after an impaction with the hub wall remained 
close the hub surface until traverse plane 8 where the 
particle come under the effect of the high velocity flow 
(near the 'peak' of the hub). The particle's initial impact 
region was in the vortex circulation region. The second 
impact region was at the shroud surface, from plane 10 to 
12. Although most of the dust seems to enter the scavenge 
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flow, a high proportion had also entered the engine flow via 
the flow reversal region. 
The centrifuging effect of the vortex on the 30.0 um 
particles (Figure 53b) also resulted in distribution curves 
similar to the 15.0 um particles, except with a broader 
distribution. However, the distribution curves for the 
reflected trajectories were not as widely distributed as for 
the 30.0 um ballotini particles (Figure 46b). Even the 
distribution curve at traverse plane 5 (inside the vortex) 
was not as widely distributed as with the 30.0 um ballotini 
particles. The bias towards the hub wall, in the distribution 
curves at planes 6 and 7 (reflected trajectories), could be 
due to the effect of the flowfield and/or the effect of the 
restitution ratios. The comparison with the predicted 
trajectories, later in Chapter 5, could provide an 
explanation. The particle initial impact region was at the 
hub surface and the second impact region was from traverse 
plane 9 onwards. Some dust particles had entered the engine 
flow due to the reflection off the shroud wall, others, via 
the flow reversal region. 
The centrifuging effect of the vortex on the 100.0 um 
particle (Figure 53c) resulted in the broad distribution 
curves (planes 5 to 7) similar to that obtained for the 30.0 
um ballotini particles (Figure 46b). But, their (100.0 um) 
trajectories are influenced mainly by the inertia force, 
therefore, the bias towards the hub wall in the distribution 
curves at plane 5 and 6 (reflected trajectories) can only be 
due to the restitution ratios rather the flowfield effect. 
The particles have the same initial impact region on the hub 
and the second impact region on the shroud is from plane 6 
onwards. 
The measured particle velocities and angles at the mean 
trajectory positions are shown in Figure 54. The 30.0 and 
loo. 0 um particle sizes show a steady increase in the veloc- 
ities just before the first initial impact region at the hub. 
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After the impaction with the hub, the 15.0 and 30. Oum particle 
show similar velocity profiles. Both these particle sizes 
continued in their trajectories with increasing velocities 
until mean position 9. Both particle sizes show a drop in 
the measured velocities and angles from mean positions 10 to 
12. These changes could be a result of an impaction with the 
shroud wall, or, the effect of the flowfield in a region of 
high velocity turning flow. The 100.0 um particles also show 
an increase in velocity after the impaction until mean 
position 9. After that mean position, the particles collide 
with the shroud surface with a high angle of attack where 
the measured results at mean positions 10 to 12 shown a 
decrease in velocity and, the trajectory angles were in the 
downward (negative) direction. However, a comparison will 
be made with the predicted results later in Chapter S. 
In summary, the influence of the aerodynamic drag and 
inertia force on the particle trajectories is similar to 
that observed for the ballotini particle. In general, these 
forces have a greater effect on the quartz particle due to 
the greater drag on angular shapes and smaller density. The 
trajectories of the 30.0 um quartz particles were found to 
be more affected by the flowfield than the 30.0 um 
ballotini. However, the main difference between the quartz 
and ballotini particle lies in the secondary impact region 
due to the different restitution ratios especially for sizes 
greater than 50.0 um where the inertia force takes effect on 
their trajectories. In general, the ballotini particle had 
higher rebound angles after an impaction with a wall 
surface. Hence, the ballotini particle usually had the 
second impact region well upstream of the 'hump, of the hub 
and, subsequent impactions well downstream of the 'hump'. 
The quartz particles usually had the second impact region 
occurring on the shroud wall near the peak of the 'hump' of 
the hub. They also usually had a higher angles of attack 
during an impaction with the shroud surface (second impact 
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region). The ballotini particle, seeded at the lower 
(bottom) nozzle height of 105.5 mm, also had the second 
impact region occurring on the shroud wall, near the peak of 
the 'hump,. 
In summary to Section 4.8, for the results obtained for 
quartz and ballotini particle, the vortex re-circulation 
region appears to be the main cause for the ballotini 
particle entering the engine flow. As for the quartz 
particle, both the vortex re-circulation and the rebound 
characteristics are responsible for the dust entering the 
engine core flow. Since the 100.0 and 150.0 um (ballotini 
and quartz) particles are influenced mainly by the inertia 
force, the vortex re-circulation would have little effect on 
their trajectories. Therefore, the restitution ratios would 
be the main effect on the trajectories of the ballotini and 
quartz particles. The measured separation efficiency (by mass 
as shown in TABLE VII) for ballotini particle between 100.0 
and 150.0 um shows an improvement over the quartz particle 
of less than 1.0 percent. As for the 50.0 um ballotini 
particle, an improvement of 1.7 percent over the 60.0 um 
quartz particle was found. The experimental results will be 
compared with the prediction using both the measured 
(Section 4.5) and inviscid (Section 3.2) flowfield later in 
Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 
Discussion 
The experimental results have been discussed in detail 
earlier in Chapter 4 and the general findings can be 
summarised as follow; 
i) the influence of the aerodynamic drag forces increases 
as the particle sizes decreases, 
ii) the influence of the inertia forces increases as the 
particle sizes increases, 
iii) the influence of the inertia and aerodynamic drag forces 
were greater on the quartz particle (as opposed to the 
ballotini particle) due to their smaller mass and 
irregular shape, 
iv) ballotini particles had the higher rebound angle on im- 
pact with a solid wall due to their higher coefficient 
of restitution, 
V) both the quartz and ballotini particles between 30.0 - 
150.0 um had the initial impaction on the hub surface 
but they had different second and subsequent impact 
regions. The ballotini particle had impact regions on 
the shroud wall occurring well upstream and downstream 
of the 'Peak' of the hub except for those seeded at 
the lowest height position which gave similar results 
to the quartz particles. The quartz particles had second 
impact region occurring near the 'peak' of the hub. 
The mean trajectory positions for each particle size 
seeded at each nozzle height have been determined from the 
particle concentration obtained at the 12 traverse planes 
(Section 4.8). Hence, the particle's velocities and angles 
were measured at the mean trajectory positions using the 
laser anemometer. In this chapter, the mean positions, 
velocities (and angles) are compared with the predicted 
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values from the particle trajectory prediction model (which 
had been discussed earlier in Chapter 2 and 3). The three 
main limitations of the prediction model are; 
i) the difference in the predicted trajectories, velocities 
and angles using the measured and inviscid flowfield. 
The simulation of the particle trajectories was carried 
out in both the inviscid and measured flowfield. The 
measured flowfield at the mid-section of the separator 
was used as the representative flowfield in the entire 
domain. The difference between the actual and predicted 
(inviscid) flowfield has been discussed in detail 
earlier in Chapter 4, and the main critical areas 
found (in the actual flow) were the vortex re- 
circulation (at the base of the hub), flow separation 
on the hub and shroud, and high velocity flow areas. 
The predicted particle trajectories, velocities and 
angles were compared with the measured values. 
ii) the effect of the drag coe'fficient on the prediction of 
the particle trajectories, velocities and angles. The 
analysis of the experimental results had shown that the 
non-spherical particle achieved higher overall velo- 
cities (due to the higher drag) compared to the 
spherical particles. in the prediction model, the drag 
coefficients are applicable for spherical particle 
only, therefore, a correction factor (and indirectly a 
shape factor) was included into the computation to 
account for the higher drag on non-spherical particles. 
rurther discussion of this correction factor can be 
found in the discussion of the results for the quartz 
particles. 
iii) the effect of the restitution ratios on the prediction 
of the particle trajectories, velocities and angles. 
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The restitution ratios for the quartz particle were 
obtained from the earlier works by Tabakoff [Ref. 16]. 
Since there is no experimental data on the restitution 
ratios for the ballotini particles, a simple expression 
was derived by trial and error matching the 
experimental results with the prediction model. The 
predicted results were compared with measured particle 
trajectories (velocities and angles) for both the 
quartz and ballotini particles. 
The initial conditions used in the prediction model 
were; 
i) the measured initial particle velocity and angle, 
ii) the initial particle position which is the nozzle 
position. 
other initial conditions (Section 3.3) were the particle's 
diameter, density and material. The predicted results were 
compared with the particle concentration curves, mean 
particle trajectory positions, velocities and angles. The 
figures have been arranged in the following order; 
a) Figures 55 to 69 are the results for the spherica ballo- 
tini particles, 
b) Figures 70 to 85 are the results for the non-spherical 
quartz particles, 
5.1 Simulation of the Particle Trajectories for the 
Spherical Ballotini Particle 
The ballotini particle formed the basis of the 
predicýion model due to the assumptions (Section 2.5) made 
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in the formulation of the particle's equations of motion (a 
major assumption being that the solid particles are spheres 
of uniform diameter and furthermore the drag coefficients 
(used by the prediction model) are applicable only for 
spherical particle). The only unknown factor is the 
ballotini's restitution ratios which could only be derived 
by experimentation. Therefore simple expressions relating 
the particle rebound velocity to the impact velocity were 
employed in the model. They have the following form; 
v PT2'IVPT1 - K, 
v M'ý'VPN1 -K2 
" PT2 tangential component of the particle rebound velocity 
" PT1 tangential component of the particle 
impact velocity 
" PN2 normal component of the particle rebound velocity 
" PNl normal component of the particle 
impact velocity 
The constants K, and K 21 which were found by trial and error 
matching with experimental results, were 0.8 and 0.78 
respectively, The results for the ballotini particle had 
been arranged as follows; 
i) Figures 55 to 58 are the results for particles seeded 
at the upper nozzle height position, 
ii) Figures 59 to 65 are the results for particles seeded 
at the middle nozzle height position, 
iii) Figures 66 to 69 are the results for particles seeded 
at the lower nozzle height position. 
The comparison between the predicted trajectories and 
measured particle concentration curves for the 15.0 um 
particle is shown in Figure 55a. The particle sizes used in 
the prediction were 12.0,15.0 and 18.0 um in diameter. In 
this figure, the predicted trajectories using the measured 
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flowfield differ slightly from those predicted using the 
inviscid flowfield. Since their trajectories were influenced 
mainly by the aerodynamic drag force of the flowfield, small 
difference between the two flowfields could be felt by these 
particles. The main differences between the two flowfields 
could be found near critical areas such as the vortex 
re-circulation region and areas with separated flow. The 
effect of this difference was greater on the trajectories of 
the 12.0 um particle due to their relatively smaller mass. 
However, all the predicted trajectories shown an initial 
impaction with the hub surface and subsequent impacts which 
occurred at the shroud surface. The measured particle 
concentrations show good agreement with the trajectories of 
the 12.0 um particle predicted using measured flowfield and, 
the 12.0 and 15.0 um particle predicted using the inviscid 
flowfield. The broad particle concentration at plane 8 also 
shows good agreement with the reflected trajectories of the 
12.0 to 18.0 um (inviscid flowfield) particle. The predicted 
trajectories show that the initial impact region occurred at 
the hub surface; the subsequent impact region occurred on the 
shroud surface in the obstructed areas. The end predicted 
positions were at the shroud surface near the region of 
moving separate flow. 
As the particle sizes increase to between 38.0 and 53.0 
um, Figure 55b, the difference in the predicted trajectories 
using the measured and inviscid flowfield were less, due to 
their greater inertia. The predicted particle trajectories 
show good agreement with the measured particle concentra- 
tions. The broad reflected particle concentration measured 
at plane 7 could be due to a wide range of particle rebound 
angles. The predictions also show that the reflected tra- 
jectories from the shroud surface, plane 10 onwards, were in 
the obstructed areas (Figure 19). These coincide with the bias 
(towards the shroudside) in the particle distributions 
measured at plane 10 to 12. The two main predicted impact 
regions on the shroud surface were at the upstream and 
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downstream positions of the 'peak, of the hub. Compared to 
the 12.0-18.0 um particles, the flow seems to have little 
effect on the particles reflected from the hub. The end 
predicted positions were also at the shroud surface near the 
region of moving separated flow. 
In Figure 55c, the predicted trajectories for par- 
ticles between 91.0 and 107.0 um show similar behaviour to 
38.0-53.0 um particles except that the reflected trajecto- 
ries have higher rebound angles. In general, the predicted 
trajectories show good agreement with the measured particle 
concentrations. The trajectories (predicted) of particles 
reflected from the shroud surface show a downward shift, 
away from the shroud surface (compared to the 38.0-53.0 um 
particles)which coincide with the peaks of the distributions 
measured at planes 7 to 11. The main impact region was at the 
hub surface but the second impact region on the shroud 
surface was further away from the 'peak, of the hub 
compared to that of the 38.0-53.0 um particles. However the 
two impact regions on the shroud surface were well upstream 
and then downstream of the 'peak' of the hub. 
The detailed comparisons between measured and pre- 
dicted particle trajectories (velocities and angles) are 
shown in Figures 56 to 58. 
In Figure 56, the mean trajectory positions show good 
agreement with the predicted results using 12.0 um rather 
than 15.0 or 18.0 um particles. The predicted results using 
the two different flows (inviscid and measured) gave 
different particle trajectories (velocities and angles) but 
those predicted using the measured flow show better 
agreement with experimental measurements. The deviation in 
the particle velocities begins at the third mean position 
where the measured flow velocity near the shroudside was 
higher than that predicted flow (Figures 35 and 37). At the 
last position, the predicted velocities (based on the 
measured flow) were higher than the experimental measurement. 
This discrepancy was due to the effect of assuming the 
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near-wall flow velocities (no measurement in the obstructed 
areas) to be equal to those of the nearest adjacent points, 
which were higher than the actual values. 
In Figure 57, the predicted trajectories, for particles 
between 38.0 and 53.0 um, using the two different flows show 
good agreement with the measured mean particle trajectory 
positions. The particle velocities, however, show slightly 
different results, but those predicted using the measured 
flow show the better agreement with the experimental data. 
The deviations in the predicted particle velocities (due to 
the higher measured flows than predicted as shown in Figure 
37) also begin at the third mean position. The good 
agreement between the predicted and measured particle 
trajectory angles and velocities show that mean positions 8 
to 11 were, in fact, particles reflected from the shroud 
surface. 
Similar results to those observed in the above analysis 
were also observed for the larger particle between 91.0 and 
107.0 um in diameter as shown in Figure 58. In general, the 
predicted results using the measured flow gave the better 
agreement with the experimental results. The predicted 
particle trajectories show slight deviation at mean position 
8 and 9 which were due to the wide range of particle rebound 
angles involved. The good agreement between predicted and 
measured results show that mean position 8 to 12 lie within 
the path of the reflected trajectories from the shroud wall. 
The deviation in the predicted particle velocities (due to 
the higher measured flows than predicted as shown in Figure 
37) also begin at the third mean position. 
Figures 59 and 60 presents the comparative results for 
particles between 15.0 and 150.0 um in diameter seeded at 
the mid-height nozzle position. 
In Figure 59a, the predicted trajectories for the 12.0, 
15.0 and 18.0 um particles show good agreement with the 
measured particle concentrations. The effect of the two 
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flowfields can be seen from the different predicted impact 
positions on the shroud surface. The predictions also show 
the particles have the main impact with the hub wall and, 
subsequent impaction occurred on the shroud surface, in the 
obstructed areas. These coincide with the bias toward the 
shroudside, in the particle concentration curves measured at 
planes 10 to 12. The reflected particle from the hub surface 
also show good agreement with the measured concentration at 
planes 6 and 7. 
The predicted trajectories for particles between 38.0 
and 53.0 um, shown in Figure 59b, show good agreement with 
measured concentration curves. Again, the predicted results 
using the measured flow were different to those predicted 
from the inviscid flow. The prediction shows main impaction 
occurred on the hub wall; second and subsequent impact 
regions occurred on the shroud surface. The bias in the con- 
centration curves, toward the shroudside, measured between 
planes 7 and 12 coincide with the predicted trajec- 
tories. The bias in the concentration curve, toward the hub, 
measured at plane 6 was most likely due to the main trajec- 
tories rather than reflected particles from the hub. The 
reflected particle trajectories from the hub surface were 
detected at both planes 5 and 6 which show the broad range 
of particle rebound angle. 
in Figure 59c, the predicted trajectories for par- 
ticles between 53.0 and 65.0 um in diameter show good 
agreement with the particle concentration curves. The impact 
regions were similar to those predicted for the 38.0-53.0 um 
particle but the two impact regions (on the shroud surface) 
were further away from the 'peak, of the hub. The reflected 
particle trajectories from the hub surface coincide with the 
measured results at plane 5. The small 'peak, in the 
measured concentration curve, toward the shroudside, was due 
to reflected particles from the shroud surface. The 
reflected trajectories also coincide with the peaks of the 
particle concentration curves which were measured between 
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planes 7 and 9. The curves at plane 11 and 12 were due to 
subsequent particle impaction with the shroud surfaces. 
In Figure 60, the predicted results for the particles 
between 91.0 and 162.0 um show good agreement with the 
measured particle concentrations. 
In Figure 60a, the reflected trajectories from the hub 
wall, for particle between 91.0-107.0 um, coincide with the 
'flat' part of the measured concentration curve at plane 5. 
The subsequent particle reflected from the shroud wall also 
show good agreement with the 'peak, of the concentration 
curves measured at planes 6 to 9. Slight deviations from 
the predicted results were found at planes 10 to 12 which 
could be due to the broad rebound angles. The two impact 
regions (on the shroud surface) were at the upstream and 
downstream position of the 'peak' of the hub. Deviation also 
existed in the prediction between the results based on the 
measured and inviscid flowfield. 
In Figure ibb, predicted trajectories for particles 
between 145.0 and 162.0 um also showed good agreement with 
measured concentration curves. The reflected trajectories 
from the shroud surface show a similar trend to the 91.0-107 
um particle except there is a further downward shift, toward 
the hubside. The trajectories show good agreement with the 
concentration curves measured between planes 6 to 10 but 
the slight deviation at planes 11 and 12 could be due to the 
broad particle rebound angles. Deviation also exists in the 
predictions between the results based on the measured and 
inviscid flow. The predicted trajectories based on the 
inviscid flow show particle impacts with the 'peak' of the 
hub but the predicted results based on the measured flow 
show otherwise. 
The detailed comparison between the predicted particle 
trajectories, velocities and angles for particles between 
12.0 and 162.0 um are shown in Figure 61 to 65. 
in Figure 61, the mean particle trajectory positions 
obtained for the particles between 12.0 and 18. Oum show good 
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agreement with the predicted results. The comparison of 
the particle velocities shows that the predicted velocities 
for the 12.0-15.0 um, based on the measured flowfield, show 
the better agreement with the experimental results when 
compared to the 18.0 um particle. However, deviation in the 
particle velocities was found at mean positions 2 and 3, 
which could be due to the effect of the particle interaction 
with the wakes caused by the feeder nozzle. At mean positions 
11 and 12, the measured velocities were lower than the 
prediction (based on the measured flow) which was due to the 
high near-wall flow velocities. Deviation in the predicted 
particle trajectories using the inviscid flow begins at the 
third mean position where the predicted impact positions 
differed from those predicted using the measured flow. The 
predicted velocities also show that the deviation begins at 
the third mean position which was in the area where 
deviation in the inviscid flow from the actual flow was 
found, due the vortex re-circulation. 
In Figure 62, the predicted trajectories for par- 
ticles, between 38.0 and 53.0 um, show good agreement with 
the mean trajectory positions. The comparisons of the par- 
ticle velocities show that the predicted results based on 
the measured flowfield gave the better agreement with the 
experimental measurements. The measured particle velocities 
at mean positions 1 to 9 were within the predicted limit. As 
in the previous analysis, deviation in the predicted 
velocities using the inviscid flow begins at the third mean 
position although deviation in the trajectories was less 
obvious. The comparison in the particle trajectory angles 
show that the measured values at positions 7 to 12 were 
slightly lower than the predicted results. This could be due 
again to the wide range of reflected angles, which cannot 
be simulated with the simple restitution ratios used in the 
present analysis. 
In Figure 63, the predicted trajectories for par- 
ticles between 53.0 and 65.0 um show good agreement with 
F 
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the measured mean trajectory positions. The measured 
particle velocities were within the predicted limit except 
at position 11 and 12. The predicted particle velocities and 
angles at these two positions were lower than the measured 
values because they lay in the path of the particles 
(predicted) reflected from the shroud although this may not 
be so. The measured particle trajectory angles, between 
positions 7 and 12, were slightly lower than the predicted 
values which suggested a lower rebound angle at the hub and 
a higher rebound angle at the second impact position on the 
shroud. The predicted results based on the measured 
flowfield gave the better comparison with the experimental 
measurements. 
Similar results observed for the small particle between 
38.0 (Figure 62) and 65.0 um ( Figure 63), were also found 
for the large particle between 91.0 and 162.0 um in diameter 
as shown in Figure 64 and 65. In general, the predicted 
particle trajectories and velocities show reasonably good 
agreement with the measured values. The predicted velocities 
for the particle between 145.0 and 162.0 um, Figure 65, 
however, were slightly lower than the measured values. The 
comparison in the particle trajectory angles also shows that 
the measured values at positions 8 to 12 were slightly lower 
than predicted results, again, for the same reasons as the 
38.0-53.0 um particle. 
Figure 66 to 69 shows the comparison between the 
predicted and measured results for particle seeded at the 
lowest height position. 
In Figure 661 the predicted particle trajectories using 
the measured and inviscid flowfield show an even greater 
difference compared to the particle seeded at the other 
positions. The presence of the vortex re-circulation region 
on the hub surface introduces two main uncertainties into 
the prediction model; 
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i) there is no experimental. data on the particle rebound 
characteristics (both quartz and ballotini) involving 
vortex re-circulation flows. In the present analysis, 
the rebound characteristics for the ballotini particle 
was based on the simple relation which had, so far, 
given good agreement with the measured results. 
Therefore, the same relation was applied to the present 
case. 
ii) the flow velocities at the node points near the vortex 
re-circulation region were assumed to have a small 
non-zero value because laser measurements were not 
possible due to the high level of turbulence intensity 
encountered in the flow. The effect on the prediction of 
the particle trajectories may be minimal due to the 
short duration which the, particle spends in the region. 
In Figure 66a, the predicted trajectories (based on the 
measured flow) for particles between 12.0 and 18.0 um in 
diameter show good agreement with the measured particle 
concentration curves. Since their trajectories are 
influenced mainly by the nature of the flow, the reflected 
trajectories from the hub would come under the immediate 
effect of the flow away from the vortex region. The 
predicted results based on the measured and inviscid 
flowfield gave different reflected trajectories from the hub 
surface but those predicted with the measured flow gave the 
better comparison. Given the above uncertainties in the 
vortex region, the measured particle concentrations between 
planes 1 and 9 show reasonably good agreement with the 
prediction but at plane 10, only general agreement was 
found. At planes 11 and 12, the predicted trajectories were 
in the obstructed areas which was detected by the bias in 
the curves toward the shroudside. The end position of the 
predicted trajectories were near the region of the moving 
separated flow. 
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As the particle size increases to 38.0-53.0 um, Figure 
66b, the predicted trajectories based on the measured flow 
were also different to those predicted using the inviscid 
flow. The results based on the measured flowfield show the 
better agreement with the experimental data. Simulation of 
the wide reflected trajectories which were measured at 
planes 6 and 7, would not necessary be correct without fur- 
ther experimental information on the particle behaviour in 
the vortex region. However, the predicted results show 
reasonably good agreement with the measured concentration 
curves. The bias in the concentration curves toward the 
shroudside measured between planes 7 to 12 coincide with the 
predicted trajectories. The predicted impact region (based 
on the measured flow) on the shroud surface occurred at the 
, peak, of the hub. 
In Figure 66c, the predicted trajectories of the large 
particles between 91.0 and 107.0 um, reflected from the hub, 
were different for the two flowfields. The measured flow had 
a higher velocities than the inviscid flow, therefore it has 
a greater effect on the trajectories reflected from the hub. 
As a result, the predicted trajectories (based on the two 
flowfield) have different impact positions on the shroud 
surface, which ultimately affect their final trajectories. 
Although the measured concentration curve at plane 4 shows 
good agreement with the reflected trajectories from the hub, 
the comparison from planes 6 to 12 show otherwise. it seems 
that the rebound angle from the shroud should be higher 
and the uncertainties at the vortex may be the cause of the 
inaccuracies in the prediction. 
The comparisons between the measured and predicted 
particle trajectories, velocities and angles are shown in 
Figures 67 to 69. 
in Figure 67, the predicted trajectories for 12.0 to 
18.0 um. particle show good agreement with all the mean 
trajectory positions except with the tenth position. The 
comparison between the measured and predicted velocities 
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show good agreement except at the last mean position which 
was due to the higher than measured near-wall velocities. 
The predicted velocities using the inviscid flow were lower 
than those predicted with the measured flow (which gave 
better agreement with the experimental data) and deviation 
begins at the third mean position. The predicted particle 
trajectory angles also show good agreement with the measured 
trajectory angles. 
The predicted trajectories (based on the measured 
flowfield), for the particles between 38.0 and 53.0 um, show 
reasonably good agreement with the mean particle positions, 
as shown in Figure 68. The comparison of the particle 
velocities gave good agreement at all the mean positions 
except at positions 6 to 8 where the measured velocities 
were higher than predicted. However, the comparison in the 
particle trajectories angles, at all the mean positions gave 
reasonably good agreement with the measured values although 
the broad reflected trajectories from the hub were measured 
but had not been simulated. 
In Figure 69, the predicted trajectories for par- 
ticles between 91.0 and 107.0 um, shows some discrepancies 
mean positions 6 to 9. The predicted particle velocities 
(based on the measured flow) showed good agreement with the 
measured values at positions 1 to 5, before impaction with 
the hub but at positions 6 to 12, the measured velocities 
were higher than the prediction. However, the predicted 
particle angles show reasonably good agreement with the 
measured trajectory angles at all the positions. 
in summary to this section, for the spherical ballotini 
particle, good agreement exists between the predicted and 
measured results for particle seeded at the upper and 
mid-height position. At the lower height position, the 
prediction shows reasonable agreement with the measured 
results after an impaction with the hub surface. However, 
good agreement exists between the measured and predicted 
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results at all the mean particle trajectory positions, at 
the three height positions, before the initial impaction with 
the hub. The present inviscid flow could reasonably predict 
the trajectories for particle seeded at the upper and mid- 
height position but predicted particle velocities would 
be lower than the measured values. At the lower height posi- 
tion, the prediction based on the measured flow gave the 
better comparison although some discrepancies were found for 
larger particles. In general, the predicted results using 
the measured flow gave the better agreement with the 
experimental data although the inviscid flowfield can be 
useful for predicting particle trajectories in an 
undisturbed flow (where separation and vortices do not 
exist). The simple expression, which was used for the 
restitution ratios for the spherical particles, has shown 
good agreement with measured values. 
in general, the prediction model, which is based on the 
spherical partf'cle had shown good agreement with the 
experimental data obtained for the spherical ballotini 
particle. 
5.2 Simulation of the Particle Trajectories for the 
Non-Spherical Quartz Particle 
The particle prediction model has shown good agreement 
with the measured particle trajectories (velocities and 
angles) for spherical particles. The accuracy of the pre- 
diction is due to the several assumptions made in the 
model, one of which is the sphericity of the particle. 
Applying the same particle equations of motion to non - 
spherical particles (which have a higher drag) introduces 
inaccuracies into the prediction. The drag coefficient used 
in the prediction model was derived for a spherical 
particle applicable over a range of Reynold numbers. 
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Unfortunately, no such correlation exists for the irregular 
quartz particle, therefore, a factor had to be included 
into the drag coefficient to account for the higher drag 
force. Zenz and Othmer [Ref. 401 introduce a shape factor 
which relates the diameter of a sphere, with the same 
projected area as the particle, to the volume of the 
particle. There are many definitions for the shape factor 
but an acceptable one has yet to be developed because the 
factor appears to vary under different flow conditions. 
Heywood (Ref. 411 expressed the shape factor as the ratio of 
the volume of the particle to the diameter of the sphere 
which has the same projected area as the particle in the 
most stable orientation. In mathematical form; 
Z- VOL 
p 
/D 
p 
where VOL p and Dp are 
the volume and the diameter of the 
particle respectively. Heywood gave the shape factor for the 
spheres as U/6 and sand as 0.26. Johnstone, Pigford and 
Chapin (Ref. 421 modified Heywood's approach by deriving a 
drag coefficient based on the mean projected area (average 
of the projected area in all possible orientations) of the 
particle. They plotted the drag coefficient for the Reynold 
numbers of between 10 and 300, for four types of irregular 
particle with the shape factor ranging from 0.28 to 0.4, and 
found that all the measured values of drag coefficient, CD1 
lay within 15.0 percent of the curve for a sphere. They 
concluded that the drag coefficient could be used to 
predicted the motion of irregular particles. 
in the present analysis, the shape factor was obtained 
by trial and error matching the predicted results with the 
experimental data. Instead of applying the shape factor 
directly into the drag coefficient, a correction factor was 
used because the particle equations of motion had initially 
been derived assuming that the particle was spherical. The 
correction factor can be related to the shape factor in the 
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force interaction term as follows; 
3CDp9 I(V 
9-V pH G 
4 Cf ppDp 
Hence, re-writing to include the shape factor term gives; 
cD Pq I(V 9 -V p 
ZppDp 
where 
C: E/6 
The shape factor for a spherical particle is H/6 which gives 
a correction factor of 1.0. Hence the force interaction term 
remains unchanged for the spherical particle. The correction 
factor for quartz particle was found to be 0.4 which 
gives the shape factor as 0.21. This shape factor was found 
by matching the predicted trajectories (velocities and ang- 
les) with measured results, at mid-height location (128.67mm), 
for particle sizes between 15.0 and 150.0 um. Several values 
of the shape factor were repeated (with a resolution of . 02) 
until the best fit was obtained. Zenz and Othmer [Ref. 401 
gave the shape factor for sand as between 0.26 and 0.28, 
however, the actual flow condition and sand's properties were 
undefined. Breitman (Ref. 51 found the shape factor for AC 
Coarse sand to be 0.2618, by trial and error matching with 
experimental data. The proposed shape factor (0-21) for 
these studies therefore differs and lies modestly outside of 
the range (0.26 and 0.28) recommended by Zenz and Othmer. 
Figures 71 to 85 shows the comparison between measured 
and predicted particle trajectories, velocities and angles 
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for the non-spherical particles. The prediction was carried 
out using the measured flowfield only due to the earlier 
predicted results for the ballotini particle which gave 
better comparison with experimental data. Also the measured 
particle velocity, angle and position at the second mean 
position had been used as the initial input condition for 
the prediction model. The reason for doing so was that the 
wake from the nozzle feeder affects the quartz particle more 
than the ballotini particle due to the smaller density(2650. 
kg/m 3 as compared 2950.0 kg/m 
3) 
and non-spherical shape. The 
result was a discrepancy between the measured and predicted 
particle velocity at the second mean position as shown in 
Figure 70. The effect was most significant on the 15.0 and 
30.0 um particles and less so on the larger particle due 
to their greater mass. This discrepancy was also found in 
in the prediction for the 15.0 um ballotini particle seeded 
at the mid-height position as shown in Figure 61. 
The predicted results have been arranged in the 
following order; 
Figures 71 to 74 are results for particles seeded at the upper 
height position, 
Figures 75 to 81 are results for particles seeded at the mid- 
height position, 
Figures 82 to 85 are results for particles seeded at the lower 
height position, 
In Figure 71a, the predicted trajectories for 15.0 um 
quartz particles show good agreement with the measured 
particle concentration curves. The predicted results show no 
particle interaction with the wall surface except at the 
final position. This position was near the region of moving 
separated flow on the shroud surface. 
As the particle is increased to 30.0 um, Figure 71b, the 
predicted trajectories show an initial impaction with the 
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hub (at plane 7) and second impaction at the shroud surface 
(between plane 10 and 11), just downstream of the 'peak, of 
the hub. The reflected trajectories (from the hub surface) 
correspond to the measured particle concentration at plane 
8. The trajectories seem to coincide with the bias in the 
curve toward the shroudside, measured at planes 9 and 10 
although the other peaks were most probably due to the 
trajectories of the smaller particles or the result of other 
rebound angles. The reflected trajectories from the shroud 
surface were in the obstructed areas which were also 
detected (bias in the curves toward the shroudside) at plane 
11 and 12. 
The predicted trajectories for the 100.0 um particles, 
Figure 71c, show reasonably good agreement with the 
measured particle concentration curves. The predicted 
results show an initial impact with the hub near plane 6; 
the second and final impact regions on the shroud occurred 
in the obstructed area near planes 8 and 11 respectively. The 
reflected trajectories from the hub were measured at planes 
7 and 8 where broad rebound angles were detected apart from 
the main trajectories. However, the reflected trajectories 
from the shroud surface coincided with the bias (toward 
the shroudside) in the measured particle concentrations 
between planes 9 and 12. 
Figure 72 shows the comparison between the measured and 
predicted particle trajectories (velocities and angles) for 
the 15.0 um particles seeded at the upper position. In this 
figure, good agreement exists between the measured and 
predicted results. The mean trajectory positions coincide 
with the predicted trajectories; measured particle 
velocities and angles also show good agreement with 
predicted results. 
The predicted trajectories for the 30.0 um particles, 
Figure 73, show good agreement with mean trajectory positions 
2 to 9. The discrepancy at position 10 is due to the parti- 
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cles being reflected from the hub at other rebound angles 
other than the predicted trajectories. Positions 11 and 12 
were at the limit of measurement (due to obstruction of the 
wall), however, the relatively low measured and predicted 
particle velocities and angles indicate that they were 
indeed particle rebound positions (as were predicted). 
Reasonably good agreement between the predicted and measured 
particle velocities and angles were found between position 2 
and 9 except at position 10 where discrepancy in the 
trajectory was also found. 
In Figure 74, for the 100.0 um particles, good agreement 
between the predicted trajectories and mean positions were 
found between positions 2 and 8. The predicted trajectories 
between positions 9 and 12 were in the obstructed areas hence 
the discrepancies. However, the general agreement in the 
velocities and angles show the behaviour of the traj- 
ectories measured at these positions. The main reflected 
trajectories from the hub surface, at positions 7 and 8, 
show reasonably good agreement in the velocities and angles 
comparison. 
The comparison between the measured and predicted 
results for the quartz particles seeded at the mid-height 
position are shown in Figures 75 and 16. 
In Figure 75a, the predicted trajectories for the 15. Oum 
particles show reasonably good agreement with the measured 
particle concentration curves. The prediction shows an 
impact with the hub near plane 6 and second impact near 
plane 12. Before the initial impact with the hub, the peak 
of the curves at planes 2 to 6 were slightly higher than the 
predicted trajectories; at planes 9 to 12, the opposite was 
found. The final predicted position was near the region of 
moving separated flow on the shroud surface. 
The comparison between the measured concentration 
curves and predicted trajectories for the 30.0 um, Figure 
75b, show good agreement. The reflected trajectories from 
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the hub were measured at planes 7 and 8. At planes 9 to 12, 
the bias towards the shroudside, in the concentration curves 
coincide with the trajectories near the shroud wall, in the 
obstructed areas. The main impact occurred at the hub wall; 
the second and subsequent impactions occurred at the shroud 
surface near the 'peak' of the hub. The final predicted 
trajectories were at the shroud wall, near the region of 
separated flow. 
The predicted trajectories for the 60 um particles, as 
shown in Figure 75c, were generally similar to those 
predicted for the 30.0 um particles. The main difference was 
that the reflected trajectories, from the hub, for the 60.0 
um particles had a higher rebound angle due to the higher 
inertia. The second impact region occurred near plane 9, as 
opposed to that of the 30.0 um particle which occurred near 
plane 10. The reflected trajectories from the hub were mea- 
sured at planes 7 and 8. Between planes 9 and 12, the bias in 
the curves towai*ds the shroudside coincide with the predic- 
ted trajectories at the shroud wall, in the obstructed areas. 
In Figure 76, for the 100.0 and 150.0 um particle, the 
comparison between predicted and measured results exhibit 
trends which were similar to the trajectories of the 30.0 
and 60.0 um particles. The main difference lies in the second 
impact region which was further away from the 'peak' of the 
hub due to their greater inertia and the small effect which 
the flowfield has on their trajectories. The reflected 
trajectories of the 100.0 and 150.0 um particles coincide 
with the broad distributed curves measured at planes 7 and 8, 
also, the bias in the curves, towards the shroudside, 
coincides with the trajectories in the obstructed areas. 
The detailed comparison between the measured and 
predicted particle trajectories, velocities and angles are 
shown in Figures 77 to 81. 
In Figure 77, the predicted trajectories for the 15.0 
um particles were slightly lower than the mean positions 
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before the impaction with the hub; at positions 9 to 12, the 
predictions were higher. Good agreement exists between 
measured and predicted velocities (and angles) at all the 
mean positions except in position 10 to 12. At these three 
positions, the predicted velocities were slightly lower than 
the measured values, and predicted trajectory angles were 
slightly higher than measured. 
The predicted trajectories for the 30.0 um particles, 
Figure 78, show reasonably good agreement with all the mean 
positions except at positions 10 to 12 (which were at the 
limit of measurements). The predicted particle velocities 
were slightly higher than the measured values at positions 2 
to 6, before impaction with the hub. Although the reflected 
(predicted) trajectories were slightly lower than the 
measured values at the mean position 7 and 8, the comparison 
in the velocities and angles, however, showed good agreement. 
The comparison in the particle trajectory angles show good 
agreement with measured values although reflected 
trajectories from the shroud surface were in the obstructed 
areas. The low measured (and predicted) particle velocities 
and angles at position 10 to 12 show that they were indeed 
particle rebound positions. 
In Figure 79, the predicted results for the 60.0 um. 
particles show good agreement with the measured values at 
all the mean positions. The predicted trajectories at posi- 
tion 9 to 12 were in the obstructed areas, hence the diff- 
erence with the mean positions. At mean positions 10 to 12, 
the low predicted and measured velocities and angles shows 
that they were particle rebound positions. 
In Figure 80, good agreement exists between the 
measured and predicted particle velocities (and angles) for 
the 100.0 um particles even though discrepancies in the 
predicted and measured trAjectories were found from posi- 
tions 7 to 12. The fact that similar predicted and measured 
velocities (and angles) were found in positions 7 and 8P 
shows the wide range of particle rebound angles apart from 
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the main reflected trajectories. The particles reflected from 
the shroud surface (at the upstream position of the 'peak, 
of the hub) were represented by mean position 9 to 12 where 
measured and predicted particle velocities (and angles) show 
good agreement. 
The above analysis for the 100.0 um particles was also 
found for the 150.0 um particle in Figure 81. The predicted 
and measured trajectories show reasonably good agreement at 
all the mean positions except those in the obstructed areas. 
The comparison in the velocities and angles also show 
reasonably good agreement. Positions 9 to 12 lie in the path 
of the particle reflected from the shroud surface (in the 
obstructed area) due to the reasonably good agreement 
between measured and predicted velocities (and angles). 
The measured and predicted results for quartz par- 
ticles seeded at the lowest height position are shown in 
Figures 82 to 85. 
In Figure 82a, the predicted trajectories for the 15.0 
um particles show good agreement with all the measured 
particle concentrations except in the last three traverse 
planes. The assumption of a low velocity area to represent 
the vortex region did not seems to have affected their 
trajectories. The prediction shows an initial impaction with 
the hub and the second impaction with the shroud. The end 
position of the predicted trajectories were at the shroud 
wall near the region of a moving separated flow. 
The comparison between the measured and predicted 
trajectories for the 30.0 um particles, Figure 82b, also 
exhibits good agreement except at the last three positions. 
However, the bias in the concentration curves towards the 
shroudside were in general agreement with the predicted 
trajectories in the obstructed areas. The prediction shows 
that the second impact region occurred at the shroud surface 
near the 'peak' of the hub. 
Similar impaction with the shroud surface predicted for 
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30.0 um particles was also f ound_ for the 100.0 um 
particles as shown in Figure 82c. The broad distributed 
curves measured at planes 6 and 7 show the wide range of 
particle rebound angles although only the main trajectories 
reflected from the hub were simulated. The reflected 
(predicted) trajectories from the shroud surface, which were 
in the obstructed areas, coincide with the bias in the 
curves measured from planes 8 to 12. 
The comparison between the measured and predicted 
trajectories, velocities and angles are shown in Figures 63 
to 85. 
In Figure 83, the predicted trajectories for the 15.0 
um particles show good agreement with mean positions 2 to 9. 
At positions 10 to 12, the prediction was higher than the 
measured mean positions, and-their (predicted) velocities 
were lower than the measured values. At positions 2 to 5, 
before impacting the hub, the predicted velocities were 
slightly higher than the measured values although the 
comparison in the trajectory angles show good agreement. 
The prediction shows that between positions 5 and 6, several 
impactions had occurred with the hub surface. The comparison 
in the trajectory angles also show good agreement between 
measured and predicted values. 
The results for the 30.0 um particles, Figure 84, show 
reasonably good agreement between measured and predicted 
values. The reflected trajectories from the hub surface 
re-impact the surface outside of the vortex region. The 
actual behaviour of the particles is difficult to predicted 
accurately without further experimental studies on the 
particle interaction with a vortex flow. The discrepancy at 
mean positions 10 to 12 was due to the obstruction of the 
wall curvature. However, the discrepancies in the particle 
velocities and angles at position 10 and 11, suggest that 
they were a result of other particles apart from the main 
trajectories reflected from the shroud surface. In general, 
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the measured and predicted velocities and angles show good 
agreement. 
In Figure 85, the measured and predicted results for 
the 100.0 um particles show reasonably good agreement. The 
predicted trajectories were slightly lower than the mean 
positions 2 to 5 but the particle velocities and angles were 
in good agreement with measured values. The reflected 
trajectories from the hub, between positions 6 and 9, have 
high rebound angles (compared to the 30.0 um particle) due 
to their greater inertia. The reflected trajectories from 
the shroud surface were in the obstructed areas, hence the 
difference in the mean positions 9 to 12. However, the pre- 
dicted velocities and angles show reasonably good agreement 
with measured values. 
In summary to this section, good agreement between 
predicted and measured results was found for the irregular 
quartz particles. The predicted trajectories (velocities and 
angles) using the correction factor of 0.4 (shape factor of 
0.21) had shown agreement with measured results especially 
in their particle velocities. Unlike the results for the 
ballotini particle seeded at the lower height position, the 
predicted results for quartz particle seem to show 
reasonably good agreement with the measured values even 
though the particle interaction with the vortex has not been 
simulated. Although the 100.0 um particle reflected from the 
hub surface were broadly distributed, the mean positions 
show reasonably good agreement with the reflected 
(predicted) trajectories. In order to accurately simulate 
these reflected trajectories, a more extensive experimental 
study of their rebound characteristics need to be carried 
out. The present restitution ratios (Section 2.2.3) have been 
derived from experimental studies which were based primarily 
on 200.0 um particles impacting a solid surface at only 3 or 
4 angles of attack. However, in general, the predicted 
results (trajectories, velocities and angles) reflected 
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from the hub or shroud surfaces show reasonably good 
agreement with measured values at the mean positions 
although a much wider range of reflected trajectories were 
measured. 
In general, the factors found to influence the predic- 
tion of particle trajectories, velocities and angles can be 
summarised from the results for the ballotini (spherical) 
and quartz (non-spherical) particles as follows; 
i) The difference in the predicted trajectories, velocities 
and angles using the measured and inviscid flowfield 
The deficiencies in the inviscid flowfield have been 
discussed in detail earlier in Chapter 4. in general, 
the presence of the vortex re-circulation region, 
separation 'bubble, and flow separation resulted in 
higher core flow velocities. Hence, the results 
predicted using the measured flow gave the better 
comparison with the experimental data. The effect was 
not only felt by the small 15.0 um particles but also 
the larger 150.0 um particles. The predicted particle 
velocities based on the measured flow were, in 
general, higher than those predicted using the inviscid. 
flow. However the predicted trajectories, using the 
measured and inviscid flowfield, for the particle 
seeded at the upper and mid-height position show no 
major difference although some discrepancies were 
found for those seeded at the lower height position. 
But this could be due to the effect of the particle 
interaction with the vortex re-circulation which is 
impossible to simulate without further experimental 
information. However, the assumption of a non-zero 
value (in the measured flowfield) at that region shows 
only slight differences between measured and predicted 
trajectories for the quartz particle which could be a 
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result of their low rebound angle. The effect on the 
trajectories (predicted using the measured flow) of 
the ballotini particles, which have a much higher 
rebound angle, seems to occur well outside of the 
vortex region where the measured flow was higher than 
predicted. The results seem to suggest that due to the 
short duration which the particle spend in the vortex, 
the effect (of the vortex) on their trajectories is 
minimal. However, their predicted velocities (based on 
the measured flow) shows a Idip'(Figures 83 to 85) near 
the vortex region which is due to the deceleration of 
the particle in the low velocity areas. The assumption 
of the near-wall velocities, at the shroud surface, to 
be equal to the measured values taken from the adjacent 
points had resulted in a higher velocities compared 
with those measured especially for the small particles. 
The particle interaction with the moving flow separa- 
tion at thý'shroud surface could also give incorrect 
predicted results. 
ii) Effect of the drag coefficient on the prediction of the 
particle trajectories, velocities and angles. 
The drag coefficient which was used in the prediction 
model is applicable for the spherical particle, hence, 
the comparison for spherical ballotini particle formed 
an ideal test case. The predicted results (based on the 
measured flow and drag coefficient) for the ballotini 
particle show good agreement with the measured values 
especially in the comparison of the particle 
velocities. The computation of the particle velocities 
also depend on the theoretical modelling of the flow 
since the drag coefficient depends on the relative 
velocity between the particle and gas. The predicted 
velocities using the inviscid flow were, in general, 
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lower than those predicted using the measured 
flowfield. 
In the case of the non-spherical quartz particles, 
the predicted particle velocities (based on the 
measured flow), based on the un-modified drag 
coefficient gave a lower than measured values. This is 
due to higher aerodynamic drag force on the irregular 
particles which had to be taken into account by 
including a correction factor into the drag coefficient 
computation. The correction factor of 0.4 (shape factor 
of 0.21) was found by trial and error matching of pre- 
diction with measured particle trajectories (velocities 
and angles). The comparison between the measured and 
predicted results (based on the measured flow) using 
the modified drag coefficient show good agreement for 
all the particle sizes. 
iii) Effect of the restitution ratios on the predictiOn of 
the particle trajectories, velocities and angles. 
The computation of reflected particle trajectories 
depends on the particle restitution ratios which relate 
the rebound velocities to the impact velocities. It 
also depends on the particle material, density and 
target material, and the accuracy in modelling the wall 
surface. The restitution ratios for the ballotini 
particle was based on a simple relationship which was 
found by trial and error matching with measured values. 
Although this has not been validated with 
experimentation, the predicted trajectories, velocities 
and angles show good agreement with measured results. 
However, the effect of the restitution ratios is mainly 
on the larger particles because their trajectories are 
influenced mainly by inertia forces hence their motions 
are ballistic in nature. 
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The restitution ratios for the quartz particle was 
obtained from the earlier experimental investigation by 
Tabakoff[Ref. 16]. The reflected (predicted) trajectories 
for the quartz particle have a lower rebound angle 
compared to the ballotini particle. As a result, the 
quartz particle has different impact positions, 
especially the second impaction with the shroud 
surface. The ballotini particle (greater than 60.0 
um) had the second impact position occurring well 
upstream of the 'peak' of the hub while quartz 
particle's second impact positions were near the 
'peak'. In general, the reflected trajectories, 
velocities and angles, predicted using the restitution 
ratios, show good agreement with the measured values. 
The simulation of the other trajectories, besides the 
main reflected trajectories, to represent the broad 
distributed curves measured at the planes which lie in 
the path of the reflected trajectories cannot be done 
without further experimental data on the restitution 
ratios for both the quartz and ballotini particle. 
5.3 Comparison between measured and Predicted Particle 
Se2aration Efficienc 
The ballotini and quartz particles were seeded at the 
three height positions for each dust size between 30.0 and 
150.0 um. The separation efficiency for each particle size 
(ballotini and quartz) was calculated and plotted in Figure 
86. in this figure, the separation efficiency obtained on 
the actual axisymmetric separator was also included. The 
predicted separation efficiency for both ballotini and 
quartz particle was 100.0 percent, based on the predicted 
trajectories shown in Figure 55 to 85. However, the measured 
results were lower than predicted, and the deviation 
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increases as the particle's size decreases. The measured 
separation efficiency (by dust concentration defined in 
U. K. ) for the 100.0 and 150.0 um quartz particle was 98.5 
and 98.9 percent respectively; for the ballotini particle, 
they were 98.6 and 99.7 percent respectively. The difference 
between the quartz particles and ballotini particle was less 
than 1.0 percent while the difference from the prediction 
(for both particle type) was less than 2.0 percent. As the 
quartz particle's size decreases to 60.0 and 30.0 um, the 
measured separation efficiency was reduced to 96.6 (98.3 
percent for 50.0 um ballotini) and 89.2 percent respectively 
which differed from the predicted efficiency by about 5.0 
and 10.0 percent respectively. The dust lost (mostly through 
the filter bags) was assumed to be collected in the scavenge 
duct, hence, the measured separation efficiency may be slight- 
ly higher than indicted (for example, the separation effici- 
ency (U. K. ) for the 30.0 um quartz particles would rise by 
0.43 percent for a 3.97 percent dust lost in this manner). 
The projected difference between the measured and pre- 
dicted separation efficiency for the 15.0 um particle (Fig- 
ure 86)was about 25.0 percent. The deterioration in the Sep- 
aration efficiency for the small particles was due to the 
inaccurate modelling of the actual flowfield and the failure 
to simulate the broad range of reflected trajectories. These 
are related to the aerodynamic and inertia effects on the 
trajectories of particles less than 100.0 um. On the one 
hand, the trajectories of the 15.0 um particles are predomi- 
nantly influenced by the aerodynamic drag of the flow while 
on the other hand, the 100.0 um particles are influenced 
mainly by the inertia forces. Furthermore, the end positions 
of the predicted trajectories for the 15.0 and 30.0 um were 
in the regions of moving separated flow, flow reversal and 
stagnation points which could affect their final positions. 
Limited evidence from the eroded pattern on the two glass 
plates (PLATE 13) shows a significant number of particles 
being 1drawnt from the upperside of the splitter lip to the 
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engine section due the high reverse flow (at the leading 
edge of the splitter). This evidence is somewhat circumspect, 
however, because the sidewall flows may differ signficantly 
from the central flow. 
Although the trajectories of the 100 and 150 um par- 
ticle are governed mainly by the inertia forces, the broad 
rebound angles could have caused some particles to be re- 
flected into the engine section. However, the small differ- 
ence of less than 2.0 percent shows that this did not 
affect the trajectories of the majority of the particles. 
But a combination of both broad rebound angles and aerodyna- 
mic effects could result in a significant proportion of 
dust entering the engine section. Clearly, the inviscid flow 
model cannot be used to accurately predict the trajectories 
of particles of less than 100.0 um apart from their main 
trajectories. The simulation of the reflected trajectories 
has to include the broad distribution of particle rebound 
angles, which depends on the accuracy of the restitution 
ratios. 
Also in this figure, the measured separation efficiency 
in the actual axisymmetric separator was lower than that 
obtained in the test model although the trend was similar. 
The difference in the measured results is due mainly to the 
difference in the initial particle and flow conditions. The 
result obtained for the actual separator were carried out in 
a dust cloud where the initial conditions at the separator's 
inlet are generally unknown. on the contrary, all the 
initial particle (and flowfield) conditions in the present 
test model were known and yet similar trends were observed. 
Therefore, the measured results (based on the three initial 
positions)in the present model show that some dust particles 
in the actual separator behaved in similar manner. 
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Chapter 6 
Review and Conclusions 
Review 
An experimental and theoretical study of particle 
trajectories in a gas turbine intake has been presented. 
Dust particles from 15.0 to 150. Oum in diameter were locally 
seeded into a 30 degree section of an axisymmetric inertial 
separator at pre-defined initial positions. The dust 
particles used were the spherical ballotini glass beads and 
the irregular quartz particles (which are similar to AC 
Coarse and MIL-SPEC dust used in standard dust tests). The 
particle distribution (across a traverse plane) at several 
axial positions was determined with a laser anemometer. The 
particle velocity (speed and direction) was measured at the 
mean trajectory positions (from the particle distribution 
curves) using the same anemometer. The measured results were 
compared with a prediction of the particle trajectories 
(velocities and angles) using an analytical model, which was 
also developed as part of this project. 
The particle trajectory prediction model is based on 
the solution of a set of particle equations of motion in a 
pre-defined flowfield. The pre-defined flowfield may be 
defined experimentally or predicted, in which case the flow 
was assumed to be inviscid, irrotational and incompressible. 
With such assumptions, the component flow velocities could 
be calculated from a set of potential function values. 
The formulation of the particle equations of motion in 
Section 2.2 is based on the assumption of the drag force 
being the only force of interaction. Other assumptions 
included are that the dust concentration has to be suffi- 
ciently low SO that there is no particle-particle inter- 
action and the effect of the particle on the flowfield is 
negligible. Particles are also assumed to be spheres of 
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uniform density and approximately three orders of magnitude 
greater than the gas density (Section 2.5). During the 
experimental measurement of the particle trajectories 
(Chapter 4), these assumptions have been accommodated. The 
dust concentration used was kept to about 1.0 g/m 
3 (which 
satisfies the requirement for a low dust concentration), also 
both the spherical ballotini and irregular quartz particles 
have densities of 2950.0 and 2650.0 kg/m 
3 
respectively 
(which satisfies the particle density requirement). The non- 
spherical quartz particle was included because in realistic 
conditions atmospheric dust particles are irregular in shape. 
The practical application of the prediction model in the 
investigation of particle trajectories, however, poses several 
limitations(Section 3.4) which formed the objectives of the 
present study, these limitations are: 
a) the theoretical flowfield in the separator was assumed to 
be inviscid, irrotational and incompressible. In the 
present separator, flow separations and vortices (and 
their effects on the particle trajectories) exist in the 
actual flow but these have not been predicted, 
b) the drag coefficient used in the prediction model was 
that derived for spherical particles. However, a different 
form of the drag coefficient may be required for the 
prediction of the trajectories for non-spherical quartz 
particles, 
C) the restitution ratios (used to compute the particle re- 
bound velocity and angle) were those for non-spherical 
quartz particles (derived under limited conditions). 
Since no suitable data was found for the spherical 
ballotini particles, a simple expression (derived by 
trial and error matching of predicted and experimental 
results) was used to define a suitable restitution ratio. 
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In order to investigate the above limitations the 
particle trajectory prediction model has been modified to 
include a shape factor (Section 5.2) to account for the 
different drag force on non-spherical particles (limitation 
(b)), and, the restitution ratios (Section 3.3) for the 
spherical ballotini particle (limitation (c)). A further 
modification was also included to accept the experimental 
measured flowfield (limitation (a)). This measured flowfield 
was taken on the central (vertical) plane of the separator 
using the laser anemometer. Some areas of the separator were 
obstructed from measurement due to the curvature of the 
separator, for example, at the shroud surface and the under- 
side of the splitter lip. To overcome this problem the flow 
velocities and angles at these areas were assumed to be 
equal to the measured values from the nearest adjacent 
points. In other areas, such as the vortex re-circulation 
region and the areas with separated flows, the flow 
velocities were assumed to have a small non-zero value. It 
is appreciated, however, that these velocities require 
better definition. 
Conclusions 
The analysis of the predicted and measured results have 
been discussed in Chapter 5 and the conclusions can be 
summarised as follows; 
a) the predicted results using the measured flowfield show 
good agreement with experimental data. The predicted 
particle velocities and angles using the inviscid flow 
were generally lower than the measured values, however, 
their trajectories show only slight difference from those 
predicted using the actual flow. The reason for the 
difference is due to the presence of a vortex re- 
circulation region at the base of the 'hump' of the hub, 
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a separation 'bubble' at the hub surface downstream of 
the peak of the 'hump', and flow separation at the 
shroud surface just downstream of the leading edge of the 
splitter. The blockage caused by this 'disturbed, flow 
resulted in a higher flow velocity although the main core 
flow directions remained relatively unchanged (except in 
certain areas). 
b) the drag coefficients used in the prediction model gave 
good agreement with experimental data for the spherical 
ballotini particle. As for the irregular quartz particle, 
a correction factor of 0.4 (shape factor of 0.21) was 
included into the drag coefficient to account for the 
higher drag force. The predicted results using the 
modified drag coefficients gave good agreement with 
experimental data. 
c) the restitution ratios for the quartz and ballotini par- 
ticles has been found to be sufficiently accurate for 
predicting only the main particle trajectories reflected 
from a solid wall. However, the broadly distributed 
curves (Figures 55 to 85) which represent other reflected 
trajectories had not been simulated. The restitution 
ratios for the ballotini particle were obtained by trial 
and error matching with measured results. The restitution 
ratios for the quartz particle were obtained from the ex- 
perimental studies by Tabakoff [Ref. 161 although these 
were found to be inadequate (requiring further experimen- 
tal study). 
d) the trajectories of the 15.0 um particle are dominated 
by the aerodynamic drag force while the 100.0 and 150.0 
um particle are influenced mainly by the inertia forces. 
As for the particles between 15.0 and 100.0 um, both the 
aerodynamic and inertia forces have an effect on their 
particle trajectories although it is hard to distinguish 
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which has the greater effect. In general, smaller 
particles achieved a higher velocities but their 
trajectories show a 'lag' behind the flow due to their 
small but significant inertia. The trajectories of the 
larger particle are 'ballistic' in nature where bounce is 
the main mechanism. 
e) the predicted separation efficiency (using the actual and 
inviscid flow) for all the particle sizes ranging from 
15.0 to 150.0 um was 100.0 percent. The measured separa- 
tion efficiency for the 100.0 and 150.0 um (quartz and 
ballotini) particle was greater than 98.0 percent (the 
difference between measured and predicted separation 
efficiency for these sizes was less than 2.0 percent). 
Since the trajectories of these larger particles 
(greater 100.0 um) are predominantly ballistic' in 
nature, the inviscid flow was found to be sufficiently 
adequate (based on the small difference of less than 
2.0 percent between measured and predicted separation 
efficiency). However, the trajectories of the smaller 
particles (less than 100.0 um) are influenced by both 
the aerodynamic and inertia forces but the particle 
behaviours in the vicinity of the flow separations and 
vortices cannot be simulated in the present inviscid 
flowfield. The measured separation efficiency for the 
60.0 and 30.0 um quartz particle was 96.6 and 89.2 
percent respectively although predicted efficiency was 
100.0 percent. The measured separation efficiency for the 
50.0 um ballotini particle was 98.3 percent. The 
difference (between the predicted and measured separation 
efficiency) appears to be due to the inaccurate modelling 
of the flowfield and the failure to simulate other 
(statistically) reflected trajectories. 
In conclusion, it is considered that a model capable of 
modelling particle trajectories in a gas turbine intake has 
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been developed and through a series of tests using both 
ballotini and quartz particles (and a laser anemometer) the 
model has largely proved this capability and some areas of 
difficulty have been isolated. The areas which need further 
improvement are the better representation of the flowfield 
(which includes viscous effect) and a better formulation of 
the restitution ratios for the quartz particles. However, in 
general, the measured particle trajectories (velocities and 
angles) have shown good agreement with predicted results. 
Also, (although not presented. in this thesis) the eroded 
surfaces'observed after the quartz particle tests showed rea- 
sonably good agreement with predicted impact regions. However, 
erosion on the surface by ballotini particles was hard to 
distinguish due to their non-erosive properties. These studies 
also show that regions of separation exist within the separa- 
tor and that the aerodynamics need improvement, and the stu- 
dies have also highlighted the important role of the splitter. 
Recommendation for further work. 
Although the inviscid flowfield can be used to assess 
the separation performance of a gas turbine intake for 
particle greater than 100.0 um, it fails in the prediction 
for the smaller particle. One of the main causes appears to 
be the failure to model the actual flowfield (as described 
in (e) above). The inviscid model cannot truly represent 
the flow where flow separation and vortex re-circulation has 
taken place. The critical areas such as flow separation, 
stagnation regions and flow reversal on the splitter can 
affect the behaviour of a particle (especially a small 
particle). In the present separator, a significant amount of 
dust in the scavenge duct was found to have been 'drawn? 
from the upperside of the splitter lip into the engine 
section (by combining the effect of the flow reversal on the 
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splitter lip and flow separation on the shroud surface). To 
improve the situation it is proposed that a viscous, 
compressible code will be needed so that a better prediction 
of the particle trajectories can be obtained. Although the 
effect of these critical flows on the particle behaviour can 
be simulated, experimental validation may still be needed. 
Experimental studies would also need to investigate the 
particle interaction with not only these critical flows but 
the boundary layer effects as well. In the present studies, 
and in most other related studies, research such as those 
by Tabakoff [Ref. 161, Breitman [Ref. 51 and Lord [Ref. 48], on 
the particle interaction with the boundary layer have been 
ignored due to the assumption of the short duration of time 
which the particle spend in them. This assumption may not 
always be true because of the high velocity gradient in the 
boundary layer which may affect the behaviour of the very 
small particles although the effect on the large particles 
is less so, due to their greater inertia. Experimental 
studies would be needed to investigate this effect on the 
particles less than 100.0 um in diameter. 
The other deficiency in the prediction model is the 
inaccurate restitution ratios derived for the quartz 
particles. The uncertainty arising from the statistical 
factors in the restitution ratios for the quartz were found 
to be inadequate due to the insufficient data collected on 
the particle rebound characteristics. most of the studies 
[Tabakoff, Ref-161 had been limited to 200.0 um particles 
impacting a solid surface at only 3 or 4 angles of attack. 
Further experimental studies are needed to derive more 
accurate restitution ratios (and deviations) for quartz 
particles less than 100. Oum in diameter, impacting a solid 
wall at a wider range of angles of attack. The uncertainty 
in the restitution ratios can be used to predict other 
trajectories apart from the main reflected trajectories. 
The experimental technique developed in this study could 
significantly aid progress in this area. I 
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Also, the prediction model does not take into account 
possible fragmentation (which was considered to be outside 
the scope of the current work) of a particle after an im- 
pact with a wall. Information on the particle fragmentation 
is sparse but Goodwin (Ref. 49] (Mann, Ref. 50) suggest that 
both the particle diameter and impact velocity have a sig- 
nificant effect on the degree of fragmentation. However, 
Goodwin's study was based on only three different particle 
diameters and three different impact velocities. Furthermore, 
the impact angle was kept to 90.0 degrees for only one tar- 
get material. Further experimentation is needed to provide 
the necessary information on the effects of the particle 
impact speed and angle, particle diameter and target mate- 
rial on the particle fragmentation. 
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APPENDIX 
A-1 Formulation of the Particle Equations of Motion 
The Navier-Stokes equation for the motion of a spherical 
particle in a steady, slow moving, incompressible flow is 
given as (ignoring inertia and body forces); 
or, 
GRAD Pw ji 9 
72 (V 
9 
ap 2 
- /1 9V 
(U 
9 ax 
ap 2 
-p9V (V 9 ay 
ap 2 
- /1 9V 
(W 
9 az 
(1-1) 
since Vc U9i+V9j+W9k and i, j, k are unit vectors in 
the cartesian coordinates. 
The continuity equation can be written as; 
DIV (V 
9 
(1-2) 
Taking the divergence of both sides of equation (1-1) and 
(1-2) gives; 
DIV GRAD P-V. VP -72 (P) = 
The simplest form of the solution for equation (1-3) given 
by Durand [Ref. 431 as; 
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-Ax 
r3 
where 
(x 2+y2+Z2)0.5 
Substituting (1-4) into (1-1) gives; 
v 2U =A[ 
3x 2 
/1 9r5r3 
A[ 3xy 
5 
11 9r 
2A[ 3xz VW--5 
/1 9r 
The constant A given by Durand (Ref. 431 was; 
0.75 /1 9DpI 
vgco 
where 
v9 
Co 
v9vp 
Substituting (1-5) into (1-4) gives; 
p9Dp jvgf*jx 
4r3 
(1-4) 
(1-5) 
(1-6) 
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and since r-Dp /2, equation (1-6) becomes; 
D IV Ix 
9p TO 
D2 
p 
The pressure is greatest and least at point P, and P2 
(rigure 87) respectively, where x-+Dp /2. 
At these points, the pressures are, (Hussein, Ref. 44), 
9 
1 vg co 
p 
There are no frictional forces at these points since au/Dx, 
Ou/2y, au/az are equal zero. However, frictional forces 
exists at other points on the sphere and they are greatest 
at the 'equator', i. e. x-O (Figure 87). The shear force at 
the 'equator' being; 
3 ji 91 VgCO 
D 
p 
Durand [Ref. 431 found that these shear forces are exactly 
equal to the surplus or deficit in pressure at point P, and 
P2 respectively. The shear forces can be determined at every 
point on the surface of the sphere. Hussein [Ref. 441 stated 
that the resultant of the pressure difference and friction 
forces has the same magnitude at all points and equal, 
91 Vgco 
(1-7) 
Dp 
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Hence, the total drag force acting on the sphere can be 
determined by multiplying the resultant force per unit area 
(1-7) by the area of the surface of the sphere. This gives 
3p9 JVg. 1 4Hr 
D 
D 
p 
Equation (1-8) is the well known 'Stokes Formula'. 
(1-8) 
A-2 Mathematical model of the Particle Equations of Motion 
A particle's position vector (Figure 7) in cylindrical 
coordinate can be written as; 
rp =rpR+zpK 
The Coriolis equation is given by; 
rp w 
LrP 
+wxr 
at p 
Substituting equation (2-1) into the Coriolis equation 
gives; 
r m R [r + z + e K x (r R + z p at p p p p p 
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where w-epK. The above equation gives; 
rz 
r-P LL 
rpR- 
+ 
zP; 
+rp; p at at 
(2-2) 
Substituting equation (2-2) into the Coriolis equation again 
gives; 
t[ 
2r 
P; pe rp+r 
PR + -PK 
I z 
a at at 
Kx[ 
Lrp- 
+ 
Lzp- 
p at at 
ý2-0... - 
m[rp-rpp ]R +[rpep+2rp0p ie +zpK (2-3) 
The component acceleration terms are shown in Figure 6 which 
also include the component drag forces. Hence, the 
resultant forces acting on a particle can be written in 
their direction as; 
2 
direction; mpIrp-rpepDR 
direction; m[re+ 2r* e0 ppppp 
direction; mpzpDz. 0 
where DR , D. and DZ are the component drag forces. 
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A-3 Solution of the Particle Equations of Motion using the 
Kutta-Fehlberg Fifth Order method 
The six equations describing the particle equations of 
motion (2-21) are given as follows; 
FV 
rpl 
F4- G(V 
rg -v rp) ' 
Vep 
2 
rp 
F2mV ept IF5- G(V eg -v ep) - 
2Vrpvep 
(3-1) 
r p 
F3=V 
zpf 
F6- G(V 
zg -v zp) 
Equation (2-23) can be expanded as follows; 
6 
rpn+li mr pni + At E ckHlk k=l 
6 
Opn+li m epni + At E ckH2k 
kMl 
6 
z pn+li mz pni + 
At EckH 3k k=l 
6 
Vrpn+li m Vrpni + &t 
kE1 
ck H4k 
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6 
v Gpn+li wv epni + At EckH 5k kMl 
6 
Vzpn+li m Vzpni + At EckH 6k k=l 
and, 
k 
Hlk m F, (Vrp + 6t E OkXNX) 
Xmi 
kk 
HF (r + At E Ok XH, X, Vep + At E Ok XH 5X) 2k 2p Xmi xwi 
k 
H3k mF3 (V zp + bt 
E OkXH6X) 
Xmi 
kk 
44k -F4 (r + At E Ok XHJX, Vrp + At E OkXH4X' p Xmi X=l 
kk 
Vep + At E OkXH5X, Vzp + At E Ok \H6 X) Xmi Xmi 
kk 
H5k ýF5 (r p+ 
At E Ok XH, X, Vrp + 6t Ok XH W 
kk 
v ep + At E l3k XH5X, Vzp + At E Ok XH 60 Xmi Xmi 
kk 
6k 6 (r p+ 
At E OkX Hl, \r V rp + 
At E Ok XH W Xmi Xmi 
-164- 
kk 
v ep + At E OkXHSX' Vzp + At E OkX H 60 Xmi Xmi 
where k-2,8 and ckl Ok . are coefficients of the Kutta- 
Fehlberg method given in TABLE III. 
For the first term where k-1, 
(Vrp) 
H 21 9* F2 (r p, 
v ep) 
H 31 mF3 (V zp) 
H 41 0' F4 (r P' 
Vrp' Vep' Vzp) 
H 51 mF5 (r p, 
v 
rp ,v E)p ,v zp) 
H 61 -F6 (r p, 
v 
rp" 
Vepl Vzp) 
The local truncation error yields; 
ät (H 11 +H 16 -H 17 -H 18) 
66 
E2 
-ý 
At (H 21 +H 26 -H 27 -H 28) 
66 
3 -ý 
6t(H 31 +H 36 -H 37 - H38) 
66 
-165- 
E4ý At (H 41 +H 46 - H47 -H 48) 
66 
E5ý At (H 51 
66 
E6ý At (H 61 
66 
H 56 -H 57 -H 58) 
H 66 -H 67 -H 68) 
A-4 Polynomial Expansion of the interpolation Functions for 
a Three dimensional Element 
The shape function for a 20 node, three dimensional element 
is given in equation (2-32) to (2-34). The shape function 
for the corner nodes (Figure 11) where ýi, I)ij, Ci w ±lj, 
at i-1,3,5,7,13,15,17,19 
N1 - 
M3 - 
N5 = 
H 1+&) ( 1+vl) ( 1-C) ( &+VI-C-2 ) 1/8 
N13 m1 (1+&) (1-11) (1+0 ( &-)I+C-2) 1/8 
-166- 
15 
N17 m 
N 19 m[ (1+&) (1+VI) (1+0 ( Z+11+ý-2) 1/8 
and at other node points where &i# Cir ni ,0 or +1, 
at midside nodes where i- 2,6,18,14 
N2 w [(l-& 
2)(J-vj)(j-Q)/4 
N6 - 
18 ý 1(1-& 
2 )(l+ln)(l+C)1/4 
N14 m [('-ý 
2 )(1-11)(l+C)1/4 
at midside nodes where 1- 9,10,11,12 
N9 - ((1-2)(1+fl)(1-UJ/4 
lo m Hl-ý )(1-ri)(1-E)1/4 
N1, I Hi-C 
2 )(1-11)(l+&)1/4 
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12 " [('-( )(l+n)(l+&)1/4 
at midside nodes where i- 4,8,16,20 
N4w Hl-rl 2 
N8' [(j_V, 2)(j+C)(j_Z) 1/4 
N16 ý [(, _t, 
2 )(1-C)(l+&)1/4 
N20 " [(j_r, 
2ý(j+Cj(j+Z) 1/4 
A-5 Formulation of the Jacobian Matrix of Transformation 
The Jacobian matrix is as follows; 
IiI- 
Ox ay oz 
a 
ax By az 
a 
(5-1) 
ax ay az 
The interpolation functions which are defined for 
isoparametric elements are given by equation (2-41) as; 
-168- 
20 20 20 
4- EN i 9bit x- EN i Xie y- IN iyi, imi imi iml 
20 
EN iz iml 
The full expansion of the interpolation can be found in 
equation (2-29) as follow; 
aj, +a j2 &+a j3ý + aJ4ý +a J5& 
2+a 
j6 n2 +a j7C 
2 
"a j8&vl + ajg&C + ajjoný + ajll& 
2 
VI + ajl2& 
2 
"a jl3v' 
2&+ 
ajl4t' 
2C 
+ ajj, ý 
2&+ 
aj 16ý 
2 
VI 
"a j17"C + ajl, & 
2nC 
+ ajlgtl 
2U 
aj20C 
2 &rl (5-2) 
where the local coordinate S VS2 and S3 corresponds to 
respectively and ai are the independent coefficient. U 
corresponds to the function value f, x, y and z. 
The terms on the right hand side of the Jacobian matrix 
(5-1) are derived by taking the derivatives of the 
interpolation function (5-2) w. r. t the local axes and 
as follows; 
au. 
aj2 + aj5 (2U +a j8(11) +a jg (C) + ajll(2&tl) 
+ aj12 (2&C) + aj 13(r) 
2)+ 
aj 15(C 
2)+ 
aj 17(rlC) 
+ aj18 (2&vjý) +a jig(r, 
2U 
+ aj20(C 
2 
11) 
au. 
+a j6 (2ri) + aj, M +a jio (ý) +a jil 
2) 
-I- aj3 
a ti 
-169- 
+a j13 
(2&11) +a j14 (211C) +aj 16 (C2)+a j17( 
+a jl8( &2U+a jig (2&vlC) +aj20(C2U 
au. 
a j4 +a j7 (2U +a jg (&) +a jio (VI) +a jl2(& 
2) 
+ aj 14 (ri 
2)+a 
J15 (2C&) +a j16 (2Cri) +a J17(&Vl) 
+a jl8(& 
2 
ri) +a jigOl 
2U+a 
j20 (2&nC) 
The independent coefficients, aj, are computed by 
substituting the local coordinate value (TABLE IV) and nodal 
function value from each node point in an element (Fig. 12) 
into equation (5-2). Hence, 20 simultaneous equations (which 
is different for each finite element) is obtained for each 
element which can then be solved to give the coefficients 
values. 
A-6 Transformation of a Point defined in the Global 
Coordinate to the Local Coordinate 
A point can be defined in the global cartesian coordinates 
as xPIYp and zp which can also be defined by another axes 
system (defined in a isoparametric element with its origin 
at the centroid). The non-linear equation (2-46) is given 
as; 
20 
EN 
i=l 
where Ni - N(&, rl, C). 
20 20 
F2mZ Niyi- yF3-. Z NiZ i- Z (6-1) imi Iml 
Hence, 
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20 
FimENix ij- xj =0j-1,3 (6-2) imi 
Differentiating the above equation (6-1) w. r. t. and 
for example, for function F1 gives, 
aF 1 20 2N BF 20 aN aF 20 8N 
r Xi E xi --Exi 
imi aEar, imi a 'n ac imi 
since ax/aE, ax/311 and ax/aC are zero. 
Hence, 9 different equations can be obtained by 
differentiating equation (6-2); 
9F 20 M aF 20 aN aF 20 ON 
-i .Zx. . -i t -i .Ex. .-i, -i .Ex-i 
ae i-1 l] aZ Dij imi l] all aZi mi 
ij az 
(6-3) 
where J-1,3 (. x, y, z) and 1-1,20. 
Expanding equation (6-2) in the Taylor's series gives; 
OF OF OF j, 6C + 0(6ý2) + 0(, 6ý2) + o(AC2) dF 
jA& 
+ -i All +- 
(6-4) 
and 
-171- 
dF imFi- (F i 
M- 
since FiM0 (from (6-2)). 
Ignoring second order terms, equation (6-4) can be written 
in matrix form as follows; 
1)o 
2 )0 
3 )0 
ax ax ax 
ay ay ay 
az az az 
cJ L 
Aý . 
where [J] 
T is the transpose of the Jacobian matrix of 
transformation (which had been derived in Appendix A-5). The 
terms in this matrix are calculated by substituting the 
global cartesian coordinate of a point (x, y, z). The terms in 
the L. H. S are calculated by substituting an initial guessed 
value of the point's local coordinates (for example, &o - no 
= Co. 0.0) and it's global coordinates into equation (6-1). 
The increment A&, An and AC can then be obtained by Cramer's 
rule (Spiegel, Ref. 451 as follows; 
-172- 
ax ax , 
a)i az 
ay ay 
AZ - (-F 2 )0 -- 311 aý 
az az 
3)0 -- 
hrl = 
Ac w 
ax 3x « 
- (-F1)0 - 
3Z aý 
Dy Dy 
- (-F 2 )0 - 3Z aý 
3Z az 
- (-F 3 )0 - az aý . 
. ax ax 
- -( -ir, ) 
aZ Dij 
dy dy 
- - (_F 2) 
- - (-F 3) 
. 
az a 11 
I jjj, Tj 
I 1[j]Tl 
/ jjj)Tj 
-173- 
Thus, new value of the local coordinate ca be obtained; 
bew ' &old + AE 
r1new " "old + all 
Cnew ' Cold + AC 
Having obtained the new values of &, n and C, they are then 
repeatedly substituted back into (6-2) and (6-3) until Fl, 
F2 and F3 approaches zero. However, the condition Fiý0, is 
difficult to attain due to the truncation error of the 
Taylor's series, which has the second order of magnitude. 
Hence, a small tolerance was used to end the iterative 
process. 
A-7 Computation of the Unit Vector Normal to a Wall Surface 
The basic concept regarding the calculation of the unit 
vector normal to a surface has been discussed by Goodman 
[Ref. 46], Kreyszig [Ref. 471 and Spiegel [Ref. 45). In 
general, let a surface be defined by the function Z-f(X, Y) 
as shown in Figure 88. If the surface has a tangent plane 
ABC at point P0 (XOIYOFZ 0 ), then the plane must contain the 
lines POM and P0N which are parallel to plane ZX and ZY 
respectively (Figure 88). If the surface is defined by the 
function Z-f(X, Y), then zxmdf/dx is the rate of change of z 
as x changes along the lines P0M. Hence, a unit change in X 
produces a change in zx, in the Z direction along line P0M, 
but remains unchanged in the Y direction. The vector 
-174- 
parallel to line POM is; 
v-i+ Oj +fx (XOYo)k 
since zxmfx(xo, Yo) and, i, j, k are unit vectors in the X, Y, z 
direction respectively. Similarly the vector parallel to 
line P0N is; 
01 +j+fy (XopYo)k 
The cross product of vectors V and W gives the unit vector 
normal at the point (XOIYo) in the outward direction, hence; 
V. X Wfxi-fyj+k (7-1) 
In general, if a surface can be defined by the equation, 
S- f(x, y, z) - constant 
Then GRAD S gives the vector normal to the surface 
[Spiegel, Ref. 451, hence, 
as as - as - GRAD S--+-j+-k 
ax ay az 
However, explicit expression for the function s- f(x, y, z) 
is not always available but X, Y and z can be expressed by 
-175- 
the local coordinate ý, Ij and C, therefore, 
as as ax as ay as az 
- w - - + - - + - - aý ax a& ay a& az a& 
as as ax as ay as az 
an ax ay an az an 
as as ax as ay as az 
ax ay ac az ac 
or in matrix form, 
as 
as 
a VI 
as 
as 
ax 
as 
ay 
as 
az 
(7-2) 
where [j] is the Jacobian matrix of transformation (Appendix 
A-5). Taking the inverse of the matrix (7-2) gives the form 
similar to equation (7-1) as; 
as as 
ax a 
as (i]-i as 
ay a rl 
asas 
aza 
(7-3) 
-176- 
Function S-f(x, y, z)-constant can also be expressed as 
S- f(x, y) + constant -z 
Hence, replacing function S by function z in matrix (7-3) 
gives; 
zz 
ax a 
az lil-i az 
ay all 
az 
L 
The L. H. S. of matrix (7-4) is 
surface defined by a function 
terms on the R. H. S. of the e 
x, y and z can be expressed as 
method of calculating these 
Appendix A-5. 
(7-4) 
also a unit vector normal to a 
z. However, in this case, the 
quation can be calculated since 
a function of VI and ý. The 
terms (R. H. S. ) are shown in 
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TABLE I DRAG COEFFICIENTS FOR A SPHERICAL PARTICLE 
ne dmg coefficient equations used am 
(', -: 4.0/Av for Av<0-1. 
(', -22-73j1? x+0-0903/ft! v+3-G9 
for O-I<Av<1-0. 
C, -29-IGG7/Rý, -3.8889/R, ',, +1-222 for 1-1)<Av<10.0, 
for 10-0<R. v<100-0, 
C, -DS-33/Jýv-277S/R! v+0-3G44 for 100-0<1ýv<luoo-Q. 
lr, -148-G2/1ýv-4-75xl0l/l?. Iv+0-357 for ICOO-O<Rýv<Silo-o, 
C, --490-54G/A, +57.87xl0l/R! v+0-46 for 5000-0<1ý, <ji)iwin-o. 
C, --l 
p 
662-5jAv+5-4167xl0'/lýv+0-5191 for 10000-0<1ý, <mwmo-o. 
(COURTESY OF MORSI AND ALEXANDER, REF-15) 
Re =0cD= 
O<ReCl. cDý 24. /Re 
1. <Re< 400. CDý 24. /Re 0.646 
a 400<ReO xWCDý0.5 
3x 10 5 <Re42 x 10 
6cD=3.66 
x 10 
4x Re 0.4275 
2x 10 6 <Re CD=0.18 
(COURTESY OF CHUEN-YEN CHOW, REF. 33) 
(A) Re < 0.01 Cc = 3j16 + 2qRc 
(B) 0.01 < Rt: 5 20 I"S 0[ýo 
Re 
_ 1] -O. BSI + 0.82w - 0.05w 24 
Le. Cc - 
L4 
(I+ 0.1315Rc'*-01-0 05"] 
Re 
(C) 20 -ý Re :S 260 
Re 
- 11 - -0.7133 + 0.6305w 10119 
P 
74 
Le, Cc -z4 (1 + 0.1933 Rc*-'ses] Re 
(D) 260: s Re 5 1500 log, o Cc - 1143S - 1.1242%v + 0.1558w' 
(E) 1.5 x 103 :9 Re :51.2 x IW log, * Cc - -2.4S71 + 2.5558w - 0.9295-1 + 0.104"w3 
(F) 1.2 x 10" < Re < 4.4 x 10' log Ia Cc --1.9 18 1+0.6370w - 0.0636ws 
(G) 4.4 x 10' < Rc: 5 3.39 x 101 logle Cc - -4.3390 + 1.5809w - 0.1546w2 
(H) 3.38 x 10' < Re :54x 109 
ýD 
- 29-78 - 5.3w 
(1) 4x 105 < Re: 5 106 Cc - 0.1w - 0.49 
(J) 106 < Re Cc - 0.19 -3x le/ke 
' OF CLIFT, R., GR., CE, J. R., WEBER, M. E. ) (COURTESIL 
TABLE II Coefficients of tangential and normal velocity restitution 
ratio 
PILE. MAR. CLUARU 
VPT 2. / VPTI Cl. -ý C2. CS tc4ý3 
TRGT. MAIL. C, C2. C3 C, + 
51.57Uý. 1.0 2-1Z 3.0175 -1.1 
T1. ALLOY 1.0 -t6602 2-2506 - 0-76 
AL. ALLOY 0-9S8 -t- 66 2. U1 -0. G7 
VPNZ/VPNI Ki+ Kz + K, 3 
P2' + K4 
'T R GT M AT L. Ki kZ K, 
S-T, ST EEL 1.0 -O,, jj5cj -0.411zt 0.21 Z 
T1. ALLOY 1.0 1. OS84 -0-3jq5 
AL. ALLOY 0.993 -1-76 1.56 -0-49 
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TABLE 1v Local coordinates of a 20 - node element 
NODE rL 
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TABLE V! Mass Flowrate And Dischnrg, - Coefficient 
TRAVERSE PIPE E,, ' G- I-1,11 E SCAVENGE ENGINE SCAVENGE 
STATIONS 
(D) TEST NO. A B C D 
- 
ýALL 
STATIC 8.4 in. Wg 4.3 -4n. 1-ig 13.5 4-n. Wg 12.3 4-n. Wg 
0.026 
j 
hl in. Wg 0.32 0.5 0 0.65 0.83 
0.082 h2 0.43 01.64 0 0.96 1.27 
h3 3 0.4 9 1 LO. 73 1.10 1.51 
0.226 h: ', - 0.54 rOl. 78 1.20 1.68 
0.3/! 2 h5 0.55 0.9i 1.25 1.82 
0.658 hl-5 0.55 0.92 l.? 5 1.81 
0.774 h7 " 0.54 01.84 1.24 1.68 
0.854 h8 " 0.49 0.74 1.15 1.51 
0.918 h9 " 0.43 0.62 0.99 1.29 
0.974 MO " 0.3? 0.1-6 0.66 0.94 
-h 4.66 7.14 10.45 14.34 
h 6.79E 6.796 8.400 10.159 11.888 
Vr, -ax/Vmpan 1.09 1.16 1.10 1.16 
TEST NO. A B c D 
:: ASS FLOWRATE (lb/s) 0.654 0.207 C. 958 0.291 
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DI 
_: 
S: CHA: RGE COEFF. I 0.89 0.86 0.89 I 0.86 
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PLATE 1 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
PLATE 2 LASER ANEMOMETER (L2F) 
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